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Editor’s Note

This issue of the New Mexico Historical Review inaugurates a new regular feature, “Southwest Talks.” In this series, editorial assistants will interview notable
historians who research the history of New Mexico and the Greater Southwest.
For eighty-nine years, the Review has published hundreds of research monographs, historical documents, and book reviews, but authors are generally
known to readers only by their reputation or publications. So my staff and I
decided to launch a series of interviews featuring historians who research the
history and culture of the Greater Southwest, the region traditionally covered in
the pages of the New Mexico Historical Review. The intention is to put a human
face to the scholars whose research opens the historical past to readers of the
Review. We hope to learn the educational background of our subjects, their path
to living in or studying the Greater Southwest, the professional or educational
influences on their historical craft, their favorite historians and writers, and
their evaluation of the state of scholarship on the history of New Mexico and
the Greater Southwest.
The first “Southwest Talks” features Dr. Rick Hendricks, the New Mexico
State Historian. Responding to questions posed by Editorial Assistant Candolin
Cook, he explains how a boy raised in western North Carolina made his way,
via the University of North Carolina, to the University of New Mexico, where
he studied the history of Iberia, the Spanish Empire, and the Borderlands of
northern New Spain. His wide-ranging career as an editor, translator, teacher,
research historian, and public historian makes him an ideal and fascinating subject. His interview also sheds light on the development of southwestern and
Borderlands history during the past forty years and offers clues about where the
field will be heading in the coming years. It is an honor to have Dr. Hendricks’s

participation to kick off “Southwest Talks.” As the Review editor, I also want to
thank Candolin Cook for her attention to applying the concept and developing
the editorial content of this new feature.

The New Mexico Historical Review Interview Series
R ick H endricks
Interviewed by Candolin Cook

•

Southwest Talks

Q: How did you become interested in the history of the Southwest and Latin
America?
When I was a very young reader, my grandmother gave me a book about Latin
America. I recall being fascinated by the idea of Mexico City originally being
built on a lake, and as I tried to imagine and investigate how that could be possible, I found the region to be a wonderland that was new and different to a boy
from the mountains of western North Carolina.
As an undergraduate at the University of North Carolina–Chapel Hill, I read
Samuel Shellabarger’s 1945 historical novel, Captain from Castile. It is not a great
book as historical novels go, but it fired my curiosity and really made me want
to know more about the history of Spain and colonial Mexico in the sixteenth
century. The book also fueled a lifelong exploration of historical fiction as a way
to study and teach history. The main character in the novel is the fictional Pedro
de Vargas, a nineteen-year-old soldier in Hernán Cortés’s army during the conquest of Tenochtitlan. I find it a curious coincidence that I spent my early career
working with a real life Vargas, New Mexico governor Diego de Vargas.
I turned my attention to the Southwest in a serious way when I came to
UNM [the University of New Mexico] in 1979, largely because Peter Bakewell
covered the northern expansion into the Southwest in his class on the history
Dr. Rick Hendricks is the State Historian of New Mexico and an award-winning author. His
most recent books are The Casads: A Pioneer Family of the Mesilla Valley (Rio Grande Books,
2012); and Four Square Leagues: Pueblo Indian Land in New Mexico (University of New Mexico Press, 2014), co-authored with Malcolm Ebright and Richard W. Hughs.
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of Mexico in the colonial period. I would say that I came to the history of the
area from the perspective of a Latin Americanist, and I have always considered the U.S. Southwest as the northern extension of Latin America, which
has interesting implications given the demographic changes we are witnessing
in the region today.
Q: You studied history at the University of North Carolina, the University of
New Mexico, and the Universidad de Sevilla in Spain. Who were/are your biggest educational influences?
At Chapel Hill I was most strongly influenced by three individuals. Roberto
Etchepareborda was an Argentine diplomat and historian who impressed upon
me the need to be able to read primary sources in their original language.
Enrique Baloyra was a Cuban exile, a political scientist who taught a memorable course on revolutionary Cuba. He cared about his students, and that meant
a lot to me. It is an experience that many of my fellow students had with him.
By singling out Professors Etchepareborda and Baloyra, I in no way want
to minimize the influence of the other professors of Latin American studies at
Chapel Hill in the 1970s when I was there. Federico G. Gil, Joseph S. Tulchin,
and John D. Martz are other leading figures I recall from that period. Only Dr.
Tulchin survives from this “golden age” of Latin American studies at UNC.
Finally, Anthony G. Lo Ré was a Spanish professor, friend, and mentor. He persuaded me to study at the Universidad de Sevilla, which proved a transformative
experience for a variety of reasons, not least because it gave me the proficiency
in Spanish that has made the work I do possible. In Sevilla I met and studied
with Luis Navarro García, one of the leading Spanish historians of Spain in the
New World, who was at the time Catedrático [professor] in the Sección de Historia de América. I have had occasion to visit with him there since my student
days, most notably on the occasion of a visit with tribal dignitaries from Sandia
Pueblo some years ago.
When I returned to Chapel Hill from Spain and finished my undergraduate
degree in history, Dr. Lo Ré suggested that I attend UNM to study with Marshall
Nason for my PhD. Dr. Nason and Dr. Lo Ré were old friends from their days at
Louisiana State University after World War II. Dr. Nason, a distinguished professor of Spanish literature, was very important to my formation as a scholar,
principally because he insisted that I know every word in every text we studied.
This attention to detail has served me well in the study and translation of historical documents. He also stressed the importance of taking pride in my scholarly
production if I expected anyone to take my work seriously. This is an important
lesson I incorporated into my teaching and advising.
2
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Dr. Nason directed the Ibero-American Studies PhD program, which was a
very demanding interdisciplinary program combining the history of the colonial
and national periods in Latin America with Spanish and Portuguese language and
literature. In my mind this was the ideal preparation for the career path I chose.
The biggest influence at UNM, however, was unquestionably Peter Bakewell, an
exemplary researcher and writer. Dr. Bakewell sent me off to Bolivia in the summer of 1980 where I earned my stripes as a budding Latin Americanist by following in his footsteps in the archives and surviving a bloody military coup.
I would be remiss if I did not add that my colleagues at the Vargas Project,
John L. Kessell and Meredith D. Dodge, taught me as much or more than any
professors I studied with over the years.
Q: Your career as a historian has taken many forms: archivist, professor, author,
editor, historical consultant, and, currently, State Historian of New Mexico. Do
you have any advice for someone attempting to become a professional historian,
particularly beyond the professoriate?
This will sound trite, but I have some rather simple suggestions. I find useful
the quote attributed to the Roman philosopher Seneca: “Luck is what happens
when preparation meets opportunity.” I always advise people to prepare as thoroughly as possible so that when opportunities present themselves, they will be
ready to seize them. In my case, years of language study and practice with paleography were necessary for me to function as a competent historian of colonial
Latin America. Such technical skills are a necessary complement to knowledge
of the period. My first opportunity to work as a professional historian was as a
paleographer and translator with the Vargas Project. As it turned out, the job
was a perfect fit, but had I not been adequately prepared, I would not have been
able to join that historical editing project, and the long, unorthodox trajectory
of my career might have taken a very different course or gone nowhere.
I have been extremely fortunate, but I do not recommend sitting around
waiting for opportunity to knock. Often times it is necessary to manufacture
a chance at a job. Historic preservation is a field that requires historians, often
highly specialized ones. Writing successful historical contexts for nominations
to state and national registers requires considerable knowledge of federal and
state regulations, highly developed research skills, careful attention to detail,
and excellent writing. Getting involved in a community project to nominate
historic structures is one good way to get a start in the profession. Archaeological firms contracted to do cultural resource management and mitigation
work routinely need historians. Here in New Mexico, lawyers rely on historians
for expert witness testimony in legal cases, particularly those relating to land
Hendricks / Southwest Talks
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grants. Museums also require historians. Volunteering as a docent is a good way
to learn about that kind of work.
Irrespective of the type of work, I believe it is crucial for historians to write
well, and the only way to accomplish that is to work at it, every day if possible.
I embrace the kernel of truth in two clichés: great writers are not born, they are
edited, and great writers are great readers. I am not a great writer, but I work at
it daily, and I am always reading books. I enjoy reviewing manuscripts for university presses and academic journals and usually have one or two going.
Q: What have you read recently that you would recommend to scholars of
Southwest history?
John L. Kessell’s new book, Miera y Pacheco: A Renaissance Spaniard in Eighteenth-Century New Mexico (University of Oklahoma Press, 2013), is perhaps
his best writing. Danna A. Levin Rojo’s Return to Aztlan: Indians, Spaniards,
and the Invention of Nuevo México (University of Oklahoma Press, 2014) challenges long-held notions about the inspiration for the Spanish advance into the
Southwest. David L. Caffey’s Chasing the Santa Fe Ring: Power and Privilege in
Territorial New Mexico (University of New Mexico Press, 2014) is the first booklength study of the Ring. As is so often the case, no one has tackled this controversial subject before, and now we have this book and at least two more on
the same subject are in progress. Finally, Carlos Herrera, another former colleague on the Vargas Project, has a new study on Governor Juan Bautista de
Anza called Juan Bautista de Anza: The King’s Governor in New Mexico, which
the University of Oklahoma Press will be publishing very soon.
Q: What do you think about the state of history focused on the U.S. Southwest/
Borderlands today? Where do you see the field headed?
I am in contact with many young students of the history of the Southwest/Borderlands, and I think the field is in robust health and in very good hands indeed.
The Historical Society of New Mexico, the Center for Regional Studies at UNM,
and my office (Office of the State Historian) support what we call the Scholars’
Program, which provides stipends for research in New Mexico archival repositories. Although not limited to young scholars, I have been heartened by the
fact that dozens of students pursuing advanced degrees are focusing on practically every imaginable aspect of the history of the region. We have students
from the top universities in the country doing historical research and writing on
New Mexico topics all through the year, every year.
Although I have no idea where the field is headed, I can say that I have noted
some trends in the way recent historiography has developed. Most of the pioneers
4
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in New Mexico history focused on the earliest periods, the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, which seems eminently logical to me. In recent years, with the
notable exception of the astounding and prolific work of Richard Flint and Shirley Cushing Flint on all things related to the Coronado Expedition, there seems
to me to be more of an interest in exploring the eighteenth century. The works
I mentioned above by Kessell and Herrera are but two examples of this trend.
This has been accompanied by renewed interest in what Pekka Hämäläinen has
felicitously called the Comanche Empire. Severin Fowles, an archaeological
anthropologist, is working on a study of what he refers to as Comanche imperialism in eighteenth-century New Mexico.
Q: Your most recent book, The Casads: A Pioneer Family of the Mesilla Valley,
details the extraordinary life of Thomas Casad and his family as they made their
way from Ohio to Mesilla, New Mexico. Casad eventually became one of the
most powerful agriculturalists and land-owners in southern New Mexico. What
did you find most surprising or intriguing about Casad’s story?
I have always been something of a skeptic when it comes to the reliability of
oral history and family lore. I think this is a result of being a documentary editor for almost two decades. What I found remarkable in researching and writing this book was how accurate the stories provided to me about Tom Casad by
members of the extended family could be. This was a confirmation for me of the
value of this kind of information. At the same time, I was also able to see how
historical memory faded and mutated as the generations passed and the facts
became altered in subtle but meaningful ways as the tale was told and retold. So,
as a historian I would say that I have a new appreciation for such sources but
retain a degree of skepticism after writing this book.
I would also say that the availability of primary source material on the Internet has truly revolutionized the way I do research. I traveled to Ohio, Illinois,
Kansas, and California to gather material for this book, but I was able to do
more work than I dreamed possible at my personal computer. After decades
spent in front of a microfilm reader, this was a most pleasing development.
Q: What are you working on next?
Malcolm Ebright, Richard Hughes, and I completed Four Square Leagues: Pueblo
Indian Land in New Mexico, which UNM Press has just published. Assistant State
Historian Robert D. Martínez and I have a book of prenuptial investigations
from the colonial period in the El Paso del Norte area that is in press. Rob and
I are beginning a study of the clergy in late colonial New Mexico, which will
Hendricks / Southwest Talks
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probably occupy us for a few years. Steve Baker, an archeologist from southwestern Colorado, and I have a book in press, a study of Juan Antonio María
Rivera’s two 1765 expeditions into southern Colorado. Steve has done an extensive trail and ethnographic study, and I have transcribed and translated the
journals of the trips. I am also finally finishing a life-and-times study of a Spanish priest, Antonio Severo Borrajo, who lived in the U.S.-Mexico border region
during the second half of the nineteenth century.
Q: Although you are a North Carolina native, you decided to make New Mexico
your home. What do you love about it?
I grew up in one of the most beautiful places on earth, in the Smokey and Blue
Ridge Mountains. As a youth I spent most of my time in the woods and learned
the name of every tree and rock. My hometown was near the Qualla Boundary,
home of the Eastern Band of the Cherokee Indians. I never expected to live anywhere else, but during college I lived in Spain and learned to love the language,
people, and culture. So, even though the physical environment of New Mexico
is about as different from where I came from as is possible, there were many
things about my new home that were familiar. To that I would add that the
tacos my mother made when I was a kid were so hot that they brought tears to
my eyes, which was good preparation for the world of red and green chile. And
when I needed to experience a southeastern forest, I hiked up into the Sandias,
and that was close enough.
Since my arrival in New Mexico in the summer of 1979, I have been privileged
to live and work in Albuquerque, Las Cruces, and now Santa Fe. I have worked
at UNM and at NMSU [New Mexico State University]. I believe this gives me a
different perspective on the history of the state than folks who have stayed close
to home, to their patria chica, whether in the north, center, or south of the state.
My permanent home with my family and dogs is in Las Cruces, and one day I
will retire there. From my house, I have a clear view of the Organ Mountains. I
know the light of Northern New Mexico is special and has attracted artists from
all over the world, but the light play and rapidly changing hues on the Organs
can be so stunning, so painfully beautiful that it will take your breath away. The
Rio Grande is close by, and I often walk for miles and miles along the river. Even
when there is no water, which has been the case for most months for the last few
years, there is a stark beauty in that river as there is in much of the desert south.
I have been in a thirty-five-year love affair with the history of this place, and I do
not expect that to change.

6
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Laguna Pueblo History Revisited

F

or more than two hundred years, the Pueblo of Laguna has contended
with its more recent non-Native neighbors over the ownership and use of
land and water in the Río San José watershed of west-central New Mexico. The latest and longest running dispute of this kind is the legal case titled
State of New Mexico, ex. rel., State Engineer v. Kerr-McGee Corporation, et al. In
July 2010, legal counsel for the Pueblo of Laguna asked me to serve as an expert
witness historian for this case. Over the years I have had the opportunity to take
a fresh look at the surviving documentary record covering the Spanish colonial
and Mexican periods, with special reference to ancestral Western Keresan usage
and occupation of the Río San José watershed and adjacent areas, including
Mount Taylor, Bluewater Creek, Paguate Creek, Water Canyon, Encinal Canyon, Acoma Creek, Largo Canyon and other tributaries, and the main stem of
the Río San José and the lands through which they run (see fig. 1).

Together with his collaborator and wife Shirley Cushing Flint (also a historian), Richard
Flint has been engaged in research on the Coronado Expedition and the early Spanish colonial period in the American Southwest and northwest Mexico for the last 30-plus years. Their
ground-breaking documentary research leads the field of current Coronado Expedition
research. They are currently writing a book to be called A Most Splendid Company: The Inner
Workings of the Coronado Exposition to Tierra Nueva.
Since 2010, Dr. Flint has served as an expert witness for the Pueblo of Laguna in State of
New Mexico, ex. rel., State Engineer v. Kerr-McGee Corporation, et al. and is currently doing
similar work for Kewa Pueblo, formerly known as Santo Domingo Pueblo. He gratefully
thanks the Pueblo of Laguna for granting permission to publish in this article results of
research performed in preparation for depositions and eventual trial testimony, as well as
complementary presentations and articles by colleagues also engaged in research into the
history and prehistory of the Pueblo of Laguna.
Flint / Laguna Pueblo History Revisited
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Figure 1. Detail from Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco’s 1779 Plano de la Provincia interna de
el Nuebo Mexico . . . . Modern place names added by the author: Mt. Taylor, Río San José,
Bluewater, and Paguate. Original map courtesy Eleanor B. Adams Papers, MSS 826 BC-008,
Center for Southwest Research, University Libraries, University of New Mexico.

In conjunction with new multidisciplinary research carried on by my colleagues T. J. Ferguson, Barbara J. Mills, Gary Huckleberry, Tammy Rittenour,
Christopher Banet, and David Killick, the study yielded significant new data
and reinterpretation of previously existing data that call for reformulation of the
history of Western Keresan presence in, and exploitation of, the Río San José
watershed, as it has been told by some professional historians and anthropologists. These new perspectives have important implications for the history of
Pueblo peoples and New Mexico more generally: we—as a group—requested
and received permission from the Pueblo of Laguna to publish some of our
findings.1 This article concentrates on new perspectives deriving from documentary historical research, but it also refers in summary form to crucial conclusions from archaeological and geotechnical research. In-depth exposition of
my colleagues’ individual research and conclusions is being published by them
separately in journals in their respective fields.
For decades the information and conclusions provided by historians and
anthropologists about the antiquity of Laguna Pueblo and its practice of ditch
irrigation agriculture have been confusing, even contradictory. Perhaps no
better example of this situation exists than two chapters in a single, ostensibly
8
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authoritative book—Southwest, volume 9 of the Smithsonian Institution’s Handbook of North American Indians. The first of those chapters is “History of Pueblo-Spanish Relations to 1821” by well-known and well-respected historian Marc
Simmons. The other is titled simply “Laguna Pueblo” by nearly legendary
anthropologist-archaeologist Florence Hawley Ellis.
Simmons, while discussing the Spanish reconquest of New Mexico in the
1690s, states that after the major fighting ended, “Homeless Keresans received
temporary shelter at Acoma, but about 1697 these moved northeast to a large
lake and established the Pueblo of Laguna, whose formal founding dates from
July 4, 1699, when submission was made to the Spanish governor.”2 Meanwhile,
about 150 pages later in the same volume, Ellis, synthesizing traditional Laguna
history and archaeological evidence, recounts migrations of ancestral Pueblo
peoples: “[A] party of Lagunas-to-be established the fourteenth-century village
of Punyana on the western edge of the lake on the [Río] San José, where the
contingent that had stopped at Acoma later joined them. Population was under
300. Some Rio Grande [Pueblo] families came seeking new homes, and it was
decided to move the village to a knoll of rock above the river on the east side of
the lake. Thus [modern] Laguna was born.”3
These two quotes exemplify a divide among scholars. On the one hand,
some, including Simmons, hold that Laguna did not come into existence until
after the Pueblo Revolt/Pueblo-Spanish War of the 1680s and 1690s; on the
other, there are those, including Ellis, who adduce evidence that the ancestors
of modern Laguna Pueblo were living and farming in the Río San José–Mount
Taylor area of New Mexico long before Europeans arrived in the Americas. The
two camps of scholars do not segregate strictly along disciplinary lines, as might
appear from the Simmons-Ellis example. Take, for instance, the case of anthropologist Edward Dozier and historian Myra Ellen Jenkins. Dozier maintains
that “A number of Keresan Indians, however, moved west after the revolt, apparently in an attempt to get farther away from Spanish domination, and founded
Laguna.”4 Jenkins, on the contrary, is persuaded by Ellis’s archaeological work
which, “based upon concentrated research in Laguna sites and pottery types,
reveals that the basic ancestry of modern Laguna lies in a group which had a
separate identity long before the Spanish occupation.”5
It is in the hope of helping to resolve this historical impasse that my colleagues and I have been especially anxious to publish our recent work. All too
often the work of scholars dealing with Pueblo land and water use has remained
unavailable to their professional fellows and the general public, buried in massive court files, until long after the cases for which it was produced as expert testimony were concluded.
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Incompleteness of the Documentary Record: The Expeditions of the
Sixteenth Century
It is important at the beginning to emphasize the incompleteness and noncomprehensive nature of the surviving Spanish documentary record dealing
with the reino y provincia de Nuevo México, especially for the period prior
to the Pueblo-Spanish War of 1680–1696. The fragmentary nature of that
record is particularly apparent in areas, such as the Río San José watershed,
peripheral to the Rio Grande Valley, which was the almost exclusive focus of
Hispanic settlement until late in the Spanish colonial period. Sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century Spanish documents provide important information about
the Pueblos of those times and about their settlements and agricultural activities, but they are subject to misuse by assuming that the information they contain is complete and exhaustive, although it is neither.
It has been commonly assumed by historians and others that because no
pueblo has been readily correlated with modern Laguna in the surviving Coronado, Chamuscado-Rodríguez, Espejo, and Castaño de Sosa expedition documents then no such pueblo or distinct people existed during the period between
1540 and 1591 when those expeditions were present in New Mexico.6 The primary argument employed by these scholars—who have generally disregarded
or discounted Laguna traditional history—has been that the Laguna Pueblo is
not named in Spanish colonial documents before the late 1690s.
However, archaeological investigations have shown Laguna, and other pueblos, to have been occupied during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
although the pueblos were not mentioned in the surviving Spanish documentary record of those times. Modern archaeological, historical, and geographic
research has been able to identify some of the most glaring omissions. A number of attempts have been made by modern scholars to correlate pueblos
named—or mentioned without names—in the surviving documents deriving
from the Coronado and other expeditions with known archaeological sites dating from the sixteenth century.7 Probably the most candid and sound appraisal
of these attempts was made by anthropologist Carroll L. Riley, when he wrote in
1995 that “there are uncertainties in all of these figures. . . . In many cases definite identification of pueblos are not made; it is not always clear [from the documents] if given settlements were occupied, temporarily deserted, or in ruin.”8
Nonetheless, it is obvious from the work of these scholars that far more pueblos are archaeologically known to have existed during the sixteenth century than
are accounted for in the documents that survive from the sixteenth-century expeditions into New Mexico. As geographer Elinore Barrett has shown in concise
tables, the Coronado Expedition documents mention only four of the twelve
known sixteenth-century Piro pueblos of the southern Rio Grande, only four of
10
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the nine known sixteenth-century Tompiro pueblos of the greater Estancia Basin,
only three of the nine known sixteenth-century Jemez pueblos of the upper Jemez
River area, only six of the twelve known sixteenth-century Tewa pueblos of the
Española Basin, and only one of the two known sixteenth-century Northern Tiwa
pueblos of the upper Rio Grande, as well as only one pueblo in the greater Río
San José region.9
Thus, it is wholly unjustified to conclude that Laguna Pueblo or its immediate antecedents did not exist during the sixteenth and most of the seventeenth
centuries simply because they are not mentioned in that noncomprehensive,
nonexhaustive documentary record.10 Based solely on that documentary record,
the data are insufficient to draw definitive conclusions about the residence of the
people of Laguna Pueblo or any of the many other pueblos that are absent from
mention in extant Spanish colonial documents. However, there is evidence that
even in the spotty documentary record, Spanish colonial observers—although
they often did not realize it—witnessed aspects of ancestral Keresan occupation of and practice of irrigation agriculture on lands of the modern Laguna
Pueblo. When combined with the most recent archaeological and geotechnical
research, there is strong documentary evidence of continuous residential and
agricultural presence of the ancestors of the people of Laguna Pueblo in their
homeland in the Río San José watershed since before the coming of Europeans
to the American Southwest.
Legal and Administrative Proceedings: The “Cruzate” Grants
Since the U.S. annexation of Nuevo México in the mid-1840s, the Indian Pueblos of the former Mexican and Spanish territory have been repeatedly engaged in
administrative and judicial proceedings focused on their rights to land and water.
The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which formally ended the U.S.-Mexican War
in 1848, specified that “Mexicans [including Native Americans] who . . . shall not
preserve the character of citizens of the Mexican republic . . . shall be incorporated into the Union of the United States, and be admitted at the proper time . . .
to enjoyment of all the rights of citizens of the United States, according to the
principles of the constitution; and in the mean time shall be maintained and
protected in the free enjoyment of their liberty and property.”11 In 1854 Congress
created the Office of the Surveyor General of New Mexico, which was charged
with “investigat[ing] Spanish and Mexican land grant claims in the territory and
to recommend, through the Secretary of the Interior, congressional approval or
rejection of the claims.”12 Subsequent congressional instructions to the territorial surveyor general specified that he was to “recognize land grants ‘precisely
as México would have done’” and to “base his conclusions about the validity
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of land grant claims on the ‘laws, usages, and customs’ of Spain and Mexico.”
Furthermore, the surveyor general was “to presume that the existence of a city,
town, or village at the time of the Treaty was clear evidence of a grant” and was
to “make a report in regard to all pueblos existing in the Territory, showing the
extent and locality of each, stating the number of inhabitants in the said pueblos, respectively, and the nature of their titles to the land.”13
In compliance with these charges, the Office of the Surveyor General and its
successor, the Court of Private Land Claims, acted under instructions issued by
the Secretary of the Interior “to prepare a faithful report of all the land titles in
New Mexico which had their origin before the United States succeeded to the sovereignty of the country.”14 As part of this process, during the 1850s hand-written
documents were presented before the surveyor general that were claimed to be
original Spanish grants to nine New Mexico pueblos, including the Pueblo of
Laguna.15 The texts of the documents indicated their production to have been
during September 1689 under the authority of Gov. Domingo Jironza Petriz de
Cruzate. However, in 1891, a witness before the Court of Private Land Claims
named Will M. Tipton, who was said to have specialized knowledge as a handwriting expert, declared that these so-called “Cruzate grants,” including the
grant to the Pueblo of Laguna, were “spurious.”16
After scrutinizing the parallel texts of the series of “Cruzate grants,” Tipton
listed several oddities about the documents: 1) the same handwriting was used
in the text of the grants and the “signatures” authenticating them, 2) Governor
Jironza’s name and that of his secretary are misspelled, 3) an allegedly incorrect
founding date of the Laguna Pueblo is used, 4) a seemingly anachronistic place
name is included in the boundary calls of the Acoma Pueblo grant, and 5) the
Laguna grant includes an excerpt from a pamphlet written in the 1830s.17 The
paper-and-ink “Cruzate” documents are clearly not genuine original instruments from 1689.
Nevertheless, after all the attention that has been paid to physical aspects of
the “Cruzate grants” (paper, ink, misspelling, etc.), there remain more complex
questions: 1) are the “Cruzate grants” copies or even copies of copies of 1689
originals, whether official or informal, 2) do the “Cruzate grants” contain accurate information, and 3) did Governor Jironza issue official statements outlining
territorial boundaries for pueblos in New Mexico?
In 1985 historian Charles Cutter addressed points relevant to the issue of
whether the “Cruzate grants” are copies of authentic originals.18 Years later as part
of my involvement as an expert witness in State of New Mexico, ex. rel. State Engineer v. Kerr-McGee Corporation, et al., I also examined the “Cruzate grants” and
independently observed some of the same characteristics of the texts that Cutter
had previously, as well as other details that Cutter did not cite in 1985. During my
12
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decades of transcribing and translating Spanish manuscript documents, I have
become very familiar with the common errors made by copyist scribes when
hand-written duplicates were made, as was routine practice in notarial and governmental offices throughout the Spanish colonial period. Instances of those sorts
of copying errors appear frequently in the “Cruzate grants.”
I provide here a few of the plentiful examples of copying-type errors present
in the “Cruzate grants.” Obvious copying errors appear in the “Acoma B” grant
document, including these on folio 1v:
Preguntado, Que Como ciendo ciendo Vecinos la lagu- / na Y Acoma
Peleaban tanto Y que por que se mudo / al Peñol siendo unos YndioS
tan Avila(n)tados havian / deJado su Pueblo Y responde que se havian
mudado al / Peñol los Acomas siendo unos Yndios tan Abila(n)ta- /
dos havian deJado su Pueblo Y Responde que se havian / mudado al
Peñol loS Acomas por las muchaS / guerras que unos Y otros Puevlos
tenian Y esto / Responde.19
In the passage above, repeated words and phrases are shown underlined and in
boldface. Such inadvertent repetition is typically made by a copyist who has lost
his place while reading the exemplar from which he is copying. Here is another
similar copying error in part of the text from the Laguna “Cruzate grant.” Again,
repeated words are shown underlined and in boldface:
dijo el Confesante que Se llama Bartolome / de oJeda Y que eS natural de
la provinzia de la nu- / eva Mexico en el Pueblo de Zia, Y que tendra de
/ edad Veinte Y Uno o Veinte Y dos años poco / maS poco menoS Y que
no ha tenido maS oficio / que el eJercicio de la guerra Y que Save como
se / halla la laguna, Y que fue Y que fue Apostata / en el Reyno del la
nueva Mexico Y esto Resp- / onde.20
The only plausible explanation of errors such as these is erroneous repetition by
a copyist.
Even the often cited incorrect surname of the secretary of government and war
(that is, official recorder of government records), shown on the “Cruzate grants”
as “Guitara” instead of the actual name of “Guevara,” appears to be an ordinary
copying error, similar to ones made frequently by scribes unable to distinguish
the orthography of another scribe. In this case, two commonly mistaken letters
are involved: “e” and “i” are often indistinguishable in Spanish manuscript documents, as are “v” and “t.” Thus, even a seventeenth-century copyist could easily
have read “Guitara” for “Guevara.”21 Such a copying error becomes even more
likely for a copyist living at a significantly later period and who was unfamiliar
with the names of earlier secretaries.
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The “Cruzate grants,” each with a unique text, contain many instances of
such copying errors, making it all but certain that each of the “Cruzate grants,”
as we know them, is a copy of a unique exemplar. Someone copied the “Cruzate
grants” from a series of precursors. The antiquity of those precursors remains
to be determined, but it is clear that the documents we have were copied from
others.
It is also clear that the “Cruzate grants” contain at least some historically
accurate information. It is correct, as each of the “Cruzate grants” states, that a
man from Zia Pueblo named Bartolomé de Ojeda was taken prisoner by a Spanish colonial force under Governor Jironza and transported to El Paso, where he
was interrogated by the governor.22 Ojeda provided information “about different
topics,” two of which are covered in Silvestre Vélez de Escalante’s summaries of
and excerpts from the testimony which he made in the 1770s and together are
known as the “Extracto de Noticias”: “1) The general condition of the apostates
[and] 2) the manner in which they had taken the friars’ lives during the uprising.”23 A nineteenth-century English translation (made, according to Cutter, by
Samuel Ellison, and preserved at the Huntington Library) of an apparently no
longer extant Spanish document appears to represent a further record of some of
Ojeda’s testimony of 1689 in El Paso.24 In comparison to the “Extracto de Noticias,” the document contains different, complementary testimony—statements
of the same general type as the “Extracto de Noticias” but expanded. The Huntington Library document includes boundary calls for Laguna Pueblo “possessions,” virtually identical to those in the Laguna “Cruzate grant.”25 There is no way
to assess the authenticity of the Spanish document Ellison apparently translated,
since it is no longer known to exist. Even without the information contained in
the Huntington Library document, however, it is evident from the “Extracto de
Noticias” that Ojeda was questioned in 1689 about the New Mexico pueblos, as
stated in each of the “Cruzate grants.”
It has not yet been shown that Governor Jironza actually prepared pueblo
grant documents in El Paso in 1689, incorporating information from Ojeda’s
testimony. A “royal cédula [directive] of 1684, appointing Domingo Jironza
Petriz de Cruzate as Governor and Captain-General of New Mexico,” however,
“gave him the right to make both Spanish and Indian land grants.”26 In fact it
went so far as to require Jironza to amparar (aid) the Indians who estan atentados de paz (are behaving peacefully), “forming congregaciones and settlements
of Indians who left [in war] from time to time in those camping places [that
are] suitable . . . indicating the lands that may be necessary and [their] boundaries and markers for each pueblo” (hasiendo Congregasiones y poblasiones de
los yndios que Salieron En Una y (h)otra (h)ocasion que fueren nesesarias En
los paraJes mas a proposito . . . Señalando las tierras que hubieren menester y
14
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terminos y linderos (h)a Cada pueblo).27 This is exactly the kind of information provided by each of the “Cruzate grants,” giving further reason to expect
that Jironza, during his second term, may have prepared documents like those
referred to in the cédula of 1684.
Some detractors of the modern usefulness of the “Cruzate grants” raise the
objection that they contain anachronistic elements—specifically the use of
“Cubero” and “Paguate” as place names. The usage of “Cubero” in 1689 in New
Mexico would antedate by almost a decade the arrival in the province of the
governor of that surname, presumably the namesake of the “cerro de cuvero”
referred to in the Acoma “B” grant document. Likewise, use of “Paguate” in
1689, as in the Laguna grant document, would anticipate a man of that name by
decades.28 Although that is true, it is also true that copies of a document from
1689 made after the arrival of Gov. Pedro Rodríguez Cubero in New Mexico or
after the events of the “Paguate purchase” would likely have been “updated” by
the scribe/copyist to reflect the latest place name usage. Scribes frequently made
such emendation in copies without noting it and without compromising the
accuracy of the copies (according to the standards of the day).29
I provide the following example of such updated copying in another Spanish colonial document. In fray Alonso de Benavídes’s Memorial of 1630, the friar
included material borrowed virtually word-for-word from an earlier work by
fray Bartolomé de las Casas. In one of those borrowed passages Las Casas had
referred to the New Mexico river known today as the Rio Grande by the name
Río Espíritu Santo. By the time Benavídes was writing, however, the river was
known instead as the Río Bravo, so while borrowing the remainder of the passage from Las Casas, Benavídes updated the river’s name to Río Bravo.30
The available information indicates that 1) the “Cruzate grants” are copies of
other, precursor documents, 2) the “Cruzate grants” contain at least some accurate historical information in agreement with the “Extracto de Noticias” of the
1770s, and 3) it was mandated at the time of his appointment that, as appropriate, Governor Jironza issue documents outlining territorial boundaries for
pueblos in New Mexico.
Period of Establishment of the Pueblo of Laguna
Tipton, in attempting to bolster his pronouncement that all the “Cruzate grants”
are not authentic, stated that “it is a well-established historical fact that the
Pueblo of Laguna was not in existence at that date and was not founded until
ten years later [than the ostensible date of the document, 1689].”31 Tipton’s claim
that a founding of Laguna in 1699 is “a well-established historical fact” rests on
two documentary sources.
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The first of those is the record of Gov. Pedro Rodríguez Cubero’s inspection
of Zuni, Acoma, and Laguna in July 1699, at which time San José was named as
the patron of the Catholic mission at Laguna. Historians—since Hubert Howe
Bancroft in the late nineteenth century—who refer to Cubero’s supposed 1699
“recognition” of Laguna, give citations that direct one only to each other, but
lead ultimately to the “Sesto Cuaderno” of fray Silvestre Vélez de Escalante’s
“Extracto de Noticias.”32 As quoted correctly by Adolph Bandelier, the appropriate passage reads:
On the 30th of June in the following year [1699], Cubero went with the
father vice-custodio to take possession of these three pueblos [Laguna,
Acoma, and Zuni]. On the fourth day of July the Queres of the new pueblo
rendered obedience. Cubero named it Lord San José de la Laguna (Dia 30
de Junio del año siguiente pasó Cubero con el padre vice-custodia á tomar
posesion de estos tres pueblos; dia 4 de Julio dieron la obediencia los Queres del nuevo pueblo, que Cubero nombró Señor San José de la Laguna).33
This is the continuation of a passage that is discussed in detail below under the
heading “Ojeda Testimony from the ‘Extracto de Noticias.’” Suffice it to say that
at this point the quoted material does not make any statement about when the
Pueblo of Laguna was founded. Instead it dates only to when the people of the
pueblo rendered obedience to the king of Spain following the Pueblo-Spanish
War. It is clear from the passage, though, that the pueblo did not come into existence on 4 July 1699, but was already a functioning community.
The other documentary source upon which Tipton rested his claim about
the “founding” of Laguna Pueblo is a written statement, based on second-hand
information, made by fray Juan Sanz de Lezaún in 1760. It states that in the
1690s the “Reverend Father Miranda, a very apostolic man, went throughout
all the land, even to the most rugged sierras, collecting the wandering sheep of
numerous nations. With them he founded a mission called Señor San José de la
Laguna.”34 Setting aside for the moment the reliability of this report, it should be
noted that it provides information about the founding of the Catholic mission at
Laguna and not about the pueblo itself.
The earliest known evidence of Sanz de Lezaún being in New Mexico comes
from 1748.35 He was not present in New Mexico in the 1690s and did not witness the supposed founding of the mission that he reports, nor did his tenure in
the Custodia of the Conversion of Saint Paul (New Mexico) overlap with that of
Miranda. A preferable source of information about Laguna in the early 1700s,
is another document in the Bandelier-Hackett series, one written by fray Juan
Álvarez in 1706, many years closer to the events reported by Sanz Lezaún. Not
only is the document contemporaneous with the early days of the San José de
16
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la Laguna mission, but its author was in New Mexico at the time and knew fray
Antonio de Miranda and, in fact, was fray Antonio’s superior.
The portion of the Álvarez report dealing with the “mission of La Laguna”
relates significantly that the pueblo was “composed of . . . Queres Indians.”36 It
does not speak about the founding of the pueblo and provides no date for such
an event. There is also no talk here of “wandering sheep of various nations,”
as in Sanz de Lezaún’s fuzzy and much later statement. Rather, the people of
Laguna are reported in 1706 simply as Queres. Thus, the oldest friar’s report
concerning San José de la Laguna is silent about the age of the Pueblo of Laguna
and specifically does not make any claim about its population being a recent
aggregation of people from different linguistic and cultural stocks.
Ojeda Testimony from the “Extracto de Noticias”
Also there exists documentary record of a settlement at Laguna having come to
the notice of Spanish colonial officials years before 1699, the date maintained
by some historians as the year of the pueblo’s founding. As mentioned earlier, Bartolomé de Ojeda had been taken as a prisoner to El Paso and testified
before Spanish authorities there in 1689. In his testimony, copied almost a hundred years later by fray Silvestre Vélez de Escalante, Ojeda had this to say about
Laguna: “[The people] of the peñol of Acoma were divided, some on the peñol
and others had come to the laguna and settled there with others from Zia and
Santa Ana” (Los del peñol de Acoma estaban divididos, unos en el peñol, y otros
se habían venido a La Laguna y establecido allí con otros de Zía y Santa Ana).37
The Spanish verbal phrase translated here as “had settled” is “se habían establecido,” deriving from establecerse, meaning in this case “to take up residence as
a citizen.” It is worth pointing out that he did not use the common verb poblar,
meaning “to found a settlement.”38 The significance of the use of establecerse
in the “Extracto de Noticias” is that the people from Acoma, Zia, and Santa
Ana are not said to have founded (había fundado/poblado) a settlement at the
lake, but rather to “have taken up residence as citizens” at an already existing
community at the lake. Ojeda’s sentence points to Laguna’s existing before people from Acoma, Zia, and Santa Ana moved there to take up residence in the
1680s. The disaffected residents of Acoma, Zia, and Santa Ana thus moved to an
already extant pueblo or settlement at Laguna.39
Poor Translation: Documents of the Espejo Expedition
Establishing the period of the original settlement of Keresan-speaking Puebloan
ancestors of the Laguna people in the area occupied by the six villages of the
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modern Laguna Pueblo does not hinge on whether or not the “Cruzate grants”
are in some sense authentic or whether the documents prepared by Rodríguez
Cubero, Sanz de Lezaún, and Álvarez discussed above have been accurately
interpreted in the past. Nor does Bartolomé de Ojeda’s testimony from 1689
stand alone as documentary confirmation of Laguna traditional history that the
ancestors of the modern Laguna people have been present in the Río San José–
Mount Taylor area for many hundreds of years.
There exists other significant evidence—documentary, archaeological, and
ethnographic—that indicates that people ancestral to modern Laguna Pueblo
lived and farmed along the Río San José in the sixteenth century in much the
same area as do people of that pueblo today. A brief report on the travels of a
detachment of the Coronado Expedition in 1540 refers to “a very fine lake, at
which there are trees like those of Castilla,” seen after visiting Acoma on the
way from the Zuni area to the Rio Grande.40 This may have been the lake known
later to have existed in the immediate vicinity of Laguna Pueblo, but the lack of
further detail makes it difficult to say so with certainty.
The third Spanish-led expedition into what is now New Mexico, however,
not only saw but also interacted with sedentary agricultural Natives in the
area of modern Laguna Pueblo. Diego Pérez de Luxán, alguacil mayor, or chief
constable, of the expedition of 1582–1583 led by Antonio de Espejo, recounted
two related experiences of the expedition as it traveled between the pueblos
of Zia and Acoma in 1583. In early March, about four leagues—approximately
14.6 straight-line miles—north or northeast of la laguna (the lake) on today’s
Río San José for which the modern Pueblo of Laguna was named, the expeditionaries encountered a group of Natives at a cienega (marsh) the Spaniards called “la cienega deseada de el pinal” (the longed for marsh of the pine
forest).41 The expeditionaries identified the Natives, who brought them corn
tortillas, as indios serranos (mountain Indians).42 The fact that these Indios
Serranos supplied corn tortillas to the expeditionaries is highly suggestive
that they were agriculturalists (Puebloans) and not nomadic hunters (Apacheans), who would more likely have supplied meat or other animal products to the expeditionaries. To suppose otherwise, as a number of historians
have, would be to assume improbably that hunters gave away a food item that
they themselves did not produce but rather had to trade for, and at a time of
year when stocks of acquired plant products would be expected to be running
low.43 It is much more likely that the Indios Serranos described here, only four
leagues from la laguna, were identical with the Querechos seen later in the
year in the same area and that, by whichever name, they were sedentary puebloan agriculturalists. The Espejo expeditionaries, however, did not recognize
them as such.
18
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Three months later, while returning from an extended journey to Zuni, the
Hopi pueblos, and mineral sources in modern central Arizona, the Spaniards of
the Espejo Expedition:
[214] came to the aforesaid Rio de Suni at the planted fields of Acoma on
the fourth of June in the aforementioned year [1583], where we found the
people of Acoma riled up
[a Native member of the expedition was killed, which is recounted at
length].
Because of this death, the people of Acoma and the nearby Serranos rose
up [against us]. Throughout night and day they shrieked at us from the
hills. When we had come, as we did come, with the tents of the camp to
the marsh of the Querechos and had witnessed the insolence of the Indians, it was decided to attack them at dawn on that morning, since the
horsemen were already saddling/accoutering in order to attack them.
Because the mountain range was very steep and adjacent to the camp,
they [the Indians] [instead] attacked us at dawn with a shower of arrows
and shrieking. That [approaching attack] having been perceived by the
sentinel, we went to the horse herd in an instant, firing the arquebuses.
For this reason they [the Indians] wounded no more than one horse
belonging to the captain.
In this way, with shouting, they continued to have the best of us until
it was daylight. [Then] half of the members of the company, along with
all the servants, went to the ranchería [of the Indians] and set fire to
the ranchos, as well as cut their field [215] of corn to the ground. [The
field was] very beautiful. [That was] something that they [the Indians]
lamented greatly.
The next day the rest [of us] went to cut down another [field] of theirs
that remained. It was cut down even though they [the Indians] defended
it with many arrow shots from a very steep mountain range, at the foot
of which was the planted field.
The following [day], Sunday, there were peace negotiations between us
and the Querechos.44
From this passage three important things emerge: first, the terms “Querechos” and “Serranos” are used to refer to the same people; second, cornfields
are associated with those Querechos/Serranos—in fact, the cornfields are said
to be “theirs,” in other words, the Querechos/Serranos were agriculturalists; and
third, these Querechos lived in ranchos (unimposing but fixed rural dwellings
or shelters; including pole and mat or jacal structures, brush huts, ramadas, or
possibly fieldhouses), not tents—as Plains Querechos used at that time on the
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mesas or foothills bordering the valley or within the valley itself.45 It is my position that the “Querechos” encountered in the Río San José Valley in 1583 by
the Espejo Expedition were Keres ancestors of the people of modern Laguna
Pueblo. This is supported by the similar use of the cognate word “Cherechos” by
officials of the Oñate colonizing expedition in 1598 to refer to the group of Keres
pueblos that included Santo Domingo/Kewa.46
Pérez de Luxán’s account of the expedition’s outbound/westward travel in
March states that “many irrigated planted fields of corn, with their acequias
and dams” existed in 1583 between the lake/laguna and a location called Río
de San Martín, four leagues upstream/west of the lake.47 The location of these
“many irrigated planted fields of corn, with their acequias and dams” has for
decades been obscured by an unfortunate English translation of the original sixteenth-century document by the respected team of George Hammond
and Agapito Rey. Throughout the Spanish original, daily entries by Pérez de
Luxán open with the following phrase or a variant thereof: “salimos de el dicho
paraxe.”48 Hammond and Rey in two separate published translations of this 1583
account, one from 1929 and the other from 1966, routinely translate the phrase
as “We left the aforesaid place.”49 Thus, in each instance of its appearance in the
Spanish original, Hammond and Rey misleadingly translated paraxe with the
generic word “place.” Instead, as was standard practice at the time, Pérez de
Luxán intended to signify “camping place.”50
Thus, on 4 March 1583, when the Espejo Expedition arrived at its paraje, or
camping place, it was said by Pérez de Luxán to be at “a large lake, into which a
small river flows, which has its origin along the route to Zuni” (una laguna grande
donde Entra un Rio pequeño que naze En el camino de suny).51 This description
matches the lake that was later reported as on the Río San José adjacent to the
principal village of Laguna. There the expeditionaries “learned that close to this
[camping] place was a pueblo called Acoma” (supimos como Es- / taba cerca de
este paraje Un pueblo que di- / cen acoma) indicating that there were Native people at the lake from whom they obtained this information.52 On 5 or 6 March,
eight members of the expedition traveled from that paraje at the lake to Acoma
(four leagues distant), leaving the rest of the party at the paraje. Upon return of
the detachment from Acoma to the paraje at the lake, the entire expedition:
departed from the above-mentioned paraje [camping place at the
lake] on the seventh of the aforesaid month and traveled four leagues
upstream along a river that has its origin among some badlands and we
found many irrigated fields for planting, with their ditches and dams,
built as Spaniards would have, and we stopped at the aforesaid river,
which paraje we called [paraje] of the Río de San Martín (salimos De el
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dicho Paraxe arriba dicho a siete del dicho [mes] E anduVimos quatro
leguas por un Rio arriba que naçe por unos mal paises y hallamos munchas sementeras de maiz De rriego Con sus açequias y presas Como si
esPañoLes lo hiçieran E Fuymos a parar a el dicho rrio al qual paraxe llamamos El del Rio de san martyn).53
Following Hammond and Rey’s faulty translation, it is all too easy to erroneously locate the starting point of the journey on 7 March at Acoma Pueblo. But
Pérez de Luxán did not apply the term paraje to Acoma, so the referent of the
“above-mentioned paraje” in the entry for 7 March is unequivocally the paraje
at the lake, where about half the expeditionaries had been left during the side
trip to Acoma.
If the same average minimum league equivalent that was determined earlier is
now applied to the portion of the Río San José in which Pérez de Luxán reported
many irrigated fields (3.65 miles/league), it can be seen that he is describing a
stretch of riverside land running west from the lake for about 14.6 miles, that is
from approximately the modern principal village of Laguna Pueblo to an area at
least as far west as between the modern communities of Acomita and McCartys,
thus embracing territory currently within the lands of both Laguna and Acoma
pueblos. Furthermore, because multiple dams are referred to by Pérez de Luxán
(he uses the plural presas), the fields must have been located in two or more
clusters between “una laguna grande” (the former lake just west of the modern principal village of Laguna Pueblo) and today’s McCartys, occupying land
of both Laguna and Acoma pueblos, as they exist today. (Somewhat more than
half of that distance—7.9 miles—is included within land of the modern Pueblo
of Laguna.) Pérez de Luxán’s description is consistent with ditch-irrigated fields
occupying much of the riverside land between the principal Laguna village and
McCartys in the 1580s.

Crossing Disciplinary Divides: Punyana and Other Pre-Colonial Laguna
Settlements
The remains of “a pueblo of about 140 rooms on what was then the southwestern shore of the lake” adjacent to the modern principal village of Laguna Pueblo
have been known to archaeologists for many decades. Ceramic evidence firmly
dates occupation of this settlement at between about ad 1300 and somewhat
later than ad 1400.54 In the Keresan language of Laguna that “first Laguna village” is called Punyana.55 According to archaeologist Florence Hawley Ellis,
“Sometime in the 1400’s, to judge by the presence of late Pinnawa Polychrome
variants and affinis-Hawikuh Glaze-on-White [ceramics] in some of the trash
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mounds on Laguna’s south side, the people moved across the lake, even as their
legend recalls.”56
Alfred Dittert, in discussing what he has called the “Acoma culture province”
(but which includes land of the modern Pueblo of Laguna), has this to say about
Keresan usage of lands adjacent to the Río San José in the late pre-colonial period:
By A.D. 1500, many tinajas exhibit increased capacity through the construction of masonry walls to impound more water. Garden systems
were constructed to trap snow and precipitation in one basin so that it
could be directed onto garden plots when needed. Adjacent to many
tributaries to the Rio San Jose from a point near present-day Grants
eastward to Mesita [within modern Laguna land] are ruins of temporary habitations where there is a potential for floodwater irrigation. The
present surface of the land at the margins of the Rio San Jose has been
worked so long that it was not possible to determine if canals were being
built in the A.D. 1400s. River conditions at that time should have been
such that only small ditches would have been necessary to move water.57
Dittert’s data show continuity of occupation and agricultural use of Río San José
lands by Keresan ancestors of modern Laguna and Acoma pueblos from late
pre-colonial times into the colonial era.
Recent re-analysis by Barbara Mills of ceramics collected by Ellis from
trenches excavated through trash mounds at today’s principal Laguna village
has revealed the presence of “distinctly Laguna ceramics [that] were made in
the area prior to the Pueblo Revolt of 1680.”58 More specifically “the signature
[diabase] paste recipe used by some Laguna potters was established by 1630.”59
That the use of diabase temper distinguishes some Laguna ceramics from those
of other Pueblo peoples is thoroughly demonstrated by Matthew Pailes, David
Killick, Barbara Mills, and T. J. Ferguson in a forthcoming paper.60 Its use by
Laguna potters precedes by at least seventy years the commonly reported, but
clearly erroneous, date of “establishment” of the Pueblo of Laguna discussed
earlier. As Mills has concluded, “The incorporation of this new temper type in
the late prehistoric/early historic period is particularly interesting because it fits
with the migration pathways recorded in the traditional [Laguna] histories.”61
Crossing Disciplinary Divides: Pre-1850 Reservoir at Laguna
Reports by Pérez de Luxán and Espejo suggest that the ditch-irrigated agriculture they observed in the Río San José drainage was the work of western Keresan Pueblo people. These people likely included ancestors of Laguna Pueblo,
which correlates with findings from both archaeology and ethnography.
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Recently the Pueblo of Laguna has sponsored geoarchaeological investigations to identify and date indigenous reservoirs on the pueblo’s lands. My colleagues Gary Huckleberry and T. J. Ferguson have reported the results of that
research to date. One of the sites investigated was the former dam and reservoir
just southwest of the pueblo’s principal village, which is known as the “pre-1850”
dam and reservoir. Using the technique of optically stimulated luminescence
(OSL), Huckleberry, Ferguson, and Tammy Rittenour were able to date sand
in sediments in and just below lake deposits in the former reservoir. The dates
obtained during their analysis “indicate that the dam was constructed sometime after AD 1370 and before AD 1750.” Their ultimate conclusions were that
“the lake at Laguna Pueblo was associated with a human-constructed reservoir,”
that “the area originally supported a natural wetland, but the Laguna people
increased the amount of water stored at this location through the construction
of a rock-and-earth dam,” and that “it is possible that it pre-dates the Spanish
Entrada of 1540.”62 Thus, in the absence of evidence of discontinuity in ancestral
Laguna settlement and agricultural use of the area, the lake that was seen and
reported by Hernando de Alvarado in 1540 and by Diego Pérez de Luxán in 1583
is judged to have resulted from enhancement, construction, and maintenance of
a dam structure by people of Laguna.
Nuanced Translation: Reservoir at Laguna in 1812
It was taken for granted during the late-Spanish colonial period that the lake
at Laguna Pueblo had been constructed or reconditioned and expanded by the
people of the pueblo as part of their community ditch irrigation infrastructure. Drawing on his years as alcalde mayor of the Alcaldía de Laguna (in the
1780s), Pedro Bautista Pino included a description of the lake at Laguna in a
small book he published in 1812. At the time, Pino was serving as the delegate
from Nuevo México to the Spanish cortes, or representative assembly, held in
Cádiz in response to the occupation of much of Spain by French troops in 1808.
The short book was written to provide information about the remote and little-known province of Nuevo México, as well as to outline its needs, to Pino’s
fellow delegates from all over the Spanish Empire.
As historians Adrián Bustamante and Marc Simmons, translators of a recent
edition of Pino’s Exposición sucinta y sencilla de la provincia del Nuevo México, have observed, “Pedro Bautista Pino’s Exposición, first published at Cadiz,
Spain, in 1812, has long been recognized as a significant source of information
on conditions and life in the Hispanic Southwest during the last years of the
colonial regime.”63 One of Pino’s most fulsome descriptions reads as follows:
“The [only] lake [laguna] of importance that there is in the province is the one
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located 34 leagues from the capital [Santa Fe] and that gives its name to the
pueblo in its proximity [Laguna]. It has a circumference of 2,000 varas. Its sweet
water arises from a large, flowing spring 8 leagues away, and from other smaller
ones. All together, they join to form that very deep reservoir [tanque] of which
the residents avail themselves to irrigate a large part of their fields.”64
In the passage translated here, the lake is called both a laguna—a generic
term—and a tanque—a term with much more specific implications as to its purpose and the circumstances in which it came to exist. Laguna applies to any
land-locked or nearly land-locked body of water, either fresh or salt, either natural or artificial. Tanque, which Pino specifically used, on the other hand, refers
especially and explicitly to a constructed reservoir used to store irrigation water.
Pino emphasizes the laguna/tanque’s intended role in an irrigation system by
observing that “the residents avail themselves [of it] to irrigate a large part of
their fields.”
That a tanque is typically a constructed feature devised for the purpose of
irrigation is apparent in the etymology of the word. It comes ultimately from
the Spanish word estanque, meaning “Balsa construida para recoger el agua, con
fines utilitarios, como proveer al riego” (A reservoir constructed to gather water
for utilitarian purposes such as to provide irrigation). Estanque derives from the
verb estancar, meaning “to impound.”65 Tanque, a shortened version of estanque,
migrated from Spanish to Portuguese to East Indian vernacular to English and
finally back into Spanish in the eighteenth century.66 I have thus rendered tanque simply as “reservoir.”67
Pino’s description of the lake confirms Huckleberry and Ferguson’s scientific conclusion that “the Laguna people increased the amount of water stored at
this location through the construction of a rock-and-earth dam.” Further, Pino
pointedly identifies the lake as a ditch-irrigation feature. It was part of a Laguna
agricultural tradition that, as has been indicated above, stretches back in time to
the sixteenth century, if not earlier.
Conclusion
There is compelling documentary evidence that two distinct Keresan populations (Acoma and Laguna/Querecho) conducted irrigation agriculture in the
Río San José Valley during the 1580s. Archaeological evidence argues that the
Laguna people have been living and farming in the Río San José watershed
without significant interruption since the 1300s. Both documentary and archaeological evidence show that the former lake on the Río San José adjacent to the
modern principal village of Laguna was an irrigation feature constructed and
maintained by the people of Laguna sometime before 1780 and possibly as early
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as the sixteenth century. Taken together these newly available conclusions mean
that the history of the Pueblo of Laguna in the Río San José–Mount Taylor area
began, as the people of Laguna have maintained, long before the commonly
cited date of 1699 and that they engaged in significant hydraulic engineering,
creating and maintaining a system of dams, reservoirs, and ditches to supply
irrigation water to crops.
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The Case of Nuevomexicanos
P hillip B. G onzales

•

New Mexico Statehood and Political Inequality

P

rior to the late 1880s, the civic and political leaders of Nuevomexicanos generally disagreed on the question of statehood for territorial New
Mexico. As one faction or another put the issue on the public agenda,
those who favored it joined Euroamerican (the vernacular “Anglo”) settlers
who believed that statehood would accelerate the modern development of
the territory to everyone’s benefit and enable the people to enjoy the political
sovereignty that regular membership among the states in the Union held out.
Opponents generally believed that the territory was not yet ready for statehood,
and especially that it would burden the mass of poor Spanish-speaking citizens
with unaffordable taxes until the territory’s economy could develop sufficiently.1
But as David Holtby’s recent book on New Mexico’s achievement of statehood
indicates, Nuevomexicano spokesmen at the turn of the twentieth century clearly,
if not unequivocally, supported the statehood movement. The success of the
statehood proposition rested on this support. Nuevomexicanos constituted the
majority of New Mexico’s population and statehood required that the population
ratify the 1910 constitution. A great deal thus rode on Nuevomexicano leaders
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making the effort to convince their ethnic brethren that they needed statehood in particular. Nuevomexicanos enthusiastically backed statehood in the
hopes of receiving the essential bounties—political, economic, and cultural—
that their numbers warranted. The special educational and voting provisions
accorded to them by the New Mexico State Constitution lifted their hopes.2
Most directly statehood awarded full citizenship to the people of New Mexico and spelled the beginning of a robust self-government that offered citizens
the right to elect individuals of their choice to serve in the state’s immensely
more powerful political offices. These gains came after Nuevomexicanos had
enjoyed substantial political integration in the nineteenth century. Even as the
United States had conquered and forcibly annexed their homeland, they had
regularly been elected to serve as New Mexico’s delegate to the U.S. Congress,
for example, and they formed the great majority of those in the territorial legislature. Such a tradition granted a certain felt right among Nuevomexicanos
to hold their fair share of offices once statehood arrived. Such sentiments contrasted with those felt in California and Texas, the two other major former Mexican territories annexed by the United States in the 1840s, which both saw their
native Mexicans displaced from the political roost they had occupied as citizens
of the Mexican Republic. In Texas this exclusion from statewide office at the
hands of Euroamerican dominance began from the very start of statehood in
1845; in California it began by the 1880s.3
However, as the inevitability of New Mexico statehood became ever more
apparent at the turn of the twentieth century, the question remained whether
Nuevomexicanos would occupy their fair share of the higher political positions.
This uncertainty stemmed largely from important changes in the Euroamerican sector. First, a new breed of aggressive Euroamerican politicians arrived in
the 1870s, initiated by the likes of Stephen B. Elkins, Thomas Catron, and Max
Frost. These politicians took hold of the newly established Republican Party and
controlled it for the interests of themselves and their mostly Euroamerican allies
to the point of statehood.4 Second, the Euroamerican population dramatically
increased once the railroad crisscrossed New Mexico in the 1880s. To illustrate,
the average rate of population increase in the censuses between 1860 and 1900,
when Nuevomexicanos constituted 85 percent of the territory’s population, was
27.4 percent. Between 1900 and 1910, however, New Mexico’s overall population
increased by 67.6 percent, from 195,310 to 327,301. Moreover, a core segment of
the American newcomers settled in the southeastern corner of the state where
they predominated among the electorate and came to dominate the Democratic
Party.5
These changes had some serious political consequences for Nuevomexicanos. Take, for example, the office of delegate to Congress. From 1853 to 1882 a
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Nuevomexicano had filled thirteen of seventeen terms as congressional delegate, but from 1884 to 1908 a Nuevomexicano served only one out of thirteen
terms, despite a continued Nuevomexicano population majority. Four Nuevomexicano delegate candidates ran unsuccessfully during that latter period.6 The
increasing representation of Euroamericans in the territorial assembly also signaled their growing power. For the three decades after 1850 when territorial citizens were granted the franchise, Nuevomexicanos comprised the clear majority
of both the council and the house. That pattern started to shift in the 1880s. The
signal body from the start was the twelve-member council (senate). Throughout
the entire territorial period, Nuevomexicanos comprised 72 percent of all council members.7 That pattern began to erode in the railroad era. The shocker came
in the 1888–1889 session when only five elected members were Nuevomexicano.
Nuevomexicanos narrowly regained the majority in the council for the 1890–
1891 session, but constituted only half of the session in 1892–1893. After that
Nuevomexicanos became the minority in the territorial council in every session
until the last one in 1909. The low point came in 1907 when their representation
dropped to three members. In the larger house of representatives, which had
seen a similar 75 percent Nuevomexicano majority before the railroad’s arrival,
Nuevomexicanos held on to narrow majorities until the tail end of New Mexico’s territorial period, when Euroamericans gained the majority in the council
sessions of 1907 and 1909.8
The political reality of the ethnic distribution of power was quite vivid in
1910 when Euroamericans held the clear majority of the popularly elected seats
(sixty-five of one hundred) in the Constitutional Convention, which drafted the
organic constitution for New Mexico to become a state.9 The central question,
then, became whether Nuevomexicanos would be able to participate in the new
state political system at all. Anticipating the first electoral season under statehood, Hispano pundits were already expressing the need for vigilance. Santa Fe
correspondent Luis Tafoya editorialized that the “sons of New Mexico” needed
to “prove that they were capable of defending their rights and demanding the
portion of public positions that they deserved.” Otherwise, with the reality of
statehood, they would face outsiders who were “ready to capture the rights of
the hispano-americanos the first opportunity that presents itself.”10
Following congressional terms for admittance into the union, territorial governor William Mills scheduled an election in the fall of 1911 for county offices,
the legislature, the governorship, state administrative offices, and the two seats
in the U.S. House of Representatives. While conventional wisdom assured that
Nuevomexicanos would dominate the legislature, the highest state offices were
up for grabs. Euroamericans unequivocally sought these positions for themselves. As a result, Nuevomexicano spokesmen crystallized a public relations
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phenomenon, the so-called “native-son” campaign, to pressure the political parties (Democrats and Republicans), the legislature, and the electorate into nominating and electing Hispanos for governor, U.S. congressmen, and U.S. senators.
Nuevomexicano activists throughout the new state participated in the
native-son cause. The chief instigator and most famous among them was the
charismatic Mexican-born, Octaviano Larrazolo. The need to stem the erosion
of Nuevomexicano political power and stature appeared with some urgency and
poignancy not only in the context of New Mexico’s new status as a state, but also
in the larger frame, against what one sociologist has called the “political oppression” in the American South, where blacks were systematically excluded from
political office and the political process through racist laws, white police enforcers, and violent public intimidation.11
In the nominating season of 1911, the native-son expression focused on the
more powerful Republican Party. A great deal rode on the Republican nomination for governor. Popular opinion held that the Republican National Committeeman and famed Valencia County boss Solomon Luna could walk away with
it if he chose. Luna, however, made clear before the start of the party nominating convention that he would refuse to run for any office.12 San Miguel County
officials pushed the candidacy of native-son Secundino Romero, the chair of the
San Miguel County Republican Party and editor/owner of the Spanish-language
weekly El Independiente. Romero arrived at the Republican nominating convention (held in his hometown of Las Vegas) backed by Republicans in Mora
County and his own San Miguel County, who instructed their delegates to support his nomination.13 For governor, however, the Euroamerican power brokers
in the Republican Party drafted Socorro County’s Holm Bursum, the chairman
of the State Republican Central Committee.
An important figure on the New Mexico scene, Bursum had developed the
skill of cultivating Nuevomexicano support for his particular interests. The Bursum campaign thus boasted the support not only of top leaders in the state
Republican organization but also the likes of Solomon Luna. Moreover, Bursum had established close relationships with the Nuevomexicano rank and file
in the Republican Party, to the point that Romero failed to keep control over
his own San Miguel County delegation, which ended up splitting its vote.14 On
a vote of 228 to 75, Bursum came away the clear victor. Romero moved that
Bursum’s nomination be accepted by acclamation. However, his less obliging
native-son supporters accused the Santa Fe County delegation of betraying its
promised support for their candidate. Romero followers retaliated by sabotaging the nomination of Santa Fe candidate George Washington Armijo for secretary of state, no matter that Armijo was himself a Nuevomexicano. To mollify
the Las Vegas delegation, the convention offered Romero the nomination for
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secretary of state. He declined it, declaring that he wanted no gifts, but the convention refused to hear him and he gave in to the friendly pressure.15
In the end, Republicans nominated four Nuevomexicanos out of the sixteen
slots on the ticket: Romero for secretary of state, Silvestre Mirabal for state treasurer, George Armijo for corporation commissioner, and Elfego Baca for one of
the two U.S. congressional seats. Not least for the pressure applied by Larrazolo
and Baca, Nuevomexicano opinion-makers loyal to the Republican organization portrayed their party as their true protector, and its leaders the “paladins”
and “brave soldiers” of Hispano rights.16
In comparison the Democratic nominating convention presented an air of
harmony focused on challenging Republican domination of New Mexico politics. In the absence of any native-son pressure to nominate a Nuevomexicano,
the Lincoln County progressive William C. McDonald was easily nominated for
governor. At least the Democrats put on their ticket the two long-time nativeson editors of La Voz del Pueblo, Ezequiel C. de Baca for lieutenant governor
and Antonio Lucero for secretary of state. Additionally, the progressive Democratic native-son Paz Velarde received one of the nominations for Congress (the
former territorial delegate to Congress Harvey Fergusson received the other).
Félix Martínez, the owner of La Voz del Pueblo, gave what his own paper called
an eloquent discourse on the “healthy” principles of the Democratic Party.17
The first election campaign for the new state opened in the fall of 1911 with
enthusiastic mass meetings throughout the state. Republican Larrazolo personally stumped the communities of Mora, Taos, and Las Cruces. He accused the
Democratic Party of racial discrimination, and especially blamed former Texans in the southeastern portion of the state for his defeat in the congressional
delegate race in 1908.18 The Democratic campaign accused Euroamericans of
continually squelching native-son proclivities in the Republican Party.19
As the campaign ensued, many Republican progressives defected from the regular Republican Party and launched an all-out assault on the Republican old guard
and Bursum in particular. The break led to independent Republican-Democratic
fusion tickets in key counties.20 In a significant reflection of Euroamerican attention to the election, voters turned out in high numbers in the predominantly and
wholly Euroamerican counties even though the Nuevomexicano-majority counties had larger numbers of eligible voters.21 In the end, New Mexico’s first heady
election for state offices gave the Democrats most of the higher offices including
governor, lieutenant governor, secretary of state, and one of two congressional
seats. The chief Nuevomexicano Democratic newspaper stated that the “reign of
despotism of the [Republican] bosses had come to an end.”22
However, the results indicated weak Nuevomexicano representation. C. de
Baca would be lieutenant governor and Lucero secretary of state. Democrats
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pointed to these results as indicators of their party’s service to Hispanos, but
critics emphasized that each of them had won in races against other Nuevomexicanos.23 In fact, “where there was a choice between Spanish-Americans
and Anglos in the election,” one historian notes, “Anglos were elected, irrespective of party affiliation.”24 As a result, only two of sixteen state offices went to
Nuevomexicanos.25 Moreover, a striking sign appeared in the results of the two
statewide congressional races. Democrat Harvey Fergusson defeated Republican Elfego Baca. Fergusson’s victory was consistent with the greater trend that
Euroamerican Democrats turned out in higher number to vote in the general
election than their Nuevomexicano counterparts. At the same time, however,
the Euroamerican Republican, George Curry, defeated the Hispano Democrat
Paz Velarde.26
The ethnic distribution in the election returns bitterly disappointed nativeson partisans. Revista de Taos, for example, said that Hispano participation in
the state government “was a lie and a chimera” and that the government had
“frozen into a ridiculous and laughable farce.”27 One skeptic claimed that the
Republican strategists placed most of their effort into electing Curry and the
other Euroamericans on the ticket while sacrificing the Nuevomexicanos, a
point underscored by the lower-majority margins that went to Elfego Baca in
Hispano strongholds.28 “Obviously stung” by his defeat for Congress, Baca bitterly accused the Republican bosses of a “double cross” and of not doing enough
to support his candidacy. Baca also accused Curry of “raising the race issue” by
making anti-Mexican statements in predominantly Euroamerican districts, and
of supporting Democrat Fergusson in order to prevent a Nuevomexicano from
going to Congress.29
Native-son disappointment declined for a time as a federal reapportionment
nullified the congressional races of 1911 and determined that New Mexico was
eligible for only one seat in the U.S. House. New Mexicans would have to fill
the position through a special election, but only after the general election of
November 1912.
In the meantime, and following the standard national procedure at the time,
the first state legislature received the responsibility of determining who would
become New Mexico’s first U.S. senators. Of course Nuevomexicano politicians
and newspapermen called on the Nuevomexicano majority in the legislature
to select one of their people for at least one of the two senatorial posts.30 Their
determination grew red hot when the Santa Rosa New Star remarked that there
were no Hispanos qualified to be a U.S. senator. La Bandera Americana, based
in Albuquerque, indignantly shot back with a list of distinguished individuals
who would make fine senators: Rafael Romero of Mora County; Benjamin Read
of Santa Fe; José Chaves and Solomon Luna of Valencia County; Jesús Casaus,
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Manuel Vigil, Antonio Sedillo, Elfego Baca, and Nestor Montoya of Bernalillo
County; and Antonio Lucero and Ezequiel C. de Baca of San Miguel County.31
The paper then laid a moral obligation on all Nuevomexicano legislators to
advance the candidacy of an Hispano, “or be hung with the label of coward.”32
In the actual legislative deliberations, three major factors undercut the naming of a Nuevomexicano senator. First, Euroamerican Republicans accused four
Nuevomexicano members of the House of putting their votes up for sale. With
charges formally made and a trial pending, their suspension from the legislature
reduced the number of Nuevomexicanos deciding the senatorial appointments
and debilitated the attempt for unity behind a Nuevomexicano. Second, Nuevomexicano legislators were themselves divided along party lines. The majority
were Republicans, and Republican leaders both in the legislature and outside
it insisted on party loyalty above all other considerations. Their position narrowed the number of potential candidates and also factionalized the issue of
Hispanic candidates within the Republican Party itself. The strong ambition
of Euroamericans to become a U.S. senator also proved formidable. The roster
of aspirants included territorial delegate William “Bull” Andrews, former territorial governor William J. Mills, Supreme Court Justice Albert Fall, former
territorial delegate to Congress Thomas Catron, former territorial governor L.
Bradford Prince, former territorial governor Herbert J. Hagerman, and the progressives W. H. Gillenwater and William Springer. Long-term and sophisticated
politicians in the territory and well-to-do citizens, these men had cultivated
relationships with Nuevomexicanos that helped divide the Spanish-speaking
legislators.33
In the come-one-come-all competition, the legislature took several ballots
to winnow down a realistic list of finalists for the senatorial seats. In the early
going, a number of Nuevomexicanos received nomination, including Venceslao Jaramillo, José D. Sena, Eugenio Romero, Secundino Romero, Octaviano
Larrazolo, R. L. Baca, Félix Martínez, and Miguel Otero.34 However, these individuals tended to receive only a handful of divided votes and by the sixth ballot only Martínez appeared to have a ghost of a chance. His deficit was that he
was a staunch Democrat paddling in a sea of Republicans whose leaders strictly
enforced party loyalty. Euroamericans battled each other for the favor of Nuevomexicano votes. Until the last ballot, clusters of Hispano legislators stayed
loyal to the Euroamerican leaders Fall, Mills, and Andrews, the rest splitting
among Catron and Prince.
In the balloting on the final day, Fall appeared to have sufficient votes to get
one of the appointments. Catron, who came in second, fell four votes short late
into the balloting. The report in the Santa Fe New Mexican explained: “Solomon
Luna pleaded with Speaker [R. L.] Baca to cast his vote for Thomas B. Catron,
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but fruitlessly up to the last moment. [Democrat] Félix Martínez exhorted the
Spanish Americans not to vote for [the Republicans] Catron and Fall; up to the
last moment, Thomas B. Catron and his son, Republican Charles Catron, sought
to persuade the four votes lacking to fall into line; and others, Republicans, Progressives, Democrats, [and] Spanish Americans, were frantically making a last
appeal.”35
Formerly recalcitrant Nuevomexicanos settled the matter. According to an
eyewitness, “A number of native New Mexicans changed their minds at this critical moment in the career of the Republican Methuselah.”36 In the end, Catron
received fourteen Hispano votes, eight more than he had gotten in the seventh
round.37 According to one historian, Catron broke the deadlock by making
“special appeals”—a promise of patronage most likely—to the Nuevomexicano
representatives.38 Thwarting native-son desires, Fall and Catron became New
Mexico’s first U.S. senators.
In the congressional election of November 1912, the Nuevomexicano press
called on Republicans again to nominate Elfego Baca, although he had lost to
the Democrat Fergusson in 1911, and for the Democrats to go with Paz Velarde,
although he had lost to a Euroamerican as well. Neither party adopted the suggestion. Fergusson received the Democratic nomination once again virtually without opposition. On the Republican side, Baca threw his hat in, but the party went
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strongly with the Roswell businessman Nathan Jaffa. The Republican hierarchy
considered Jaffa, a candidate of economic progress, the strongest challenger it
could put up against Fergusson.39
A ray of native-son hope broke through when the New Mexico Progressive
Party nominated Marcos C. de Baca. The Progressive Party was a Bull Moose
organization and many of its members, including former territorial governor
Miguel A. Otero, had defected from the regular Republican Party after the disappointing nominating experience the year before. C. de Baca, who served on
the Bernalillo County Commission and in the territorial legislature, was a Nuevomexicano founder of the New Mexico Progressive League, which established
the Progressive Party for the election.40 Other Nuevomexicanos contributed
to the Progressive cause. In Santa Fe County, the delegates to the Progressive
Party state convention included George Washington Armijo, Gregorio Herrera, Felipe Valdez, James Baca, Jesús Ortiz y Tafoya, David Gonzales, and Nick
Montoya.41 Similar support came in from Bernalillo, Rio Arriba, Socorro, and
Taos Counties.42
With the native-son C. de Baca at its head, the Progressive Party agenda specifically advocated Nuevomexicano issues, such as defense of the Spanish and Mexican land grants against Euroamerican speculators (many of them Republicans).
It also defended the four Nuevomexicano legislators indicted for bribery on the
claim that they were framed because the Republicans could not control them.43
Old guard Republicans, fearing the rise in progressive activity in the state,
called the fall election a straight-out battle. Nestor Montoya, editor of Albuquerque’s La Bandera Americana, warned the Nuevomexicano electorate not to
be seduced by the flattering but altogether false hopes of the empty, powerless
Progressive Party. Doing so, he argued, would only sidetrack the Nuevomexicanos from gains they were steadily making under the solid, and to his mind,
effective, Republican Party doctrine and agenda.44 With three distinct parties
vying for power in the state, regular Nuevomexicano Republicans went into
the election confident of victory, particularly since the Taft administration had
done Nuevomexicanos well with patronage appointments.45
In the same election that elevated the progressive Democrat Woodrow Wilson to the presidency, C. de Baca came in third in his congressional race. It satisfied the Progressive Party, however, that C. de Baca’s 12 percent cut of the vote
prevented the Republican Jaffa from being elected. With a 46 percent plurality,
compared to Jaffa’s 37 percent, Nuevomexicanos were once again shut out and
Harvey Fergusson became New Mexico’s first U.S. congressman.46
Motivated by the deflating results in the first battery of New Mexico elections, Larrazolo and colleagues in the first decade of statehood elevated the
native-son expressions, aspirations, and rhetoric into a virtual political moveGonzales / New Mexico Statehood and Political Inequality
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ment with its own organization, La Sociedad Benéfica Hispano Americana.
The group pressured the Republican and Democratic parties to institute policies of Nuevomexicano inclusion, such as nominees for high office, and even
demanded that they give half of their state ballot nominations to Hispanos.47
In the off-year election of 1914, La Sociedad reached out to the ranching
communities of north-central New Mexico, exhorting Nuevomexicano voters
to support Nuevomexicano candidates. For the congressional race in this year, it
advanced the name of Rio Arriba County’s Benigno C. Hernández. La Sociedad
believed Hernández, who had never before sought state office, had the advantage of not being known as a professional politician.48 Elfego Baca launched
his own independent race for the nomination.49 However, the names of prominent Euroamericans, particularly William H. Andrews and Bernard S. Rodey,
loomed. The weekly Revista de Taos painted both as having treated the Hispanos
badly during their service at the forefront of the Republican Party.50 Despite the
known fact that Andrews desired the nomination, Hernández headed to the
Republican nominating convention as the front runner. He easily garnered the
nomination, a clear effect of the native-son activism.51
Euroamerican pundits called Hernández a long shot for the election, but
native-son reports of discontent in the Democratic ranks with the incumbent
Fergusson, particularly his inability to secure federal patronage for New Mexicans, lifted native-son hopes.52 Indeed, the renewed native-son campaign’s first
major victory came with Hernández’s easy defeat of Fergusson and Progressive
Francis Wilson.
The election of 1916 involved three native-son possibilities. Hernández ran
for reelection against Democrat W. B. Walton; the nativo-identified Republican
Frank Hubbell was nominated to run against the Democrat A. A. Jones for the
U.S. Senate; and Democrat C. de Baca was pitted against Republican Bursum
for governor. Mass defections of independent Republicans from an encrusted
bossism in the higher echelons of the Republican Party affected the election.
Independents fused with Democrats in the counties of the Hispano north; the
Progressive Party handed its delegates over to the Democratic nominating convention; and county Democrats effectively invited unhappy Republicans into
their camp.53
Also working against the Republicans, the popular Woodrow Wilson made
an effective second run at the presidency. New Mexico went narrowly for
Wilson, who won a second term, and its Democrats swept the higher political offices. The results for native-son candidates were therefore negative at the
federal level but favorable with regard to the state offices. On the one hand,
Hernández lost his seat in Congress and Hubbell lost his Senate bid by the widest of all margins. On the other hand, in a clear indication that political fusions
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had hurt the Republican campaign, C. de Baca handily won the governor’s office
over Bursum.54 Significantly, an ethnic leitmotif emerged in the state’s political field: both parties now calculated nominations to assure Hispano representation on the state ticket. As a result, Lucero held on as secretary of state and
the Progressive Bonifacio Montoya (who proved to be an effective generator
of votes on the stump) won for state corporation commissioner, both running
against Nuevomexicano opponents.55
As governor, C. de Baca symbolized an important native-son achievement
to Larrazolo and his followers. Unfortunately, the infirmed governor served in
office less than two months before passing away. A Republican Euroamerican,
Washington E. Lindsey, had won as New Mexico’s lieutenant governor. As one
historian put it, “The Democrats won the election only to lose it. The office of
lieutenant governor proved to be more important than that of governor.”56 The
misfortune hurt the native-son movement even more than it hurt the Democratic Party.
The Republicans gained native-son ground in the election of 1918. In that
year, Hernández made an attempt to win back the seat in Congress that he had
lost in 1916. In the more dynamic race, Larrazolo made a bid for governor. (In
1914 a constitutional amendment made the term of New Mexico’s governor
two years.) Larrazolo drew opposition from Nuevomexicano Democrats who
resented him for defecting from the Democratic Party in 1911 and joining the
Republican Party. However, both Euroamerican and Nuevomexicano Republicans mobilized early support for Larrazolo; one native-son editor called him the
Hispano “Moses.”57 As a result, the Democrats countered with a nomination of
a Nuevomexicano of their own, the Rio Arriba County veteran politician Félix
García, whom Democrats touted as a native of New Mexico while disparaging
Larrazolo’s Mexican roots.58
New Mexico was destined to have a second Nuevomexicano governor. In a
close race caused by low voter turnout, the honorary Nuevomexicano Larrazolo beat García by a half percent margin to become the only Mexican-born
person to be elected governor of a state, as well as the first Republican governor of New Mexico. As he critically needed, Larrazolo captured all the Hispano
homeland counties, including García’s own Rio Arriba, while two traditionally
Democratic counties went Republican.59 As a carry-over effect of Larrazolo’s triumph, Hernández bested Democrat G. A. Richardson for Congress.
Larrazolo’s term as governor in the years of World War I was tumultuous,
plagued by intense labor unrest (in which he declared martial law on striking
miners), his own controversial policies (including bilingual education), and
opposition from Nuevomexicano county Republicans (on patronage and other
issues).60 In 1920 Larrazolo defied the critics within his own party by announcGonzales / New Mexico Statehood and Political Inequality
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ing his intent to run for reelection.61 The Republican Party, lacking faith in
his electability, offered him the nomination to Congress, as Hernández had
announced he would not run again. Larrazolo refused the overture and, in a
hard floor fight, Bursum’s old guard succeeded in drafting Merritt C. Mechem
for governor. Mechem ran against another Euroamerican on the Democratic
side, Richard Hanna, casting aside hopes for a Nuevomexicano governor.62 At
the least, a native-son was guaranteed to serve another term in Congress as the
Republicans replaced Hernández on their ticket with Nestor Montoya while the
Democrats put up former secretary of state Lucero to oppose him. As it developed, the Republican Party’s overall strategy worked and Montoya easily came
away with the office. Mechem won as well.63
Unfortunately, Montoya became an unpopular congressman. In the election
of 1922, following the passage of the nineteenth amendment in August 1920,
the native-daughter Adelina Otero-Warren successfully challenged his bid for a
Republican Party renomination.64 At the same time, the native-son efforts concentrated heavily on getting a Nuevomexicano nominated for governor. In the
heavily divided party, however, the effort fell through. Once again, party regulars nominated one of their own, Charles Hill, on four ballots.65 However, the
post–World War I depression made 1922 a bad year for Republicans, whose
president occupied the White House. Hill lost to Democrat James Hinkle, and
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John Morrow dashed native hopes by defeating Otero-Warren for Congress.66
A decade following statehood, Nuevomexicano representation in New Mexico’s major elected offices dropped to its lowest point. The native-son lobby
had fought mightily to institute policies of inclusion in the political party system. Yet, as noted above, the conditions to block ethnic political equality were
already in place before New Mexico transitioned to statehood. The key factor
concerned the ambitions of Euroamerican men, such as Bursum and Catron,
who conducted their politics at a higher, more sophisticated level than what
Nuevomexicanos could collectively mount and attain. An important necessity
in their projects was to befriend and strategically ally themselves with the Nuevomexicanos. This practice paid rewards to Euroamericans based in part on
local patronage obligations, pressure networks, the high number of Nuevomexicanos financially indebted to Euroamerican bosses, and the hope among local
Nuevomexicanos of gaining favor from a powerful political actor.67 Also significant was a compelling party system. Each party had the force to trump Nuevomexicano ethnic identity and disrupt its solidarity potential.
Nuevomexicano political unity also faltered because much of the Nuevomexicano electorate labored for a living and spoke Spanish only, rendering it
more difficult to mobilize than the rapidly growing Euroamerican communities. Nuevomexicano representation in the state legislature illustrates this difficulty. In the biennial sessions up to 1939, Nuevomexicanos comprised an
average of 22.5 percent of the state senate. They fared better in the state house,
averaging 44 percent during that period. However, the census of 1940 showed
that, for the first time, Nuevomexicanos no longer constituted the ethnic majority in the state, falling to 42 percent of the population and dropping from there.
Their percent of representation in the legislature accordingly declined precipitously to a low of 19 percent in the mid-1950s.68
The trend of power erosion for Nuevomexicanos following statehood for New
Mexico had lasting consequences with respect to the higher positions. After
Nestor Montoya’s term in Congress, few Nuevomexicanos held office. Indicating
Euroamerican power in the Republican Party, no Nuevomexicano served in the
August body of the U.S. Senate until 1928, when Larrazolo received an honorary
appointment to serve the unexpired term vacated by Bronson Cutting. The law
required an election to fill out the unexpired term and Larrazolo won, serving in
the Senate only until March 1929. A special circumstance yielded the second Nuevomexicano senator as well. In 1935 then-senator Bronson Cutting died in a plane
crash, and Gov. Clyde Tingley, under pressure from Nuevomexicano Democrats,
named to the office Cutting’s opponent in the just-concluded election, U.S. congressman Dennis Chávez. Chávez went on to become a Nuevomexicano legend by serving six terms as a New Deal senator until his death in 1962.69 In 1964
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Joseph M. Montoya won Chávez’s seat, but served only two terms.70 No other
Nuevomexicano, Mexican American, or Hispanic of any stripe has been elected
to the Senate from New Mexico since Montoya.
Certainly, the native-son aim of having a steady stream of Nuevomexicano
governors failed. Republican Manuel B. Otero lost his race for governor in 1924.
After that no Nuevomexicano, or Mexican American from elsewhere for that
matter, was even nominated for the office by either of the two major parties
until 1974 when Jerry Apodaca got elected on the strength of a powerful northern New Mexico Democratic Party caucus. Another Nuevomexicano Democrat,
the progressive Toney Anaya, won the governorship in 1982 with a clear liberal
agenda. Both served one term. In the new millennium, New Mexico elected two
successive Hispanic governors. Democrat Bill Richardson was elected governor
in 2002, serving two terms, followed by the current governor Susana Martínez,
elected as a Republican in 2010 on a clear conservative agenda. Martínez won
re-election in the 2014 non-presidential election. The pre-election poll numbers
showed 50 percent of the Hispanic voters in Martínez’s favor, which was significant as the majority of New Mexico Hispanics are registered Democrats.71
As for the U.S. Congress, Morrow defeated Felipe Hubbell in 1924, and up
to 1932 only one Nuevomexicano, Dennis Chávez, was elected to Congress.
Chávez, based in part from lingering native-son sentiments, served two terms
in Congress.72 After that, the native-son movement that had originated in 1911
mostly ceased. A steady stream of Nuevomexicano representation in Congress did not develop for another decade. Antonio M. Fernández, first elected
in 1943 (largely on the strength of the Euroamerican vote according to one
analysis), served seven terms, dying in office in 1954.73 Joseph M. Montoya
won the special election following Fernández’s death. He served three terms
before defeating the incumbent Edwin L. Mechem for the U.S. Senate.74 The
cause for Hispanic political participation gained greater opportunity in 1968
when redistricting mandated that New Mexico be split into two congressional districts. In the third, or northern district, where both Democrats and
Nuevomexicanos dominated, the Nuevomexicano Manuel Luján was elected
even though he was a Republican. Luján served six terms in Congress.75 The
Mexican American outsider Bill Richardson was elected to Congress in 1982,
again from the second district. The popular Richardson served seven twoyear terms. Another gap of eight years appeared, however, before the Nuevomexicano Ben Ray Luján was elected to Congress in 2009 followed by the
Nuevomexicana Michelle Luján Grisham in 2013, who won in the first district.
Both are currently serving in Congress.
Equality of group participation in public institutions, what the political theorist
Hanna Pitkin calls “descriptive representation” or a “proportional representation,”
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is a fundamental value in American civics.76 Rather than correct the trend of
decreasing political participation among Nuevomexicanos in the late territorial
period, statehood for their homeland sustained and even exacerbated it. The
need for a strong current of inclusion in the upper political system, commensurate with New Mexico’s significant Nuevomexicano, Mexican American, and
Latino presence, continues. While some improvement has developed in recent
times, representation still falls short. Surely, however, rapidly changing ethnic
ratios will help overcome the lamentable legacy of Nuevomexicano political
participation that appeared at the start of New Mexico statehood.
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Beyond Pie Town

•

Mapping West Central New Mexico
J oan M. J ensen

Place is the anchor of meaning and memory.
—Margaret Kohn, Radical Space: Building the House of the People (2003)

O

ver the last thirty-seven years that I have lived in New Mexico, I have
wondered how stories become attached to landscapes and why people
have a tendency to fill space with meaning. I recall three books in particular that were important to me in trying to understand how a place like Pie
Town, New Mexico, came to be the site of many stories. Bruce Chatwin’s The
Songlines (1987) first encouraged me to wonder about how a parched land, an
Australian outback reminiscent of New Mexico’s desert landscapes, could give
rise to rich stories and “dream tracks.” Then in 1996 Keith Basso brought the
story closer to home in Wisdom Sits in Places: Landscape and Language among
the Western Apache. Finally, in 2010 Jean O’Brien, looking at a place much different from our own southwestern desert, traced the replacement of old stories by new ones in Firsting and Lasting: Writing Indians out of Existence in New
England.1

Joan Jensen is Professor Emerita at New Mexico State University where she taught Women’s History and Recent U.S. history for many years. Her latest book, co-edited with Michelle
Wick Patterson, Travels With Frances Densmore: Her Life, Work and Legacy in Native American Studies is scheduled for publication in spring 2015. This article is part of a longer collaboration with archaeologist and historian Peggy A. Gerow to create an interdisciplinary “map”
of west central New Mexico. The author would like to thank Gerow, Darlis Miller, and the
NMHR staff for their help in this preliminary “mapping,” and Joan Myers for her encouragement to investigate this region.
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Cover of Pie Town Woman (2001).
Joan Myers combined her haunting
photographs of Pie Town ruins with
Russell Lee’s lively photographs from
the 1940s, and Doris Caudill’s home
photographs and memories from the
1930s for her book Pie Town Woman.
Photograph courtesy University of New
Mexico Press.

After reading these works, I started to grasp how these ideas on place might
all fit together with an unfinished project I had begun many years ago on the
history of New Mexico’s Western Highlands. “Beyond” is perhaps the best way
to describe this part of west central New Mexico. Geologists roughly define the
Western Highlands as the area from Gallup south to Reserve, and Pie Town
west to the Arizona border. The San Augustin Plain, Zuni, Quemado, Fence
Lake, and the now abandoned Hispanic village of Atarque, are the main place
names. Writers and photographers have endowed this part of New Mexico—
seemingly empty and sparsely populated—with an aura that makes it deserving
of our attention. I begin my inquiry with Joan Myers’s Pie Town Woman published by the University of New Mexico Press in 2001.
Pie Town Woman
Pie Town Woman is based on a memoir penned by homesteader Doris Caudill. Photographs by Joan Myers, Farm Security Administration photographer
Russell Lee, and Caudill illustrate the memoir and supporting text. The making of the book had its own story. Myers explained that in 1995 anthropologist
Marta Weigle, who was writing an article on Pie Town for New Mexico Magazine, asked Myers to photograph Doris.2 After their meeting, Doris gave Meyers
a copy of a memoir about her life. Weigle agreed that Meyers was the right person to create a book-length manuscript from the memoir and so, six years later,
Pie Town Woman appeared in print. Following publication Meyers also created
a photography exhibit by the same name which toured the state.
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More recently novelist Lynne Hinton has used Pie Town as the locale for two
books of fiction: Pie Town (2011) and Welcome Back to Pie Town (2012). Late
in 2012, photographer Debbie Grossman labeled a New York gallery exhibit of
prints simply, “My Pie Town.” And so the saga of Pie Town, with a population of
283 people in 2012 (one person per square mile), continues in word and image.
What, I wondered, had given this story such a long life? And what kind of stories might be lingering “beyond” Pie Town, to make this ripe ground for storytelling? If mapped, how would west central New Mexico look? I use the term
mapping here to signify not only the stories that road maps tell us, but also an
interdisciplinary method that looks at various other ways to describe a region.
Before Pie Town
In 1758, almost two hundred and fifty years before Pie Town Woman appeared,
the Spanish cartographer Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco had already mapped
the European and indigenous presence on these western highlands of what
they called Nuevo México. He marked Zuni with a mission and their Salt Lake
as Salinas. He drew in Apache rancherias to the south. To the east, he noted
the Spaniards had already renamed one mountain range Sierra de Zuni. To the
west, Miera y Pacheco simply penned “Tierra Incognita.”
John L. Kessell’s Miera y Pacheco: A Renaissance Spaniard in Eighteenth-Century New Mexico (2013) explains this first European mapping of west central
New Mexico and the stories that accompanied it. The Spanish story was one
of Apache warriors repulsing Spanish troops and continuing to attack farms,
ranches, and towns along this northern frontier. Miera y Pacheco accompanied
five campaigns launched from El Paso to the fringes of Apachería, but the governors at Santa Fe had other more pressing enemies to the north—Comanches.
Protecting Santa Fe and the supply line of the El Camino Real along the Rio
del Norte was more important than securing settlement farther west. Attempts
to engage Apaches in battle resulted only in skirmishes. Even after governors
decided to open a new trail southwest to Janos in Sonora, this frontier was only
a secondary concern. Peace with Comanches and tribes to the north remained
the main preoccupation of officials and settlers in Santa Fe. To a great extent,
Apachería south of Zuni Pueblo remained intact.3
The official state map of New Mexico in 1923 shows how U.S. military presence redrew the first Spanish mapping of the Western Highlands. When the
American army captured and deported the Diné to Bosque Redondo in the
1860s, some fled southeast to the highlands. The government left the Zuni
and the scattered refugee Diné families there, but by 1886 the U.S. Army had
deported Apache families, some as far east as Florida, leaving only a few place
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Detail of Map Showing West Central New Mexico. This detail of a New Mexico State
Highway Department map from 1923 traced the unpaved road stretching across west central
New Mexico from Datil to Quemado. Photograph courtesy New Mexico State Highway
Department.

names such as “Mangas,” and some bitter reminders among settlers of days
when the Apaches occupied the area. Meanwhile, Hispanic families had moved
south settling in the 1880s at Rito Quemado and Atarque. Mormons, hoping
to convert Native Americans to their faith, established the village of Ramah
around the same time. Anglo Americans soon started to carve out ranches.
This state map shows Highway 60, still unpaved, cutting across the upper
third of Catron County, crossing from Socorro, New Mexico, to Springerville,
Arizona. No town names dotted that long road between Datil and Quemado.
Pie Town did not appear on this map, but homesteaders were already creating a
cluster of farming villages that soon included Pie Town.
Geologists have also mapped this land west of the Rio Grande Rift. Roadside
Geology of New Mexico (1987) maps this volcanic landscape by its “ring-shaped
faults, sudden thickening of sheets of tuff, alluvial fans, mudflow remains, and
lake deposits.” Roads, those few that existed, wound through these landmarks,
occasionally crossing the Continental Divide. The land to the east, around Magdalena, was rich in minerals, which created a late-nineteenth-century mining
boom there. The land to the south, around Silver City, likewise rich in mineral
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deposits, drew settlers during a similar mining boom. The area that Highway
60 transversed was also sometimes called the southern edge of the Colorado
Plateau, or the Zuni Plateau, in honor of its longest resident people.4
Botanists have added their descriptions to those of geologists. It is composed of what they called the “Great Basin Grassland” and “Pinon Juniper
Woodlands.” It has outcroppings of montane forest and just skirts the northern edge of the Chihuahuan Desert. William Dunmire calls it the “least distinctive” of New Mexico’s ecoregions, “somewhat scrubby,” due to heavy sheep and
cattle grazing. It has spectacular volcanic rock formations, he admits, and low
hills, mesas, and mountains, but few pure strands of grassland. Stands of rye
and feather grama grasses only hint at the lush vegetation that once covered the
area. Four centuries of European animals did little damage, but from the 1870s
on, overgrazing inscribed gullies and erosion. White yucca blooms, pink apache
plume, and desert willow still dot the landscape, and in fall, rabbitbrush (chamisa), along with cottonwoods and aspen, lend the land a golden glow. These
were terms imposed by the latecomers: to name the landscape was to claim it.5
To encourage settlement, the U.S. government appropriated a large portion
of the Zuni homelands. Between 1846 and 1939, the government reduced Zuni
reservation lands to a mere stub of its former expanse. In addition to reserving
large chunks as federal land and ceding some to the Territory of New Mexico,
much land passed into the hands of ranchers. Most of this land functioned as
commons open to grazing by the people settled in the area. What land remained
the government then opened to settlers. One of the last pieces available for legal
homesteading became a perfect location for stories to grow and flourish. Anglo
Americans began to overlay their narratives on a land that had already been
a source for Native American stories. These indigenous stories about the land
continue to influence present-day events in southern New Mexico.
Salt Woman, Ma’l Oyattsik’i Sanctuary Area
Accounts by the Zuni people regard Salt Lake, forty-three miles south of Zuni,
as the home of their Salt Mother deity. The lake and the Acoma-Zuni Trail leading to it are sacred to other Pueblo and Diné communities as well. In the territorial period, the U.S. federal government controlled this area and when New
Mexico became a state in 1912, that control passed to the state, which leased out
the land to companies that sold the salt. The story attached to this land had such
power and persistence, however, that the Zuni people continually attempted to
recover control of the lake. By the 1970s, Congress had established a process
for returning control to Zuni leaders, and in 1986 they were able to assert that
control. In 2002 when the state of New Mexico proposed leasing land to the
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Salt River Project, a proposal to supply coal to power plants in Phoenix, the
Zuni mobilized other Native and non-Native communities to block these plans.
These groups argued persuasively that the project would disturb graves and
archaeological sites near Salt Lake, and a proposed railway would also interfere
with sacred sites and trails. In 2003 the mining company abandoned its plans in
New Mexico and moved the project north to Wyoming.6
Ussen, White Painted Woman, and the Apache Homelands
The Chiricahua Apache also mapped their lands with stories. Keith Basso found
that process continuing well into the late twentieth century in what is now eastern Arizona. Apaches in western New Mexico had done the same; at least that
seemed to be the case when, over a century after the U.S. Army had resettled
Apaches from their New Mexico homelands to Fort Sill, Oklahoma, descendants decided to return. These descendants of the earlier Apaches purchased
thirty acres of scrubby land along Interstate 10 at Akela Flats, New Mexico, and
opened a small casino. When the state barred the casino, they turned it into
a smoke shop and a restaurant that featured an impressive photographic history of the tribe. Late in 2011, after receiving reservation status from the federal
government, the tribe moved ahead with gathering support from economically
deprived southwestern New Mexicans and advertising architectural plans for an
“Apache Homelands Casino.” By April 2013, the City of Las Cruces and Doña
Ana County had supported their plans. In April 2014, the New Mexico Supreme
Court recognized the Fort Sill Apache as a New Mexico tribe.7
The defeat and removal of the Apache from west central New Mexico
remained one of the epic western wars because it lasted over four hundred years.
When Gen. Nelson A. Miles and the U.S. Army finally routed, rounded up, and
deported the last of the Apaches and their families, Americans declared the
West was won. No sooner had the war ended to plaudits from the East, than the
Apaches occupied a new space in the saga of the West. The term Apache even
entered the French language to signify a “hooligan or tough,” a term that some
Bohemian writers happily applied to themselves. Some Anglos adopted their
own symbolic versions of Apache opposition. During the 1970s, for example, as
historians began to explore the history of these Apaches in greater depth, they
became an important symbol of resistance to the Vietnam War. Poet Edward
Dorn, who taught western literature at Kent State a year after the killing of four
students there by National Guardsmen, wrote that he came to see the students
as “irreconcilables,” with Kent State acting as General Miles and the U.S. Army.
Dorn published his “Recollections of Gran Apacheria” in 1974. Ironically, the
U.S. Army was happily assuming the Apache mantle as well. In 1981 the U.S.
Army named its most advanced attack helicopter “the Apache.”8
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The Anthros
A wide-angle view offers other interpretations that move beyond stories focused
on Pie Town and, more recently, Native activists. Anthropologists have been
roaming through the Western Highlands for more than a century looking for
indigenous stories. William Clements, in Native American Verbal Art (1996),
listed by name fifteen anthropologists who had visited Zuni between 1879 and
the 1990s. His was just a partial list. It is a long roster, including many women.
The first woman was Matilda Stevenson who, between 1894 and 1915, published
nine articles and books about the people at Zuni. Stevenson stands near the
beginning of a long tradition of non-Natives writing down the stories of indigenous peoples attached to the land, starting with the story of Salt Woman. In 1916
anthropologist Alfred L. Kroeber, spending the summer at Zuni, wrote to Elsie
Clews Parsons that eight anthropologists resided there. Parsons had already
been there twice and returned again in 1917 and 1918. Anthropologist Ruth Bunzel spent every summer at Zuni from 1924 to 1929.9
The list of anthropologists who have studied the Diné is also long. By the
time Terry Reynolds arrived at Ramah to conduct her field work in anthropology in the 1960s, so many anthropologists had visited that community that
Native people were telling stories about their visits. Because the Ramah Navajo
were never assigned a reservation nor under the eye of a government agent,
anthropologists often chose to establish their own relations to the Ramah community, assuming they were “real” Navajos. Reynolds was told that the community even joked about keeping a special hut for anthropologists to stay. In
fact there were some families who regularly took in these scholar tourists and
depended on them for a summer income.10
Perhaps the largest invasion of the Zuni Plateau by scholars occurred in
the 1950s. Called variously the Rimrock Project, the Harvard Five Cultures
Values Study, or the Values Study, this team of thirty-seven field researchers
and twenty-eight analysts—anthropologists, sociologists, psychologists, and
one lone historian—under the direction of anthropologist Clyde Kluckholn
conducted research in the Western Highlands from 1949 to 1955. According
to anthropologist Willow Powers, a $200,000 Rockefeller Foundation grant,
its second largest during those years, funded the Rimrock Project. The Values Study was to be run out of the newly formed Harvard Laboratory of Social
Relations, which Kluckholn directed. The plan was to study how different people
of one area, when faced with similar problems, developed distinct values over a
period of five years. After studying the project in detail, Powers concluded that
the project as a whole offered few new methods or theories of utility to anthropologists. The project’s main published volume, People of Rimrock: A Study of
Values in Five Cultures, hastily completed after Kluckholn’s death by project
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coordinator Evon Z. Vogt and research associate Ethel M. Albert, revealed that
individual scholars had published an array of scholarly articles. Whatever stability the project offered these scholars was probably due not to the leadership
of Kluckholn but to Vogt who was deputy coordinator of the project from 1949
to 1953. His presence also enabled the project to achieve acceptance and support
by the locals under study since he had grown up in the area. It also helped that
the study provided an important supplement to their meagre incomes.11
The Rimrock Project produced one book that remains an important study
of two Zuni Plateau cultures during the early twentieth century. Vogt’s Modern Homesteaders analyzes the interactions of Texas homesteaders at Fence
Lake and Hispanic settlers at Atarque, two small villages west of Pie Town. Vogt
ventured to the edge of these two cultures tracking their uneasy contact and
conflict.12
Although Vogt never wrote his memoirs, his work remains the epitome of
careful anthropological methods. He protected the identity of the people he
studied and made himself the ideal participant-observer. He was not only central to the project as organizer but was responsible for what success it did have
in documenting at least these two cultures. Vogt had deep roots in the region;
his father, Evon Z. Vogt Sr., had arrived in 1903 from Chicago in hopes of curing his tuberculosis. In 1918 after working as a ranch hand and feeling healed, he
brought Evon’s mother, Shirley Bergman, as his bride to join him on a ranch he
had purchased near Ramah. There is a vast archive of family memoirs and photographs of those years at the ranch, recently tapped by Vogt Jr.’s younger sister,
Barbara Vogt Mallery, for her own memoir.13
Vogt Sr. had an unusual combination of sophisticated urban and backcountry
skills. He carried a tuxedo in his saddlebags for weekends with the wealthy merchants of Albuquerque and Las Vegas, yet scrambled for jobs during the Depression. He ended up as editor of the Gallup (N.Mex.) Gazette, while Vogt Jr. and
Shirley Bergman Vogt managed the ranch. Aunt Dorothy Bergman, later Dorothy Bergman Martinez, who had joined the family at Ramah, worked as a trader
and eventually married into the nearby Atarque community. Vogt Jr. took what
jobs he could find as a ranger before managing to get a legacy scholarship to the
University of Chicago and then a job teaching at Harvard. Having hosted visiting anthropologists earlier allowed him to interact comfortably with both local
and academic folks. He chose to spend the rest of his working life at Harvard
and never again returned to write further about his homeland on the Plateau or
his experiences there. Like other anthropologists, he turned his attention to Latin
America, and when he died in 2004, he was remembered for his work there.14
If Vogt understood the conflict between Texan homesteaders and Hispanic
villagers at Atarque, he did little to stop the disintegration of the village during
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the World War II years. The village had patiently built the local sheep economy during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, but that economy
collapsed as new settlers imposed their own proprietal practices. New ranch
owners fenced the open range, excluding Hispanos from what had been a commons for their sheep. New Zealand sheep raisers undercut prices for both wool
and lamb. The once-thriving villagers had few remaining resources. The homesteaders at Fence Lake had managed to control the politics of the local economy, successfully arranging for the paved road from Gallup to Zuni to bypass
Atarque. Cut off from local and national resources, young people left in search
of wage work. The village was gradually abandoned and became part of private
land closed to outsiders. Despite Vogt’s book, an unpublished dissertation by
Florence Kluckholn from the 1930s, and a memoir from 2007 by Pauline Chavez
Bent who grew up there, the story of Atarque has not attracted much attention
from storytellers.15
Ramah, founded in the late nineteenth century, has not attracted much attention from storytellers either. As a Mormon community, Ramah’s ties led northwest to Salt Lake City. Ramah owed its history—and its economic and social
stability—to Mormon pioneer policies and cultural patterns. Thus it was able
to survive lean times. Anglo, monocultural, and cooperative, the entire region
northwest of Pie Town was sometimes referred to as Ramah. And yet one does
not have the sense that this Mormon culture was studied with the intensity of
the other communities. Certainly, the Five Cultures Values Study referred to the
Mormon community, but somehow that story remained marginal to—even foreign to—the more popular stories of Native and non-Mormon Anglo cultures.16
Surprisingly, Quemado, the main village of the Zuni Plateau, attracted even
less attention from scholars or novelists than Atarque or Ramah. In many ways,
Quemado was the most typical of the plateau communities. Hispanic families
originally settled there in the 1870s, and then Anglos bought land nearby for
ranches, and the town developed a particular Southwest quality. Two cultures
coexisted, not quite totally segregated but not integrated either. As a regional
market town, Quemado was economically more secure than Atarque. As a
bicultural town it served both Anglo and Hispanic settlers. On the Magdalena
Livestock Driveway, Quemado became a stop where dusty cowboys could find a
place to overnight and prepare for the next stretch of their cattle herding along
the 125-mile trek from St. John’s, Arizona. In 1918 the secretary of the interior
officially designated a five-mile swath from Datil through Quemado as open
range. When the cattle drives declined and veteran cowboys settled there, Quemado became known for its expert rodeo performers. And yet it too escaped
the attention of storytellers. Quemado has never had its stories told in a similar
fashion to either Zuni or Pie Town.17
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Detail of Map Showing Western New Mexico. An area study of the “Zuni Plateau” in 1943
by the United States Department of Agriculture dotted the landscape with ranches and
homesteads between Pie Town and Quemado and north to Fence Lake, Atarque, Ramah, and
Zuni. Photograph courtesy United States Department of Agriculture.

Quemado benefited from the government economy as well as from the
surviving ranch and farm families who remained. Government jobs not only
helped the Vogt family survive the Great Depression on the plateau, but the
infusion of money from government projects also helped many others persevere. Most of the stories by those who visited or made their home on the range
in the Western Highlands of New Mexico and its scattered farming communities do not assign much of a role to the federal government. Yet it was a major
actor behind most of these stories. The government, of course, had encouraged farming and ranching with its original transfer of Apache homeland and
great swaths of Zuni land to Anglo and Hispanic families through homesteading. It boosted the local and regional economy by purchasing provisions for its
many army forts. Agricultural extension agents in the early twentieth century
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advised farmers and ranchers on how to increase their productivity on existing land.
With the New Deal and the dry hard times, the government expanded its
direct aid to ranchers and homesteaders. Although both groups later insisted
the government had not given them assistance, the New Deal helped both
groups survive. The New Deal government did make its role opaque by operating mainly through federal and state agencies already in place, hiring men
to work on roads through the Works Progress Administration (WPA)—paving
U.S. Route 60 and building schoolhouses, for example. It made loans to farmers and ranchers, and even paid ranchers to employ farmers to work on ranch
improvements. Enrolling sons in the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), the
federal government sent most of their pay back to families so they could stay on
their land. The government sent young CCC men to dig wells, and put in stock
tanks, pens, and fences along the Magdalena Livestock Driveway. Extension
agents helped families increase their subsistence farming and to can and share
produce with other local families. Extension agents continued to help farmers
diversify, urging them to add small dairy enterprises to their dryland and subsistence farming. Those new roads and schools were to lead most of the people
off the land to better urban opportunities during and after World War II. Their
time on the Zuni Plateau, however, became a part of those stories that blossomed and spread. Russell Lee, a federal propagandist for the type of rural life
that the government sought to sustain, provided the images to spread the vision
of self-sustaining communities emerging in the backcountry.18 The Agricultural
Adjustment Administration and the Soil Conservation Service employed men
to construct stock water tanks, terraces, and water spreaders, as well as forest
fencing. The WPA paid for school construction and road work. There were two
CCC camps at Quemado. The state also provided relief to some families.19
Yet it is the ranchers and homesteaders who take center stage in the major
stories of the 1930s. Two popular books cemented the idea of Anglo Americans
settling an open space. Published in 1936 and 1941, both accounts ignored the
role or assistance of the federal government, Native communities, and Hispanic
villages. They reimagined a gigantic struggle between ranchers and homesteaders. Conrad Richter’s Sea of Grass and Agnes Morley Cleaveland’s No Life for a
Lady were national best sellers, subsequently reprinted many times.
Richter’s novel sketches a larger-than-life rancher “Colonel” Jim Brewster in
this sea of grass, on his “empire of grass and cattle,” with his “fabulous herds,”
and with “his word the law.” Brewster is seen through the eyes of his nephew
who describes him as “a man of vitality and power,” with “pitchfork eyes,” like
“some rude territorial czar.” The life of Brewster and the open range is eventually
replaced, constricted, and fenced in by the homesteaders. Although Brewster’s
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Cover of No Life for a Lady (1977).
In 1977 just in time for use in the
blossoming classes in women’s history,
the University of Nebraska Press
reprinted Agnes Morley Cleaveland’s
best-selling No Life for a Lady (1941).
Photograph courtesy University of
Nebraska Press.

wife, Lotte, who comes from the East, hates the area enough to run away from it
and her husband, she finally returns, reconciled to it.20
This same theme of ranch life as difficult for women is sketched by Agnes
Morley Cleaveland. Although No Life for a Lady is labeled a memoir, Cleaveland also sketches her slain engineer father as larger-than-life, with abilities that
amount “almost to genius,” while her mother is “dependent upon menfolks.”
Daughter Agnes sees her family story in relation to an older tale, the Swiss Family Robinson, one extremely popular in the early twentieth century. The patriarchal Robinson family was stranded on an island somewhere, and the mother
was peripheral to the action. Cleaveland sets her family, as it was in fact, in
the land west of Datil. Although the story centers on this fatherless family and
its widowed mother, Cleaveland over-emphasizes her mother’s inability to cope
with the life that becomes “No Life for a Lady.” Combining her life with the literary traditions of patriarchal men, and the father now gone, Cleaveland fills
that space with her brother, Ray. Again told through the eyes of a young person,
this time a girl, the story arches around the same story that Richter told, one of
ranchers and the land being displaced and defaced by homesteaders.21
These stories bring us back to the fascinating photographs by Russell Lee.
Taken in 1940 when he spent two weeks in Pie Town, his images tell the story
visually of his ideal homesteading community. Lee’s photographs placed Pie
Town on the American map. A revival of interest in the Farm Security photographs of New Mexico communities in the 1970s and 1980s refocused attention on Pie Town. His photographs of Pie Town produced a story that only
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Cowboys on their horses at a rodeo, Quemado, New Mexico. Russell Lee’s photographs
of Pie Town settlers in 1940 are often reprinted. His photographs of cowboy culture in
Quemado, where cowboys herding on the sixty-five mile long Magdalena to St. Johns
Livestock Driveway stayed overnight and where local rodeos attracted both ranchers and
homesteaders, are seldom used to represent the culture of the region. Photograph by Russell
Lee; courtesy Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Digital Collection, digital image
no. LC-DIG-fsa-8a28867.

the camera could tell so vividly. The images pictured the daily existence of the
homesteaders. They document their success in replacing the ranchers as the
dominant social and economic group in west central New Mexico, in fashioning a community that supported its members—in melding the best traditions
of community independence. Lee focused on Doris Caudill, who then, in turn,
became the Pie Town Woman who lived to tell her story to that second photographer, Joan Myers. It was Caudill’s life that Myers retold in image and text.
Both Doris in the past and Joan in the present confronted again a now seemingly empty land.22
The residents of Pie Town themselves chose this story of community and
independence as their favorite. Local historian Kathryn McKee-Roberts gathered oral and written histories for what became almost an official history of Pie
Town. At gatherings for talks about Pie Town in 2013, aging residents testified to
the sentiments that made them feel they were part of a larger community, one
bound together by picnics and suppers, and ultimately, love for their neighbors.
Almost no one mentioned Quemado, the other town that Lee had visited. Lee
left stunning photographs of the rodeo riders there.23
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Detail of Map A. Patented Land Claims, BLM Land, and State Land for Townships 3 and
4 North, Range 16 and 17 West. Detailed maps in Peggy A. Gerow’s Eighty-Two Miles from
Nowhere (2003) show the complex land ownership in the area proposed for the Fence Lake
Coal Mine Project, one reason why the project was never completed. Map compiled by Peggy
A. Gerow; photograph courtesy Office of Contract Archaeology, University of New Mexico.

About the same time that Myers was finishing her manuscript, which
emphasizes the homesteader’s story, another group was creating, or trying to
create, another story of the land. Remember the Salt River Project, which the
Zuni Nation had blocked? The Project began buying up leases for its future
coal-mining operation in 2000, triggering a state law that mandated a study
of the land. Anthropologist Peggy Gerow created a map to accompany this
story. Her compilation of land claims in just one section north of Pie Town is
a jumble of Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and state lands, plus railroad,
stock-raising, and homestead lands. Is it any wonder that folks preferred the
simpler versions that the other stories presented?24
In 2011 Lynne Hinton simplified once again that complex issue over land claims
to recast Pie Town’s community spirit in a novel titled Pie Town. She whipped
out a sequel, Welcome Back to Pie Town, the following year. Hinton seems an
improbable storyteller—a mystery writer and minister in the United Church of
Christ. Her Pie Town is mixed ethnically with Hispanics, Native Americans, and
Anglos caught up in a small-town epic. Although the main female character, a
single mother, provides one thread, it is the male protagonist, a Catholic priest,
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who changes most, sinks his roots into this land, and finds his community.
This place becomes Hinton’s ideal parish, one that rebuilds the local Catholic
church. The women of the town form the chorus and the soul or power of the
community.25
Yet another “Pie Town” woman was created by the photographer Debbie Grossman. She attracted attention in New York with her “My Pie Town.”
She wanted images of a Pie Town filled with women, and so in her prints she
replaced the faces of the men in Russell’s photographs with her own face, creating a sort of “her land” where the men disappear and only women survive.
When I introduced Grossman’s photographs to local Pie Town residents in a
recent talk, many were offended. So too were some of the photographers. Did
another person have the right to tamper with the Farm Security Administration
photographs for their own purposes? Regardless of the appropriateness, Grossman’s project revealed once again the ability of this small rural community in a
faraway place to attract regional and national interest.26
Meanwhile, other groups were busy covering still more stories over this land.
Two events in the 1970s gave rise to new forms of mapping in popular culture.
The first event occurred east of Pie Town on the Plains of San Augustin when
in 1972 Congress chose that location to construct the Very Large Array (VLA),
a radio astronomy observatory. The VLA remains sprawled across the Plains of
San Augustin, fifty miles west of Socorro, a scientific outcropping that dwarfs
the adjacent Boy Scout Double H High Adventure Base. The second event, coming six years later in 1978, was the creation of the Continental Divide National
Scenic Trail (CDNST), part of which winds through New Mexico, crossing Pie
Town, El Malpais National Monument, and the old Zuni-Acoma Trail.
The VLA provoked both scientific and popular stories. The U.S. Congress
was feeling flush, ambitious, and pro-space science when it appropriated over
$78 million to establish the VLA in 1972. The VLA’s scientific story was that
David S. Heeschen, who received his doctorate in astronomy from Harvard
University in 1954 and helped establish the Harvard Observatory Radio Astronomy Project’s telescopes, began work at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in 1956. He stayed on to become acting director and then director from
1962 to 1978, during which time he fostered the building of telescopes at the
observatory in Green Bank, West Virginia, at Kitt Peak in Arizona, and the VLA
in New Mexico. Each of the twenty-seven VLA antennae dishes measures over
80 feet high, weighs 230 tons, and can be relocated as needed via rail tracks with
a lifting locomotive. All face up into outer space.
Popular culture adopted the VLA enthusiastically. The movie Contact (1997)
is the best known and remembered, especially for the gathering of young people
facing skyward waiting for word from outer space. Although word from outer
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space is yet to come, a proliferation of writing on the VLA has arrived—a combination of science-fiction films, serious documentaries, such as Carl Sagan’s
Cosmos, songs, novels, and comic books. Scientists appreciate having the tools
to explore outer space, but Americans are content to identify with space exploration science through books and other media.27
Besides outer space exploration, a growing number of Americans wanted to
see the earth up-close. In response, Congress established a series of national
hiking trails during the 1970s. The CDNST, although created in 1978, depended
upon a line created much earlier by geological surveys. It was simply, as one
author termed it, “a geographer’s abstract term,” to indicate a hydrological
divide of the Americas. Shown as a line on maps, often in red, this Continental
Divide extends from the Bering Strait to the Strait of Magellan. It separates, as
standard descriptions explain, the watersheds that drain into the Pacific Ocean
from those river systems that drain into either the Atlantic or Arctic Oceans, or
the Gulf of Mexico. Once established officially, the Great Divide, as it is sometimes called, immediately became another way to locate this western land, for
a segment extends along the Rocky Mountains of the United States and thus
through western New Mexico.
The New Mexico CDNST portion starts at the Mexican border west of Antelope Wells in the Animas Mountains, crosses Interstate Highway 10 at exit 14,
runs through western New Mexico just east of Silver City, crosses Highway 12
near Aragon, winds through the southeast edge of the Ramah Indian Reservation and the Cibola National Forest, crosses Interstate Highway 40 at a place
called Continental Divide at exit 47, then winds its way north into Colorado
west of the Cumbres Pass. Small signs announce its presence on the interstate
highways that intersect it. Some state highways do announce the Continental
Divide when they cross, for example State Highway 15 at Pinos Altos. Thousands of cars and trucks pass these signs each day with hardly a notice. But the
Divide too carries the freight of stories.28
Stories located near this imaginary line labeled the Continental Divide flourished in the eastern part of the country during the early twentieth century.
Books and even plays used the term as a metaphor for a location somewhere
in the west and for regional culture itself. William Vaughn Moody’s play The
Great Divide was the most popular among a flurry of western-based plays that
crowded New York stages in the first decades of the twentieth century. The Great
Divide, with its threatened rape of an eastern woman who ventured west, its
forced marriage, its final reconciliation of a western male and an eastern female,
east and west, had no whiff of racial or ethnic intermarriage. The white western
male was the barbarian. Although the original incident upon which Moody’s
play was based took place in Arizona, he visited New Mexico and chose to use
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Detail of Map of the Continental Divide Trail. Established by the U.S. Congress in 1978, the
trail brought thousands of hikers to Pie Town, where they often camped before tackling the
stretch of the trail north to El Malpais National Monument or south to the Gila National
Forest. Photograph courtesy U.S. Geological Survey.

The Great Divide as his title to metaphorically discuss sexual, regional, and cultural tensions. Thus, the geographic east-west divide became a major popular
theme in a western literature hungrily devoured by easterners. In 1990 the New
Mexico Repertory Theatre claimed this play as one that symbolically treated the
divide between western and eastern cultures in New Mexico.29
The Great Divide, in fact, became more firmly planted in the West of the
imagination, when Congress began seriously discussing the establishment of the
CDNST. A continuation of the grand national parks design of the nineteenth century and modeled on the Appalachian Trail, the CDNST was envisioned to follow as closely as possible the geographical line and extend from the Mexican to
the Canadian borders. Limited to travel by foot and horseback over pieces of land
where the environment remained “relatively unaltered,” the trails were planned to
provide high-quality recreational experiences while respecting the natural environment. Using primarily government-controlled lands, the CDNST eventually
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wound through over three-thousand miles of five western states—790 of them
in New Mexico—connecting national forests, wilderness areas, monuments, and
BLM lands. From the Gila National Forest and the Aldo Leopold Wilderness, the
trail crosses the Continental Divide near Coyote Peak and then turns east. Reaching Pie Town, hikers buy food, camp, and catch up on journal entries. Next, they
head toward the El Malpais National Monument, cross the old Zuni-Acoma Trail,
enter the Cibola National Forest, pass the Zuni Mountains, and continue north to
Grants.30
Although several enthusiastic hikers have published guides, it is the journal
entries that reveal the diversity of hikers and their reactions to the land they walk
over. So-called “thru-hikers” attempt to hike the entire trail, sometimes over a
period of years. Other more casual hikers choose lengths of the trail to dawdle
along or picnic near. Thru-hikers usually take trail names and post their journal
entries on the Internet. One retired seventy-one-year old pastor chose “Medicare
Pastor” as her trail name. She explains in her online journal that she had camped
and hiked all her life, but started long-distance hiking when she was sixty: “I
am not a thru-hiker (I am only half crazy[.]) I am a long section hiker generally
doing 300–500 miles in a stretch a couple times a year.” She hoped to complete the
CDNST, but as a gardener and active church pastor, she concluded: “Life is full of
so many interesting things to do. Too many things to do, too many trails to walk,
not enough life. But I do what I can. And life is good.”
Yet her journal is a new way of writing about the land and a person’s journey over it. “Chavez and Marlin Canyons have some disgusting cow ponds,”
she writes, but advises hikers to “hang in a little farther,” for “a lovely solar
pump/tank right by the road just past a cluster of brown ranch buildings—
lovely water . . . and 7 miles before Pie Town has a cooler of water set out on the
road by Beauchamps.” At Pie Town, where her blisters popped, she reports: “My
feet are glad to be not walking and I have a bed to put my sleeping bag on.” She
stayed at the “Toaster House” hostel three miles out of Pie Town, where a local
woman welcomed hikers and asked only for a donation. Then Medicare Pastor
headed into Pie Town for pie—Mexican apple with green chiles and pine nuts—
and sent an e-mail to her daughter. After forty-four miles of blistering, literally,
Medicare Pastor rested two days at Pie Town, found snacks left in the hiker box,
and welcomed more hikers arriving at the hostel. Now with more than ten other
hikers at the hostel, Medicare Pastor attended a spaghetti benefit dinner where
people came from as far away as south of Reserve to pack the Community Center, bid on locally-made desserts, and dance. The hostel owner and the café staff
both organized and played in the band. “Don’t miss Pie Town. Quite a place!”
Medicare Pastor exclaimed. The locals and visitors kept alive the ideal and practice of “community.”31
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Other stories and maps continue to appear. Today, brochures of the Apache
homelands welcome tourists. Descendants of Hispanas, ranch women, and
homesteaders add their memoirs. We continue to be fascinated by the stories
that are attached to this part of the land called New Mexico. It is a land that
attracts stories, the perfect locale to enlarge and explain human activities. In the
end it provides a setting for Euroamericans as well as Native American and Hispanic people to tell their stories. It is good to know them and to revisit them, if
not for history, then for the ways in which different cultures have attached stories to the land. We are in fact a land of storytellers.
Wisdom, as anthropologist Keith Basso declares, does sit in places. And certain
places provide ideal locations for this local wisdom. But so too do other human
characteristics sit there. We gain some sort of wisdom by looking more closely at
how people live together, in harmony or disharmony, and how they regard the
places in which they live. My favorite quote from this area is still one attributed to
a Diné elder at one of their community sings, which were open to all. Ray Boyett,
a homesteader from Fence Lake attending one of those sings, asked a bilingual
trader to translate the speech for the assembled people who lived in the area. The
trader explained that the elder had said that they were all living in another people’s country, and being treated nicely, and that they should be nice to them in
return. Boyett regretted that the homesteaders had no elders to give them similar
advice—to remind them that they were living on borrowed land.32
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In Memoriam

•

Dr. Robert Rankin White (1942–2014)
Steve Watson

R

obert Rankin White, preeminent southwestern
art historian and author, passed away in Albuquerque, New Mexico, on 17 July 2014. Born
in Houston, Texas, on 8 February 1942, he graduated
from the prestigious St. Stephen’s Episcopal School in
Austin in 1960. He received a bachelor’s degree in geology from the University of Texas in 1964, served in
the U.S. Army in Vietnam, and completed a master’s
degree in hydrology from the University of Arizona in
1971. After a two-year stint in Texas, Robert worked for
the U.S. Geological Survey in New Mexico as a hydrologist and editor for the
next fifteen years. He then obtained his doctorate in American Studies at the
University of New Mexico (UNM) in 1993. During the course of his career, Robert authored or co-authored over fifty books, articles, chapters, and essays in
history and the arts.
Robert left many references to his intellectual origins and to how his two
passions of art and history merged. He was influenced by his father, who completed a bachelor’s degree in history before going on to a career in engineering.

Steve Watson received his MA in history from UNM in 1995, and is the archivist for the
Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center’s History Office at Kirtland Air Force Base,
New Mexico. He is currently working on a biography of the base’s namesake, Col. Roy C.
Kirtland, and a study of the contribution the first Army pilots made to the establishment of
a separate Air Service. He is on the advisory board of the First Aero Squadron Foundation,
a member of the Historical Society of New Mexico, and was Robert White’s friend since the
mid-1980s.
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His grandparents owned an E. Martin Hennings painting of New Mexico,
which launched his curiosity about the Land of Enchantment. Later, in Arizona,
he happened on another painting by the same artist. As he recalled in 1978, “I
then determined to learn all that I could about this man.”1 As a student at the
University of Texas, Robert took a history elective from Dr. George Arnakis—
“For the first time in my college career, I felt that I was in the presence of a true
scholar”—and briefly considered changing his major.2 While stationed at Sandia Base in Albuquerque in 1967–1968, he took a UNM Continuing Education
course in the history of the American West that, he later noted, “reawakened my
interest in history.”3 He honed his skills by studying the “meticulous research”
and “lucid writing style” of the works of Robert Taft, a chemistry professor and
art historian.4 First traveling through and later living in New Mexico, he and his
first wife, Judy, toured historical sites, galleries, and museums in the early 1970s.
Robert found his niche in the study of northern New Mexico artists, and developed a passion for New Mexican and southwestern history from the territorial
period through the early twentieth century. Indeed, Robert considered the representational art of this time to be “a window onto the past.”5
A scant two years after finishing his master’s degree in hydrology, Robert
began his “conversion on the road to Taos.”6 Although there had been previous
works on the Taos artists and Hennings, in 1973 at the suggestion of a Santa Fe
art dealer, Robert went directly to speak with Martin Hennings’s widow. Robert charmed her into divulging previously unknown stories.7 Four months later,
he sent his manuscript, “Taos Founder, E. Martin Hennings,” to Southwest Art
and became a published art historian. Just three years later he had his first major
piece, “The Lithographs and Etchings of E. Martin Hennings, 1886–1956,” published by the Museum of New Mexico Press.
Robert’s methodology and style emphasized accuracy, thoroughness, and
humor. As a researcher, Robert was intensely persistent. He explained, “On a
number of occasions, I became interested in a certain subject but finding little
or nothing available in the literature, began my own research; by the time my
curiosity was satisfied I had gathered enough information to write an article or
book on that particular person or event.”8 In 1993 he tracked down the exact
location where the founders of the Taos Society of Artists, Bert Geer Phillips
and Ernest Blumenschein, wrecked their wagon in 1898 and experienced the
light of northern New Mexico—the so-called “Sacred Site.” Robert liked to lace
his writing with humor. In an article on etchings and James McNeill Whistler,
Robert recounted an incident in which an artist died before being able to deliver
two etchings, whereupon Whistler agreed to fulfill the man’s agreement. Robert
wrote, “Our sympathies to the poor Mr. Luard, but for the sake of future generations of art-lovers, his death could not have been more timely.”9
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In the early 1980s, Robert turned to more traditional historical and biographical topics, as well as to the history of New Mexican literature and architecture.
His outside work sustained his passion, but he also found a way to commingle
the two interests by producing an article on a U.S. Geological Survey employee
murdered in New Mexico. Robert produced The Taos Society of Artists, arguably
his best-known work, during this early period. Published by UNM Press in 1983,
the book consisted of the meeting minutes and other documents from the Taos
Society. In the process, Robert dispelled misconceptions and presumptions, and
explained internal dissent among the artists. The effort earned him praise as a
superb researcher and fully established him as a respected art historian.
Robert left his job at the Geological Survey in 1989 to become an independent scholar and author. He had begun his doctoral education at the UNM
Department of History in the early 1980s, but later transferred to the American Studies department, where he completed his dissertation, “Artists of Territorial New Mexico, 1846–1912” (1993). Afterward, he wrote two chapters of
Bert Geer Phillips and the Taos Art Colony, co-authored with Julie Schimmel, in
1994. In high demand as a lecturer on territorial New Mexican art, Robert spoke
extensively at art conferences across the nation, and gallery owners, private art
collectors, and museum curators sought his expertise. In 1998 UNM Press reissued The Taos Society of Artists with a preface that updated much of the existing
scholarship on the Society.
Robert participated in numerous cultural organizations including the Southwest Art History Council, the Western History Association, the Westerners, and
the Santa Fe Trail Association. In 1995 he became the Executive Director of the
New Mexico Book League, publisher of the literary newsletter Book Talk, until
the publication ended in October 2001. He served on the board of the Friends
of the UNM Libraries in the 1980s and the Editorial Board of the New Mexico
Historical Review from 1990 through early 1998. He was an active member of the
Historical Society of New Mexico, serving on its Board of Directors beginning
in 1987, and as its President from 1991–1993.
Robert’s personal journals from 1974 to 2006 and periodic travel journals
from the 1960s and 1970s are now part of his collection donated to the UNM
Center for Southwest Research. These journals are a rich trove of information
regarding the cultural life of New Mexico for that period, and his writing sparkles with references to his interactions with the luminaries of the time. Additionally, the collection contains his personal papers, manuscripts, research
notes, and historical documents.
Robert’s life intersected with art, history, and literature, as well as music, publishing, and travel. He lived at a time in New Mexico when it was possible to
befriend or at least have more than a passing nod with many—if not most—of
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those folks who created and celebrated its culture and those who preserved it. His
affable, charming nature introduced him to these circles, but his sharp intellect,
competence, strength of character, and desire to serve and contribute kept him
well connected with the movers and shakers in them.
Sadly, Robert was afflicted with severe and prolonged tinnitus beginning
in November 2000, and some years later, he developed Parkinson’s disease.
Along with dementia, the disease’s symptoms effectively ended his ability to
research and write. Complications from Parkinson’s eventually took Robert’s life. He is survived by his sister and brother-in-law, Eleanor and Richard Viebig of Houston, Texas, and nieces Peggi Bloomquist and Tracy Broyles,
as well as numerous friends, neighbors, colleagues, and caregivers. Robert
was interred at the Houston National Cemetery in Texas in late July 2014,
and a Celebration and Remembrance of his life took place at his home in late
August 2014. He will long be remembered as a loyal friend, dedicated servant,
and outstanding scholar.
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Recovering Historical and Cultural Gems

M artha I dalia C hew S ánchez

•

A Review Essay on Hispanic Folk Music of New Mexico and the Southwest:
A Self-Portrait of a People

H

ispanic Folk Music of New Mexico and the Southwest: A Self-Portrait
of a People by John Donald Robb is one of the best and most thorough compilations of folk songs in New Mexico and one of the best
tributes to the people of New Mexico. This classic work represents New Mexico’s rural literary and musical landscapes as reflected in the nearly half-century
of fieldwork that Robb so carefully undertook. Robb delightfully takes us on a
voyage of seven-hundred folk songs covering extensive genres, themes, emotions, and histories. The author provides a colossal contribution to the body of
scholarship and to our understanding of the main musical genres at the core
of the cultural archive of nuevomexicanos’ key historical moments. The reader
feels the strong Iberian literary influence through the analysis of repertoire of
romances, décimas, alabados, alabanzas, canciones, trovos, himnos, and despedimientos. Such solid imprints of Spanish culture in New Mexico date back
to the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Quite remarkably Robb

John Donald Robb, Hispanic Folk Music of New Mexico and the Southwest: A Self-Portrait
of a People (1980; repr., Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2014. xxv + 891 pp.
49 halftones, appendixes, definitions, bibliography, index of titles, index of first lines, general
index. $75.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-8263-4430-4). Martha Idalia Chew Sánchez, PhD, is an
Associate Professor in the Department of Global Studies and the Caribbean and Latin American Studies Program at St. Lawrence University. Her lines of research are related to cultural
identities in the U.S.-Mexico border, and the effects of globalization on human rights. Chew
Sánchez is the author of Corridos in Migrant Memory (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2006) and has written articles on militarization and paramilitarization in Mexico.
Chew Sánchez normally teaches courses on Critical Race Theory, Border Theory, Qualitative
Methods, Migration, and Cultural Studies.
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understands the importance of such historical and cultural gems and had the
vision to record, transcribe, and translate them during his extensive fieldwork.
This, the second edition of the classic and fundamental work on nuevomexicano music is considerably enriched by a thorough prologue written by Enrique
Lamadrid, a renowned authority in ethnomusicology. Lamadrid provides an
outstanding historical, social, and ethnographic analysis of Robb’s fieldwork
and vision. This new edition is further enhanced by the contributions of Jack
Loeffler, an exceptional historian, musician, and ethnomusicologist. Loeffler
reflects on Robb’s life and legacy to ethnomusicologists, and particularly to New
Mexican folk songs.
The photographic material flows quite organically with the lyrics of the folk
songs. The songs record turning points in the history of nuevomexicanos, as
well as a wide range of feelings, points of view, relationships with families, their
land, and with other ethnic and racial groups. Likewise, the photographs document the protagonists, the landscapes, and the rich cultures of New Mexico,
reflecting the respectful and dignified dialogue between Robb and the nuevomexicano artists and their families. The photographs give an account of the
presence of nuevomexicanos that is remarkably free from exoticization, colonialism, and voyeurism. Robb’s account is one that tends not to be included in
the national consciousness of the United States. The representations of these
artists are a testimony to the presence of nuevomexicano families who lived in
New Mexico long before the land was taken over by the United States.
Robb was a mentor to many ethnomusicologists. In his generosity, he left
many lines of research open for further work. He had the vision to carry out
collaborative work with other outstanding ethnomusicologists, such as Vicente
T. Mendoza. In fact Robb personally invited Mendoza and his wife to become
familiar with the music, to help him understand and analyze the musical and
literary genres he archived as Robb consistently cites Mendoza throughout this
book to clarify some musical genres. Most of the translations and transcriptions of the lyrics are well done, although a few of them miss the meaning of one
word and therefore the core of the theme. For instance in “El Corrido de Roosevelt,” the transcription of the fifth stanza reads:
Repartió a los mexicanos,
cerca de tres cientos mil,
no sabiendo que algún día
alguno le había de servir (p. 563).
This stanza refers to the previous one that references Pres. Herbert Hoover’s
policy of forced repatriation of Mexicans during the Great Depression. The
main points of controversy of this repatriation were that about 60 percent were
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U.S. citizens, but were deported due to their physical characteristics and the
neighborhoods where they lived in; such deportations were carried out through
raids that had the logistics of paramilitary operations. In this corrido, the meaning changes from “repartió” (distributed) to “repatrió” (repatriated).
This book illustrates the profound attachment to place of nuevomexicanos,
as well as the powerful experience of displacement. Perhaps inadvertently, Robb
promotes new ways of thinking about New Mexico. He takes us along the royal
corridor, or Camino Real, from Mexico to Santa Fe, through songs, corridos, and other musical genres that originated in Mexico or for which Mexico served as inspiration. For instance, “La llorona” describes a woman said to
haunt many parts of Mexico, weeping for her children whom she had drowned
in a fit of madness. There are many versions of this song and several different
stories of its origin, but many of them relate La Llorona (the weeping woman)
to a mother who may have killed her children to avoid their capture during
Spanish colonization. Most versions of the story differ only in the details.
Robb documents the link to New Mexico and, in some cases, he even presents
many versions of the same song.
Likewise, Robb recorded and preserved many Inditas (“little Indian” or “little
girl”) ballads. Inditas are among the most valuable expressions of oral history,
a musical form that captured the complex intercultural dynamics and negotiations between Native Americans and Mexicans in New Mexico during the
Territorial period, between the 1846 military occupation by the U.S. army and
the 1912 admission to statehood. Inditas are about making promises to saints in
return for blessings and miracles. They are normally sung in Spanish, although
the estribillos, or chorus, is in Navajo. Inditas are cultural expressions that emanate from political and cultural relations between various Native American cultures in New Mexico and nuevomexicanos. In this book Robb weaves these
cultural expressions that promote both self-affirmation and emancipatory possibilities. Native Americans and nuevomexicanos had been living alongside one
another for many centuries, co-creating spaces and cultural traditions that have
gone largely unacknowledged by the state and the national consciousness. Robb
brings these cultural traditions back to life. For example, the matachines initially represented “The Dance of the Moors and Christians”; this dance was the
first masked dance introduced by the Spaniards. Although the dance steps vary
among people from New Mexico to South America, the dance formations are
quite similar. The most basic component of the dance is the struggle between
good and evil, with good prevailing.
Robb’s work disrupts essentialist notions of the three separate and distinctive
cultures of New Mexico. Such notions rely on fictions such as the idea that New
Mexico is an empty land with three distinct groups living in isolation from one
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another, or that racialized groups do not exist. Since the Spanish colonization
and U.S. military occupation, there have been moments and markers of differentiation of citizenship that excluded racialized groups such as nuevomexicanos and Native Americans in order to control their resources, land, and labor.
Notions of citizenship and inclusion/exclusion are intrinsically linked to the
expansion of capitalism in the Southwest. In particular, differentiations of citizenship are usually inscribed through cultural and linguistic oppression as well
as a lack of access to justice and citizenship rights. Despite these struggles, nuevomexicano culture has prevailed for centuries. The testimony of this cultural
heritage is represented well in this magnificent textual and analytical work.
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A Review Essay on Citizen Explorer: The Life of Zebulon Pike
D avid W robel

•

The Fragile Edges of the New Western Empire

I

n the concluding pages of the fourth volume of The Winning of the West
(1896), Theodore Roosevelt described Zebulon Montgomery Pike (1779–
1813) as “an ardent patriot” whose loyalty to the “Union” was unquestionable, a skillful and “stout-hearted” hunter whose “indomitable will” and
deep dedication to the men under his command during the 1805–1807 expeditions to explore the Louisiana Purchase saved their lives, and a “pioneer in the
exploration of the far West” on par with Meriwether Lewis and William Clark.1
Reviewing the volume in the American Historical Review, Frederick Jackson Turner, like Roosevelt, treated “the explorations of Lewis and Clark and
Pike” together, as an interconnected set of journeys, and chronicles, of western discovery. However, Turner’s review criticized Roosevelt for relying on
ornithologist and frontier historian Elliott Coures’s editions of the Journals of
Lewis and Clark (1893) and The Travels of Zebulon M. Pike (1895), and Henry
Adams’s The History of the United States of America, 1801–1817 (9 vols., 1889–
1891), and for not utilizing available archival sources.2 Shortly after the review
appeared, Roosevelt wrote to Turner in his own defense, and in the politest

Jared Orsi, Citizen Explorer: The Life of Zebulon Pike (New York: Oxford University Press,
2014. xii + 379 pp. 42 halftones, 12 maps, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, isbn 978-019-976872-1). David Wrobel is Merrick Chair in Western American History at the University
of Oklahoma where he teaches undergraduate and graduate courses on the American West
and American thought and culture. His most recent book is Global West, American Frontier:
Travel, Empire, and Exceptionalism from Manifest Destiny to the Great Depression (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2013). He is currently working on The West and America, 1900–2000: A Regional History.
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of tones explained that since he was a “more general writer” and “thoroughly
good” studies of Lewis, Clark, and Pike were available, he “did not try to get
any manuscript sources for th[ose] travels.”3
Readers of Jared Orsi’s superbly researched biography of Pike need have no
such concerns about the use of available archival sources; the author has mined
approximately sixty manuscript collections and consulted a wide range of additional published primary sources, as well as an impressive selection of pertinent
secondary works, and demonstrates full command of those varied materials.
Although Citizen Explorer reaches generally positive conclusions about Pike,
it offers a considerably less triumphalist and more nuanced picture than Roosevelt’s work. Nonetheless, Orsi suggests, like Roosevelt, that we should remember Pike as readily as we do Lewis and Clark. Orsi’s book is certainly the most
definitive treatment of Pike to date, and is likely to remain so for a long time
to come. Moreover, the work makes important contributions to the fields of
western American and environmental history, as well as to the history of the
early American Republic. Indeed, Citizen Explorer is driven by the question of
“how…Pike himself and the early republic more generally develop and sustain
nationalism when their ideals bumped up against the physical challenges of the
North American environment?” (p. 6).
In the 1890s, Turner and Roosevelt had both explicitly argued that the westward-moving frontier was the leading edge of American nationalism, that
Americanism was stronger on the western periphery, where the nation-building
process was playing out, than on the East Coast, where the vast majority of the
populace, and the government, were located. Orsi offers the careful reminder
that the converse scenario was the more likely and logical one: as the nation’s
advance guards, Lewis and Clark, and Pike, were sent out to and beyond the
fringes of the nation’s new boundaries where they encountered indigenous cultures, fur traders, and representatives of European nation-states who cared
much about the cultivation of commerce, but had little regard for the emerging
American state. Pike’s adventures unfolded in remote regions where the nation’s
influence was thin and fragmentary at best, and the allegiance of citizens (even
members of the actual expeditions) to the new American nation was tenuous.
Yet in Pike’s enduring dedication to the United States, Orsi finds the embodiment of the young nation’s resilience and ultimate success. Indeed, this is in the
last analysis a story about how Pike, “an ardent nationalist,” consistently and
doggedly sought to secure his personal independence through military service
to his country (p. 14).
Orsi chronicles Pike’s life in seven finely crafted chapters. The first traces the
Pike family’s quest for independence in North America from the mid-seventeenth
century to 1794. The second examines Pike’s continued dedication to the nation
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through military service from 1794 to 1805. The next four chapters—the heart of
the narrative—are devoted to Pike’s two expeditions, from 1805 to 1807. The final
chapter covers his continued military service from 1807 to 1813 and tragic death
at the Battle of York. An epilogue ponders the dramatic changes in the West
during the rest of the nineteenth century and attempts to place Pike—a figure of
relative historical insignificance in the writings of the twentieth century—back
at the center of the pantheon of important early western and national actors.
“Pike endured physical hardship with fortitude in difficult environments in
order to establish the nation in the West and defend its independence from rival
peoples,” Orsi writes (p. 290).
In February 1806, while leading his first expeditionary party, charged with
discovering the headwaters of the Mississippi, Pike and his men, weary and half
frozen, wandered up to the British North West Company fur trading post at
Leech Lake (near the westernmost tip of Lake Superior) where they were fed
and sheltered and treated in thoroughly hospitable fashion by the fort’s commander, Hugh McGillis. Ten days later Pike ordered his men to shoot down the
fort’s British flag and raise the American one in its place. During his stay, Pike
also wrote McGillis an official letter in which he accused him of evading U.S.
customs and trading without proper licenses. McGillis responded by flattering
Pike, thanking him for not enforcing a fine for the violations, assenting to follow all of his directives, providing his party with dogs and a new sled, and then
returning to business as usual as soon as Pike departed. In recounting this incident Orsi hits upon a central theme of the narrative: Pike’s persistent practice of
“enforcing American sovereignty over hosts upon whom he was utterly dependent” (p. 122).
Journeying across the Plains on his second major expedition, from July to
November 1806, Pike and his men relied upon the hospitality of the Osages and
then the Pawnees, while Pike sought unsuccessfully to incorporate both into the
new American nation. His experiences once more illustrated both his deep dedication to building the republic and that republic’s fragility at its western edges.
Venturing into the Rockies, from November 1806 to February 1807, Pike orchestrated what might be considered a comedy of errors if it had not been so awfully
tragic. Orsi writes, “[t]hree times he crossed chains of mountains without needing to do so. He left frostbitten men in the snow, contemplated suicide in the
wilderness, threatened to execute a malingerer, and raised an American flag on
Spanish soil” (p. 160–61). Pike’s actions on this leg of his explorations led to accusations that he was acting on secret orders, colluding with Gen. James Wilkinson and Aaron Burr in treasonous activities. But Orsi, like Roosevelt long before,
rejects such conclusions, insisting that “Pike’s actions during those months were
. . . consistent with those of a man bumbling through the mountains” (p. 200).
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The last phase of Pike’s second expedition, from February to July 1807, was
marked by his party’s capture by a Spanish force that escorted them to Santa Fe
and back to Natchitoches, via El Paso, Chihuahua, and San Antonio. During
his comfortable captivity, Pike managed to conceal enough of his diary entries
and other papers to construct an account of the expedition. The resulting volume comprised Pike’s reconstructed journals from the expeditions, along with
other documents that bolstered his reputation as a dedicated patriot and discounted the Aaron Burr associations. As the account moved toward print and
Pike disseminated key documents to the press, he received a series of military
promotions, reaching the rank of lieutenant colonel by the time the book was
published in 1810. The following year Pike referred to himself, in a letter to the
U.S. attorney general, as a “Citizen Soldier” (p. 264). Then, during the War of
1812, he received one more promotion, to the rank of brigadier general. Writing to his father prior to departing for battle, Pike noted that if he were to perish, then he hoped for a death “like Wolfe’s—to sleep in the arms of victory” (p.
268). Just before he died (after being struck in the head by debris from the fort’s
explosion), Pike reportedly learned that the British flag had been taken down
and “[t]he stars are going up” (p. 271). “In death,” Orsi concludes, “Pike reaped
the honor and gratitude that had escaped him in life” (p. 272). Orsi has provided
a powerful and perceptive account of a life worth remembering for its successes
and failures, as well as its insights into early American expansionism.
Notes
1. Theodore Roosevelt, The Winning of the West, Vol. IV: Louisiana and the Northwest,
1791–1807 (New York and London: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1896), 329, 337–38, 340.
2. Frederick Jackson Turner, review of The Winning of the West, Vol. IV, by Theodore
Roosevelt, American Historical Review (October 1896): 171–76. Turner’s review copy of
the book, with his published review pasted in the back, is in the Huntington Library Rare
Book Collection, no.139455.
3. Theodore Roosevelt to Frederick Jackson Turner, 4 November 1896, in Theodore
Roosevelt, Letters and Speeches (New York: Library of America, 2004), 91–92.
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Ruidoso: The Carmon Phillips Collection. By Lyn Kidder. Images of America
series. (Charleston, S.C.: Arcadia Publishing, 2014. 127 pp. 200 halftones. $21.99
paper, isbn 978-1-4671-3185-8.)
Lincoln. By Ray John de Aragon. Images of America series. (Charleston, S.C.:
Arcadia Publishing, 2013. 127 pp. 195 halftones, map, bibliography. $21.99 paper,
isbn 978-1-4671-3056-1.)
Towns of Lincoln County. By John LeMay. Images of America series.
(Charleston, S.C.: Arcadia Publishing, 2010. 127 pp. 203 halftones, map,
bibliography, index. $21.99 paper, isbn 978-0-7385-7908-5.)
Ruidoso and Ruidoso Downs. By Lyn Kidder and Herb Brunell. Images of
America series. (Charleston, S.C.: Arcadia Publishing, 2009. 127 pp. 186
halftones, bibliography. $21.99 paper, isbn 978-0-7385-7069-3.)
For most historians, Lincoln County history is largely the history of the Lincoln County War (LCW). In recent years books about the county’s towns and
residents have begun to appear. The Images of America local history series has
made a substantial contribution to Lincoln County by producing four photographic books of the area.
Towns of Lincoln County is the broadest, covering Lincoln, the Hondo Valley,
and “Mountain Villages and Mining Towns” through its hodgepodge of images.
Lincoln itself garners the most attention. In “Mountain Villages and Mining
Towns,” White Oaks, Carrizozo, Corona, and Capitan are included, although
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Capitan is slighted. Significant attention is given to Peter Hurd of San Patricio
but none to internationally known Chicano artist Luis Jimenez of Hondo. Most
photographs are from the Historical Society of Southeast New Mexico in Roswell, ignoring those at the Lincoln County Historical Society in Lincoln. Many
resources went unused such as Frank Magnan’s Ruidoso Country (1994).
Lincoln is also a welcome addition. It includes a chapter on the arrival of
European Americans, the LCW, a potpourri chapter, and then a focus on the
Billy the Kid legend in comic books, children’s books, and films. Although it
includes a bibliography, no book by Frederick Nolan is mentioned, even his The
West of Billy the Kid (1998), the most complete photographic record of the LCW.
Lincoln includes more Hispanos and Hispanas than the other books, although
mostly from the post-1870 era. Although he says Lincoln grew and prospered
after the LCW, his photos do not treat Lincoln as a town after 1880 (p. 8). Likewise, not a single caption tells us where his photographs can be found and too
often approximate dates of photos are missing. The book also includes alleged
new photos of Billy.
Ruidoso and Ruidoso Downs provides the best history of the group. Organized around key events of the development of these two towns, it was written
by Lyn Kidder and long-time local photographer Herb Brunell, who lived much
of this history. Over a decade ago, Brunell amassed numerous photographs
from locals. Likewise, the authors benefitted from the collection of Carmon
Phillips, the most important Lincoln County photographer in the twentieth
century. Although they too failed to use the photographic collection of the Lincoln County Historical Society, they did at least utilize a wide array of collections. Unfortunately, the personal collections of the towns’ Hispana/os have not
been accessed.
Ruidoso, The Carmon Phillips Collection is a sampling of some of Phillips’s
6,000 photographs. Donated to the Hubbard Museum of the American West
in Ruidoso Downs, about half have now been scanned and it is from these that
the book’s photographs were selected. Locals helped identify and date Phillips’s
unlabeled photographs. This book is both a history of Ruidoso and Ruidoso
Downs as well as a history of a major southeastern New Mexico photographer.
Phillips’s excellent work as a photographer is revealed. The authors also benefited from the Hubbard Museum’s exhibit on Phillips organized by David Mandel, Adele Karolik, and Philip Collins, which opened in fall 2013. The book
includes a chapter on the Old Mill, the oldest structure in Ruidoso, dating back
to 1868, and which the Phillips family refurbished after World War II and ran
as a tourist operation. The book also features chapters on the rise of the skiing
industry and town businesses. The text helps to explain the historical development of the towns.
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Taken together these books constitute a major advance in the history of Lincoln County, moving us away from a narrow focus on the LCW and the town
of Lincoln. Like the resource book Lincoln County Tells Its Stories (2012) and
Roberta Haldane’s book on White Oaks, a more complete picture of the county
is finally emerging.
Cynthia E. Orozco
Eastern New Mexico University, Ruidoso

Pueblo Indians and Spanish Colonial Authority in Eighteenth-Century New
Mexico. By Tracy L. Brown. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2013. viii +
237 pp. 13 halftones, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index, about the author.
$55.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-8165-3027-4.)
This book is a study of the Pueblo communities under Spanish rule in the eighteenth century. Written with clarity and conviction (although the author has
a tendency for repetitiveness when espousing her arguments), the four main
chapters of the book are dedicated to discussing the ways in which Pueblo politics, economics, spirituality, and intimate relations changed after the Spanish
conquest. According to Brown, the Spanish invasion did not lead to a radical
loss of Pueblo cultural practices (the author makes a very good point when
she wonders whether the Pueblos saw the arrival of the Spaniards as the most
important event in Pueblo history). Brown believes that Pueblo cultural survival was due to the fact that state power in New Mexico was weak. However,
one could argue that this was also the case in many, if not most, areas of the
Spanish Empire in the New World. As in New Mexico, alcaldes mayores and
doctrineros, or missionaries, were the only representatives of Spanish authority who the immense majority of Natives under Spanish rule ever saw. In this
regard, despite its remoteness and frontier character, the situation in New Mexico does not seem to be all that unique.
Although this study is mostly based in documentary evidence from the published Spanish Archives of New Mexico, the author also makes very good use of
archaeological studies of pre-contact Pueblo communities, especially for comparative purposes between the pre-colonial and colonial periods. Brown’s understanding of Pueblo reactions to Spanish invasion and colonization is nuanced
and sophisticated. Her work contradicts previous studies from the 1960s and
1970s which argued that Pueblo culture was “frozen into extreme conservatism” as a result of contact. Brown’s study convincingly shows that, in reality,
Pueblo people incorporated a variety of Spanish beliefs and practices that contributed to modifying Pueblo culture and society. However, like the most recent
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historiography of the encounter of Europeans and Native Americans, Brown’s
study contends that the Spanish failed to completely impose their values and
practices upon the Pueblo people. The Pueblos were able to pick and choose
which values they were willing to incorporate into their own culture. For example the system of rule that the Spanish imposed upon Pueblo communities was
simply incorporated into the traditional Pueblo system of governance. Caciques
and their assistants in reality continued to govern Pueblo communities, because
they would direct the actions of the Native governors installed by the Spaniards. Likewise, while the Spanish presence brought a hardening of Pueblo class
and gender divisions, Spanish class and gender notions were not adopted indiscriminately by the Pueblos. Although Spanish authorities tried to impose their
patriarchal beliefs and their ideas of what constituted proper marriage, Brown
concludes that they were only partially successful.
Spanish colonization also brought an increase in labor demands and Brown
suggests that, by and large, the Pueblos were able to accommodate these new
demands by using traditional mechanisms. In regard to land ownership, she
observes that “Pueblo land tenure practices were not severely disrupted or
destroyed by Spanish contact, as occurred in so many other areas in the New
World” (p. 99). However, the contrast that the author establishes between what
happened in New Mexico and in other areas under Spanish control is not convincing, not only because Brown bases her understanding of what happened
in those areas on just one study which is, in reality, a study of gender ideologies in colonial Cuzco, but also because the Pueblo case seems very similar to
what happened to many indigenous communities under Spanish rule. Spanish
authorities envisioned Indian communities being sustained by communal landholding and this guaranteed the survival of Indian landownership.
The author has made excellent use of the sources available in the New Mexican archives to convey a clear sense of the status of Pueblo people under Spanish rule, but this study would have been more complete if the author had made
use of the documentation from the Archives of the Indies in Seville, Spain. The
richness of this repository would have surely helped expand and elaborate upon
many of the arguments advanced in this book.
Alejandro Cañeque
University of Maryland
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The Art and Legacy of Benardo Miera y Pacheco: New Spain’s Explorer,
Cartographer, and Artist. Edited by Josef Diaz. (Santa Fe: Museum of New
Mexico Press, 2014. 151 pp. 51 color plates, 16 halftones, maps, selected
bibliography, credits, index. $34.95 cloth, isbn 978-0890-13585-3.)
In this well-illustrated book, Josef Diaz brings together five authors who draw
an intriguing picture of the life of Benardo Miera y Pacheco, a Spaniard who
made his way to New Spain, ultimately settling in New Mexico and producing maps, altar screens, and devotional images. Following an introduction by
the editor, Thomas Chavez assembles an overview of Miera’s life, explaining
that other than his birth in north central Spain in 1713, little is known about
Miera’s early life. By the early 1740s, however, records indicate that he was living
in northern Mexico, married, the father of two sons, and a captain in the militia. By 1754 he had moved to Santa Fe, New Mexico, and was working under the
governor, producing regional maps and other artwork. Miera’s contributions to
the cartography of New Mexico are analyzed comprehensively in Dennis Reinhartz’s chapter. Miera created maps of the New Mexico region between 1747 and
1779, with twelve maps now assigned to his authorship. This research is important for understanding the evolution of the cartography of New Mexico.
Next, Charles Carrillo examines Miera’s documentation of the location and
cultural characteristics of indigenous groups. This information appears as illustrative images on his maps and Carrillo demonstrates the accuracy of Miera’s ethnographic work by comparing his depictions with nineteenth-century photographs
of the same indigenous groups. Miera’s artistic skills were evident in other formats
and media as well. Robin Farwell Gavin and Donna Pierce evaluate Miera’s retables (altar screens) one of which is extant in the sanctuary of Cristo Rey Church in
Santa Fe. Using comparative visual analysis, the authors speculate that, as a result
of his early experiences in Spain—perhaps viewing local church art—Miera’s work
adapted international Baroque style into the evolving religious art style of New
Mexico. Continuing this stylistic discussion in the next chapter, William Wroth
examines eighteenth- and nineteenth-century santeros (devotional images). Tracing broad regional influences, he discerns Miera’s limited direct influence on later
artists of these distinctive art forms.
The inclusion of a list of illustrations as well as a one-or-two page outline of
Miera’s life and major works would have strengthened this book and made it easier to follow the authors’ discussions and arguments. Nevertheless, the authors
provide informative overviews and appraisals of Miera’s work for the general
reader and identify opportunities for further scholarly research on the history of
cartography and visual art production of eighteenth-century New Mexico. The
Art and Legacy of Benardo Miera y Pacheco contributes to the understanding
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of the impact and legacy of Miera’s work and offers significant insights into the
ebb and flow of the life of an immigrant from Spain who, while living at the
supposed periphery of eighteenth-century New Spain, was at the center of an
emerging and vibrant visual culture of New Mexico.
Magali Carrera
University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth

Taos: A Topical History. Edited by Corina A. Santistevan and Julia Moore.
(Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press in association with the Taos County
Historical Society, 2013. 349 pp. 36 halftones, resources for Taos history, about
the contributors, index. $34.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-89013-582-2, $24.95 paper,
isbn 978-0-89013-597-6.)
Taos: A Topical History, as its subtitle suggests, is not a comprehensive survey.
The book’s essays focus primarily on political history and less on the social, economic, and cultural history of Taos, with the greatest emphasis on the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The topics covered include the following: the
geologic and archaeological prehistory of the Taos area; trails, land grants, and
the trade economy; sheepherding, weaving, and bison hunting; warfare and
uprisings (the 1847 Revolt, the Battle of Cieneguilla, the Taos Mutiny of 1855,
Taos in the American Civil War); Taos Pueblo and acequia culture; religious
practices and religious conflicts; sacred places and ceremonies; and (very cursorily) the twentieth-century Taos art community and writings about Taos.
Overall, the book serves as a good introduction for those unfamiliar with
these aspects of Taos history, particularly in terms of helping readers understand why Taos has spearheaded so many of the political and religious revolts in
New Mexico history. However, there is too much space allotted to political history and warfare and some repetition of admittedly key historic personages and
events that could have been eliminated. As is true of most anthologies of essays
written by multiple authors, some of the essays are standouts and others are not.
Most of the essays are descriptive; a few provide analyses that allow the reader
to understand the contesting nature of historical events and perspectives and
the complexities of the interactions of Taos’s predominant cultures of Pueblos,
Hispanos, and other Native groups.
Here are some of the standouts: Charles C. Hawk’s “Caminos Antiguos:
Trails into the Taos Valley” is an eye-opening presentation of the historic challenges presented by Taos’s difficult terrain; Elizabeth Cunningham’s and Skip
Miller’s “Taos’s Early Trade Economy” is a fascinating study of the economic
interactions of the Plains Indians that converged on Taos with the Pueblos and
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the Spanish government, and the trade fairs that made Taos such an important
center of economic exchange in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries;
Alberto Vidaurre’s “1847: Revolt or Resistance?” uses revisionist scholarship
to make a convincing case for understanding the Pueblo and Hispano revolt
against the U.S. government’s takeover of New Mexico as a form of legitimate
resistance; Vernon Lujan’s “Taos Pueblo: A Personal Journey Through Time” is
a moving testimony of his family’s work and life experiences, both inside and
outside the pueblo, over the course of the twentieth century; and John Nichols’s
“‘Sin Agua, No Hay Vida’: Acequia Culture” is a lively and insightful memoir
about his travels from innocence to experience as a member of his local acequia
association that provides a refreshing examination of the water wars in northern New Mexico history. The book also provides a useful bibliography.
Lois P. Rudnick
University of Massachusetts, Boston

River of Hope: Forging Identity and Nation in the Rio Grande Borderlands.
By Omar S. Valerio-Jiménez. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press in
cooperation with the William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies,
Southern Methodist University, 2013. xiv + 369 pp. 19 halftones, maps, 10
tables, notes, bibliography, index. $99.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-8223-5171-9, $26.95
paper, isbn 978-0-8223-5185-6.)
Omar Valerio-Jiménez’s important River of Hope: Forging Identity and Nation
in the Rio Grande Borderlands presents a dramatic history of the TamaulipasTexas border region. The book begins with the founding of the Colonia de
Nuevo Santander in the mid-eighteenth century and extends through the crucial decades after 1848, when the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo ceded the land
north of the river to the United States. Valerio-Jiménez writes a rich narrative
about a society with fissures created by gender and social inequities, colonialism, national policies, and local concerns.
The book emphasizes how three states and local residents linked their hopes
to the waterway. The Rio Grande towns of Reynosa, Camargo, Mier, Revilla,
Laredo, and Refugio (renamed Matamoros in 1826)—built between 1750 and the
1820s—formed an intricate part of the Spanish plan to colonize the forty-nine
indigenous groups in the region. The colonial state plotted missions and towns,
but mercantile policies limited river trade. In the Mexican era the government
supported free trade and constructed a major port in 1823. The port at Matamoros connected the region to European and American markets—smuggling
flourished.
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Once Texas became an independent nation, the area was disputed between
nations. It became a bi-national space crossed by the river in 1848. As early as
1850, cities had grown on the Texas side, opposite the colonial and Mexican-era
towns and cities that existed. The area developed its own floating population of
workers who moved back and forth over the border. Bi-national trade became
embedded in the region’s economy.
North of the Rio Grande, Tejanos expected to exercise their full rights of citizenship, yet many lost land and political power where Anglo Americans gained
sovereignty. Tejanos’ experiences depended, to some degree, on the class and
gender positions they held. Valerio-Jiménez carefully delineates the daily resistance Tejanos used to protest and subvert the multiple political and legal exclusions they experienced from the American judicial and economic systems. In
1859 Juan Cortina, a Tejano elite, engaged in civil protest and organized others to act against the civil injustices and the policies that produced land loss.
The movement enabled Tejanos to express their dashed expectations concerning American citizenship. Cortina became a Borderlands hero.
The book emphasizes the rapid emergence of border identities focused
on local place. In the late colonial era, people identified with their town, and
then with other river towns, the province of Nuevo Santander, other northern
provinces, and finally with New Spain. As Tejanos engaged in the political and
social life of the United States, new identities also emerged among those who
embraced their status as U.S. citizens, Mexican citizens, and proud fronterizos
(Borderlands residents).
Valerio-Jiménez’s study makes a significant contribution to a notable body of
work that represents the border through transnational histories. The book offers
an excellent analysis of the familial, social, and historic ties that have defined
this Borderland. It also identifies the nineteenth-century origins of Tejanos’ civil
rights and labor struggles that, in some cases, continue to the present.
Lisbeth Haas
University of California, Santa Cruz

Making Aztlán: Ideology and Culture of the Chicana and Chicano Movement,
1966–1977. Juan Gómez-Quiñones and Irene Vásquez. Contextos series.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2014. xxxii + 460 pp.
28 halftones, chronology, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 paper, isbn
978-0-8263-5466-2.)
The Chicana and Chicano Movement has long been a subject of fruitful scholarship and theoretical study spawning hundreds of monographs, journal articles,
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reminiscences, biographies, films, conference papers, and lectures. Remarkably,
this book is the first to comprehensively analyze the exciting and complex ideas
and forces in the turbulent years that were the height of this movement. Making Aztlán is a master work co-authored by one of the pioneers of Chicana/o
history, Juan Gómez-Quiñones. It is not a narrative history but a theoretical,
in-depth critical view of the many currents that flowed out of the youthful energies of the 1960s and 1970s.
Making Aztlán is a nuanced and highly sophisticated study of the Chicana
and Chicano Movement (CCM in their shorthand). Fundamentally, as they say
in the preface, the authors see this movement as “an affirmation of humanist
culture in the broadest sense of the phrase” (p. xxiii). In this vein the authors
develop a number of paradigms and theories that help us to understand the
heterogeneous ideological, cultural, and socio-economic elements that were the
CCM. Fundamentally the authors see the CCM as both a civil rights movement
and a movement for social and cultural affirmation.
One important concept forming the book is that of conyuntura, the coming together of many forces, ideas, traditions, organizations, individuals, and
cultures. The heterogeneous and diverse result reflected a wide spectrum of
political and ideological orientations and identities that sometimes appeared
in conflict or in contradiction. One example of this is the cultural nationalist
opposition to the Marxist-inspired CCM factions. The authors refuse to accept
easy stereotypes and categories and are sensitive to the nuances and complications of reality. Writing about the Chicana movement, for example, the tendency has been to describe the split in pro-feminist vs. traditionalist camps. The
authors delve into the documents and find no easy characterization that truly
captures the Chicana movement.
There are thirty-nine chapters in this book and each one is a critical examination of an aspect of the movement: the struggle over identities, organized
labor including the United Farm Workers (UFW), the land movement in New
Mexico, the student movement, the police, the Catholic Church, art, music,
dance, film, literature, electioneering, and many other aspects. The kaleidoscope of topics goes far beyond the simplistic textbook summary of the traditional four big leaders of the movement: Cesar Chavez, Reies Tijerina, Corky
Gonzales, and José Angel Gutiérrez. In fact the outstanding thing about this
book is that it is primarily about the thousands of Chicanas and Chicanos who
struggled to achieve recognition, respect, and civil rights.
Because the book is not just a theoretical analysis but also a critical assessment of the movement, the authors are not afraid to note the failures and weaknesses of organizations, tactics, and leadership. The major shortcoming they
see was “the lack of an explicitly and widely accepted critique of the dominant
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society” (p. 337). The authors criticize many activists’ skepticism of intellectuals and ideological positions which in turn led to the acceptance of subjective
and inexperienced movement leaders. The ultimate weakness was the gradual
distancing of some CCM activists from the struggles of the masses of la raza, a
kind of elitism. Nevertheless the authors are convinced that for all its diversity,
and apparent contradictions and confusions, the Chicana and Chicano Movement led to dynamic and positive changes that are still being felt. The CCM
evolved, they believe, from its idealistic, male-centered emphasis to more ideological and female-led sensibilities and organizations.
Finally, this book cannot be read without doing some homework. It presupposes a basic knowledge of the Chicana and Chicano Civil Rights Movement
and challenges the reader to re-envision traditional tropes about the past and
future. In the end this is a major contribution, not only of the book, but of the
movement itself.
Richard Griswold del Castillo
San Diego State University

Indian Resilience and Rebuilding: Indigenous Nations in the Modern American
West. By Donald L. Fixico. The Modern American West series. (Tucson:
University of Arizona Press, 2013. xi + 284 pp. 18 halftones, maps, notes,
bibliography, index, about the author. $65.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-8165-1899-9,
$30.00 paper, isbn 978-0-8165-3064-9.)
In his latest assessment of Indian and non-Indian relations, Donald Fixico purports to “address the [so-called] Indian problem, but as part of a greater story
of nation rebuilding, and Indians reinventing themselves as an elemental part
of the process” (p. 5). Adaptation is the operative term, and the author frames
this process by examining the development of what he perceives as distinctly
tribal political economies that have formed in conjunction with, and are circumscribed by, a nation-building process wherein “postmodern tribal governments look very much like those of the U.S. government and its constituent
state governments” (p. 7). The book consists of two thematic divisions—resilience and rebuilding—through which Fixico attempts to trace the evolution of
these adaptive strategies that he sees as characterizing indigenous creative existence in the twenty-first century.
Resilience, as described in the first four chapters, entails a history of American Indian survival against federal policies aimed at eradicating or radically
altering their political existence. As an Oklahoma Seminole-Creek citizen, Fixico is personally motivated to chronicle the devastating impact of the allotment
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policy, which had particularly profound implications for those Indians removed
from the east in the first half of the nineteenth century. Yet, land alienation and
the restrictions of smaller reservations ultimately catalyzed a deeper connection
to homeland for some Indians, and as compulsory boarding schools sought to
aggressively extinguish tribal culture, certain individuals used the tools of western education to forge new concepts of indigenous patriotism. Fixico argues
that subsequent policies of tribal reorganization, termination, and relocation
were predictable for some Indians whose cyclical worldviews prepared them for
thinly disguised efforts to recycle old government policies of assimilation.
The process of nation rebuilding that Fixico describes in the remainder of the
book follows the historical continuum of a new Indian leadership adapting to a
changing world in the twentieth century. From the pan-Indian activism concurrent with the Civil Rights movement, tribal governments effectively modernized as certain federal policymakers (notably, Pres. Richard Nixon) selectively
advanced policies of self-determination that defined new parameters of tribal
authority. Through greater control of natural resources, and the phenomenal
ascent of Indian gaming, many tribes forged a new political economy that has
not merely allowed them to survive, but to temper new and enduring identities.
A word of caution: while Fixico’s optimism seems blinding at times, he
acknowledges what has been lost to indigenous peoples and that the future is
always uncertain. Some critics will argue that this is a history of the neoliberalization of tribal governments rather than one of creative adaptation. Such
criticism could have been more readily deflected had Fixico engaged certain
critical scholarship on indigenous identity and adaptation, such as Tom Holm’s
The Great Confusion in Indian Affairs (University of Texas Press, 2005) and Stephen Cornell’s vast lexicon on indigenous nation building. However, the topical
arrangement of the book does provide a viable introduction to the proverbial
“Indian problem,” as well as a reasonable summary of how indigenous peoples
are capable of exercising agency rather than assuming the victim slot.
Samuel R. Cook
Virginia Tech

Edmund G. Ross: Soldier, Senator, Abolitionist. By Richard A. Ruddy.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2013. xv + 328 pp. 18 halftones,
notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-8263-5374-0, $29.95 paper,
isbn 978-0-8263-1671-4.)
Most of us know about Sen. Edmund G. Ross’s pivotal vote to acquit President Andrew Johnson in the impeachment proceedings of 1868; Pres. John F.
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Kennedy memorialized the act in his Profiles in Courage. New Mexicans might
remember that Ross was governor of New Mexico Territory. There our knowledge ends. Retired photographer Richard Ruddy, in turning his hand to writing,
has delivered the rest of Ross’s life in a readable, well-researched biography that
shows us a man so steadfast in his convictions that he risked his own life more
than once and brought hardship upon his wife, Fannie, and their large family.
We first meet the teenaged Ross, who was already a committed abolitionist
in a family of abolitionists. In 1855 the antislavery movement began delivering
free-staters like the extended Ross family to Kansas where they could oppose
any further extension of the plantation system. The following year, Edmund,
Fannie, and their three children, one a newborn, left their comfortable life in
Milwaukee for Bleeding Kansas, arriving during its most violent period.
It is a boon to a biographer when their subject is a prolific letter writer. In
this case, Ross was a newspaperman, so while Ruddy did not always have access
to details of his subject’s life, Ross left behind his opinions and observations in
the newspapers he ran in Kansas and New Mexico. Ruddy also drew on family
letters and a daughter’s biographical manuscript.
Ross joined the fighting in Kansas but did most of his fighting in print—he
was a skilled writer—and in politics. Because the wages of a crusading journalist
could scarcely support Ross’s growing family, he began his lifelong struggle to
earn a living. Even then Ross’s conscience compelled him to mothball his newspaper and serve for three years in the Civil War. His courage in battle inspired
a governor to appoint him to the U.S. Senate. Ruddy traces Ross’s gradual shift
in political sentiment and the impeachment vote the Kansas public considered
a betrayal.
This decision plunged the Ross family into financial turmoil that led eventually to his move to New Mexico in 1883 and a new beginning. He quickly
endeared himself to New Mexicans, who cheered his appointment as territorial
governor in 1885. Said Ross, “[A]fter seventeen years of poverty and obscurity
this vindication is worth a thousand times more to me than would be all the
offices of the territory rolled into one and offered to me” (p. 224).
Ruddy lays out the political players and landscape in Kansas; Washington,
D.C.; and New Mexico, and describes Ross’s battles with the power brokers
known as the Santa Fe Ring. Although he regards his subject as a modest man of
principle, Ruddy does not shy from probing the one instance where Ross might
have benefited from a bribe. He also notes the instances where Ross’s stubbornness and unwillingness to compromise hindered his effectiveness. Ruddy set out
to recover a lost bit of history, and he has accomplished that goal.
Sherry Robinson
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Lincoln and Religion. By Ferenc Morton Szasz with Margaret ConnellSzasz. Concise Lincoln Library Series. (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Press,
2014. xviii + 103 pp. 10 halftones, bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth, isbn
978-0-8093-3321-9.)
Almost immediately following Abraham Lincoln’s assassination on Good Friday, 1865, a cottage industry arose debating his faith, or lack of faith. As Ferenc
Morton Szasz and Margaret Connell-Szasz argue in this volume (Connell-Szasz
collaborated on and completed this book following her husband’s death), the
question of Lincoln’s religion still vexes historians, and this volume ultimately
concludes that Lincoln’s faith remains an enigma.
The authors contend that Lincoln was profoundly shaped by two influences:
the deism of the Enlightenment, and the King James Bible, which was ubiquitous in the nineteenth century, especially in the Ohio Valley. Young Lincoln,
however, was no fan of frontier preachers, and he often entertained friends with
his dead-on impersonations. Lincoln apparently admired C. F. Volney’s deistical treatise, The Ruins, and probably wrote his own rationalistic treatise, which
according to tradition was cast into a wood stove by a friend eager to preserve
Lincoln’s political future. In his run for Congress in 1846, Lincoln faced charges
from his Democratic opponent, Methodist itinerant Peter Cartwright, that he
was an infidel, although Lincoln won the election handily. The Szaszes note
that Abraham and Mary Todd Lincoln were married by the Episcopal rector
in Springfield, where they attended before switching to the First Presbyterian
Church. The Episcopal connection brings up one of the most fascinating arguments in the book, namely that the Episcopal Book of Common Prayer as well
as the King James Version jointly served as the inspiration for Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address. Here the authors call on the scholarship of A. E. Elmore, who has
analyzed the passages and the phrasing of the address.
The Szaszes cover Lincoln’s dealings with various religious groups while in
office, and they note that he was utterly disconsolate at the death of his son, Willie. Lincoln had what amounts to a dialectical understanding of God’s workings;
a kind of fatalism about God’s inscrutable will and also a sense that human exertions could bend the course of history.
Lincoln has long occupied the role as founding father in the debates about
American civil religion. Lincoln and Religion includes an entire chapter on that
question. There is little new in this material, although the authors update some
of the popular evocations of Lincoln, especially in numismatics. The volume also
includes appendixes on historiography and relevant quotations from Lincoln.
Given the continuing controversy over Lincoln’s religion—both secularists
and the “Christian America” crowd seek to claim him as their own—this slim,
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refreshingly concise book is unlikely to serve as the final word. Lincoln’s faith
was hardly orthodox, certainly not by the standards of many who want to claim
him. But it is equally erroneous to suppose that he approached questions of ultimate meaning with anything less than the sober deliberation that characterized his judicious conduct as president during the crucible of the nation’s moral
crisis.
Randall Balmer
Dartmouth College

The Road to Chinese Exclusion: The Denver Riot, 1880 Election, and Rise of the
West. By Liping Zhu. (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2013. xiii + 326
pp. 38 halftones, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $37.50 cloth, isbn
978-0-7006-1919-1.)
Liping Zhu, author of A Chinaman’s Chance: The Chinese on the Rocky Mountain Mining Frontier (1997), gives us another insightful study of the Chinese in
the North American West. Although the previous study examines the Chinese
in Idaho from the late nineteenth to the early twentieth centuries, Zhu’s recent
book brings our attention to their counterparts in Colorado and is focused on
the anti-Chinese riot in Denver in 1880.
The Road to Chinese Exclusion offers a detailed account of the early history of
the Chinese population in Colorado, which started in the late 1860s. A majority of this Chinese population came to coalesce in Denver. Many of them were
invited and recruited by white political and business leaders to work in Colorado. They labored in the mines before moving into the service sector of the
economy, especially the laundry business. Before long anti-Chinese sentiments
intensified. Such sentiments reached a climax in the racial riot in Denver in
1880. Zhu’s vivid retelling of the tragic event reminds us of the more than 150
anti-Chinese riots that took place throughout the West.
A superb local history, The Road to Chinese Exclusion also makes fruitful
efforts in placing Colorado’s increasing hostility toward the Chinese in the
larger contexts of American national politics surrounding issues of race, sectional conflict, and the growing prominence of the West. Zhu argues that Chinese exclusion became the issue that “would most define the significance of the
presidential election of 1880,” a national political event that he analyzes in great
detail (p. 113).
From that time on, the question of Chinese immigration was no longer a
regional one but became the subject of heated national debates, which resulted
in the passage of the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882. Efforts to push Chinese
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exclusion helped to unite the West and elevate western politicians to national
prominence. Lucidly written and well researched, Zhu’s study sheds valuable
light on the extraordinary importance of the Chinese American experience
for understanding the development of the United States in the late nineteenth
century.
This book also has room for improvement. For example, a more comprehensive analysis of the socioeconomic backgrounds of Colorado’s anti-Chinese forces,
especially of the 3,000 rioters in the Denver riot of 1880, instead of merely condemning them as “the mob” or “hoodlums,” would enrich our comprehension
of the anti-Chinese movement in Colorado, other western states, and the rest of
the nation (p. 178).
Yong Chen
University of California, Irvine

Route 66: A Road to America’s Landscape, History, and Culture. By Markku
Henriksson, foreword by Susan A. Miller. Plains Histories series. (Lubbock:
Texas Tech University Press, 2014. xxiv + 268 pp. 48 halftones, suggested
readings, index. $65.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-89672-677-2, $39.95 paper, isbn
978-0-89672-825-7.)
Many Americans would be surprised to know that the most recent history published on Route 66 was written by a Finn, but not those who know Route 66 and
its audience today. It’s just as likely that the 66 tourist in Tucumcari will be Japanese or German or Brazilian as an American.
We live in a world where Route 66 no longer belongs to Americans. Lufthansa
has two-week package tours from Europe. Sweden has a chain of Route 66
restaurants. The Japanese Route 66 society meets in Tokyo. A Dutchman trademarked the Route 66 sign. Markku Henriksson, a scholar of American culture
at the University of Helsinki, has written a history and travel guide to Route 66.
It covers all the bases. As usual an author starts with a personal connection to
66, the song, the TV series. He draws upon lengthy drives down the road (here,
in 1996 and 2002, making it somewhat dated).
Historians used to working with original sources often fret at reading popular historical narratives like this one. The subtleties and nuances which hide in
documents and historical interviews are not usually fodder for popular writers.
For an historian specializing in a subject, reading a book designed for a popular audience resembles watching the Olympics—as in a decathlon, where one
knows the hurdles in advance: Cyrus Avery and the road’s design; Grapes of
Wrath quotes; interviews with the star of the Route 66 TV series, Martin Milner;
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and with Angel Delgadillo, the Arizona barber who launched the 66 revival
movement.
Henriksson navigates these shoals well. He does an excellent job of filling in
backgrounds on 66 cities, Fred Harvey, his Houses and his Girls, the Santa Fe
Railroad, and many other key parts of the story. His sources for background history are all secondary, drawing on Tom Teague, Tom Snyder, Michael Wallis,
and of course John Steinbeck.
Henriksson’s approach is less a car-full than an omnibus: his wife’s favorite flavors of ice cream and a picture his brother took join the history of Flagstaff. New Mexican readers may be puzzled by his inclusion of Taos, Zuni, and
Hopiland as part of a discussion of Route 66, for this fabled road does not go
anywhere near these fine places. And they might perk their ears up at his rendering of the song of the Jackalope: “a quiet Whee-up, oee–up under the full
moon” (p. 181). How does he know?
Thorny questions for Route 66 historians remain, starting with: where,
exactly, is Route 66? The extensive alignments of this most famous of roads have
never been completely laid out. And how large is its dominion? Does Route 66
extend only to the edge of its roadway? Is it, as Michael Wallis claims, “the road
and just a skoouch off?” Or the way the National Park Service defines it, as its
original alignments and what can be seen from there?
Despite the celebrity of what Steinbeck called “America’s Mother Road,”
plenty of research topics go untended: the precise details of the negotiation for
its exact routing; the technology in grading the road; the vivid, lived-out experience of minority groups along the road; and similar to this, the experience of
those displaced by the road, particularly in Native and Hispanic populations.
Henriksson touches on these topics, with a particular interest in Native Americans. To delve more deeply one would consult interviews, government records,
pamphlets, and other materials now emerging about the Native experience of
Route 66. Some who come to this book as a guidebook might be disappointed,
as many old 66 sites have vanished; fortunately, a number described as dead
here have been resurrected by community groups. Route 66 is not a national
park. It’s not fixed in amber. It’s a road to market and at the same time a legend. Someone’s destination resort is someone else’s Central Avenue. This tension between the road and its reflection, between documenting and reverencing
66, affects this book and so many others.
David King Dunaway
University of New Mexico
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Porter and Ike Stockton: Colorado and New Mexico Border Outlaws. By Michael
R. Maddox. (Flora Vista, N.Mex.: published by author, 2014. xii + 517 pp. 74
halftones, maps, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 paper, isbn
978-0-615-96493-5.)
Most New Mexicans are familiar with the Lincoln County War of the late 1870s.
It was memorable and a “war” because it nominally had two sides locked in a
succession of battles. But fewer people know that far worse violence plagued
northern New Mexico during and shortly after the same period, first in Colfax County, then by 1880 in the San Juan country of northwestern New Mexico and southwestern Colorado. The “war” here was really anarchy, involving
feuds among criminal families—mostly from Texas—including the Stocktons,
the Eskridges, and the Coes, among others. The crimes involved ranged from
livestock theft to outright murder, and the struggles were over abundant cattle
and horses, with ready markets in mining camps, military posts, and Indian reservations—the economic turmoil aggravated by the approach of a railroad. The
turmoil was fueled by abundant liquor and firearms, and ineffective or corrupt
law enforcement, all egged on by irresponsible local newspapers. Michael Maddox brings this little-known period back to life.
Maddox organizes his story around the Stockton brothers, the short-tempered,
murderous psychopath Porter and the more congenial but still felonious Isaac,
although their prominence at the time was exaggerated by the authorities and
others. In a well-established environment of stock rustling and general mayhem
that drove honest citizens (there were some) out of the territory, the violence
took on new dimensions with three murders on Christmas Eve 1880. Although
Porter Stockton was not involved, a party of vigilantes thought he was, tracked
him down, and murdered him in front of his family; his death was really a
product of longstanding feuds among the quarrelling criminal families. This
inspired Porter’s brother Isaac to recruit “hardcase” allies in Texas and set out
on a rampage of revenge. During the course of 1881 the younger Stockton garnered more press notice than Billy the Kid, and a reward for his capture equal
to that posted for the Kid, who was a friend of Isaac. Isaac’s own death late in
1881 brought the anarchy to an end, as most of the criminal element decamped
for distant places.
The author has performed a truly prodigious amount of research—his notes
and bibliography would more than do credit to a doctoral dissertation. Unfortunately, he could not resist the temptation to present everything he learned.
His account is burdened with too many facts and incidents that range from the
tangential to the irrelevant, and there are too many characters, some famous for
their roles in events elsewhere, to keep track of. That said Maddox deserves the
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thanks of any historian or antiquarian interested in this neglected phase of New
Mexico’s history. As he himself says, he hopes his wealth of facts and sources
will be useful to others. It should be. Despite his digressions, Maddox spins a
fascinating story.
David A. Clary
Roswell, New Mexico

A Fateful Day in 1698: The Remarkable Sobaipuri-O’odham Victory over the
Apaches and Their Allies. By Deni J. Seymour (Salt Lake City: University
of Utah Press, 2014. xiv + 270 pp. 106 halftones, line drawings, 10 maps,
tables, graphs, appendix, references cited, index. $50.00 cloth, isbn
978-1-60781-286-9.)
At dawn on 30 March 1698, over 500 Janos, Jocomes, Mansos, Sumas, and
Apaches attacked the Sobaipuri-O’odham (or Pima) settlement at Santa Cruz
de Gaybanipitea, in present-day southwestern Arizona. The attackers quickly
took the village, forcing the inhabitants to take refuge in an adobe strong
house. This too soon fell, but delayed the attackers so that Sobaipuri-O’odham
warriors from nearby settlements were able to come to Santa Cruz de Gaybanipitea’s aid. Seeing the two sides were now even, Capotcari, the principal captain of the Jocome, called for settling the fight through a contest of champions.
Ten Sobaipuri-O’odhams fought six Apaches and four Jocomes and others. The
O’odhams gained the upper hand in this fight, and the Apaches and their allies
broke and fled, pursued by Sobaipuri-O’odham archers firing poisoned arrows.
And there the battle has stood; but, in a historical, ethnological, and archeological tour de force, Deni J. Seymour adds significant breadth and depth to what
turns out to have been a fateful day.
Seymour begins by transcribing and translating all relevant Spanish historical documents, reconciling them with the ethnohistorical record. With this she
is able to find the general location of Gaybanipitea and, when combined with an
analysis of projectile points and rock art, determine who the attackers were and
why they attacked. She then takes us through the correlation of documentary
“inputs” and archeological “implications” used to find the actual site of Gaybanipitea, before describing her investigation of the site and excavation of an
adobe-walled structure, determined to be of indigenous construct with some
colonial influences, and a housing area. Seymour considers the weapons—bows
and arrows, war-clubs, lances, shields, and at least one firearm—and tactics
used, to understand how the fighting unfolded, with special attention to projectile points, which can be located on the ground and provide much of the
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evidence of the battle, and poisons. As a consequence of the battle, the Sobaipuri became unquestioned Spanish allies, albeit for their own ends, not colonial
reasons, and differentiated from more mobile groups, especially Apaches, who
would be viewed as traditional Pima enemies. Although many Janos, Jocomes,
Sumas, and Mansos negotiated a peace with the Spanish in present-day Chihuahua, the rest were subsumed into the growing Apache population. Finally, Seymour’s work reconnected Gaybanipitea’s O’odham descendants, many of whom
were unaware of their Sobaipuri origins, the battle, or where it occurred, with
their historical past, with many visits to the excavation site.
A Fateful Day in 1698 joins a growing corpus of scholarship illustrating the
importance of war, conflict, and violence in the history of the Southwest. As
sure as wind and water sculpted the terrain into mesas and arroyos, conflict and
violence shaped the human terrain into peoples and nations. Seymour details
one case of how this occurred, showing that 30 March 1698 did truly prove to be
a fateful day in the history of the Southwest.
Lance R. Blyth
U.S. Northern Command
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Oral History, Community, and Work in the American West. Edited by Jessie L.
Embry. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2013. viii + 350 pp. 18 halftones,
contributors, index. $30.00 paper, isbn 978-0-8165-3017-5.)
This volume contains fifteen original essays on the uses of oral histories in western history, all of which originated from a seminar at the Charles Redd Center for
Western Studies. Editor Jessie Embry argues that, because of the essays’ utilization
of oral sources, they increase understanding about the twentieth-century West,
work, and community in the region, and histories of “neglected” people who
rarely make it into the historical record. The collection succeeds on all counts.
Oral History, Community, and Work is organized into three sections. The first,
“Reflections,” contains three thought-provoking essays by Jessie Embry, Barbara
Allan Bogart, and Laurie Mercier, respectively. All focusing on the uses of oral
histories, these longtime practitioners ruminate, in their own ways, about how
interviews can be used in anticipated and unexpected ways. For example Bogart
shows how her publications and exhibits, based on local oral sources, changed
or crystallized how communities narrated their own histories. Thus, she contends, historical fieldwork is more than just documentation, but a “two-way
street.” These introductory essays get at some of the most interesting and complex issues of using oral sources for historical work.
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The second section includes essays on “neglected groups” whose histories
come to life through oral histories. This varied and dynamic section contains
work on labor by Round Valley Indians, Mexican Americans’ recreation in a
small agricultural town, the migrant labor of Ute and Mexican families, Japanese American communities in Colorado, the lives of African Americans and
women in Las Vegas, the intimate story of one woman’s final years in Alaska,
the history of a nursing school in Ogden, Utah, and the political work of Utah’s
Eagle Forum. The essays by William Bauer, Skott Vigil, and Melanie Newport
are particularly good, but each essay highlights the rich historical texture that
oral histories make possible.
The final section, entitled “Essential Sources,” is intended to showcase projects where oral histories are the only sources. The content of this section does
not seem markedly different from that of the previous, but it does contain fascinating essays on isolated Mormon communities, downwinders’ relationships
with government monitors, and familial histories in southern Utah. The collection concludes with an especially strong afterward by Clyde Milner on historical memory.
Together these essays open up essential conversations about oral history:
the values and hazards of working with living historical actors, the complicated dynamics of historical memory, and the alternative narratives oral
history can offer. The collection promotes such conversations because the
authors themselves approach oral histories in very different ways. Some use
them as transparent historical sources, while others evaluate the processes of
memory-making. Some are or become close with their interviewees, while others have to bridge massive difference in order to develop a basic working relationship. Because of these tensions, this book would work well in any number of
classrooms, but scholars of the American West, labor, and modern U.S. history
should all find this collection valuable.
Jennifer L. Holland
University of Oklahoma

Cochise: Firsthand Accounts of the Chiricahua Apache Chief. Edited by Edwin
R. Sweeney. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2014. xiii + 220 pp. 17
halftones, map, bibliography, index. $49.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-8061-4432-0.)
From 1861 to 1872 the renowned Chiricahua Apache chief Cochise fought tenaciously against U.S. expansion in the American Southwest. Right or wrong, his
name was invariably linked to virtually all Indian-related violence along the
rugged border region of Arizona, New Mexico, Sonora, and Chihuahua. That
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said, when Cochise died in June 1874, New Mexico’s superintendent of Indian
affairs, Levi Dudley, opined that the event was a “calamity to the frontier” and to
prospects for lasting peace.
Edwin R. Sweeney, author of several impressive monographs about the Chiricahua Apaches, offers an explanation to Dudley’s enigmatic eulogy in his edited
compilation of over fifty-five primary source documents. The collection not only
provides a firsthand look into the life of Cochise and occasional glimpses into
the indomitable leader’s worldview, but also sheds light on nineteenth-century
Borderlands history, federal Indian policies, the trials and tribulations of
frontier troops, and the historical geography of southeastern Arizona and its
periphery.
Sweeney begins each of the book’s ten chapters with a brief introduction that
explains the general thrust of the documents contained therein. On occasion,
he introduces specific documents with an explanatory paragraph. Particularly
impressive are the explanatory endnotes provided at the end of each document.
Exhaustively researched the notes provide biographical information about the
individuals mentioned in the document, relevant geographic data, and scholarly analyses about specific points or charges made.
The first set of documents examines the Bascom Affair at Apache Pass in
February 1861, which marked the beginning of the “Cochise Wars.” The documentary evidence provided shows conclusively that Cochise never forgot the
treacherous treatment he received at the hands of Lt. George N. Bascom and
that that specific episode of treachery shaped the Chiricahua leader’s behavior
for the remainder of his life.
Sweeney devotes nearly a third of the book to documents pertaining to
“Cochise on the Offensive,” which provide accounts of specific battles and
Apache attacks on settlers. Taken primarily from reports by military personnel,
this chapter is particularly revealing about everyday life on the Southwestern
frontier and the determined efforts of frontier troops to overtake and capture
Cochise—something they never accomplished despite over ten years of scouts,
expeditions, campaigns, etc.
The next five chapters detail Cochise’s activities in the late 1860s and early
1870s when, after nearly a decade of war, the Chiricahuas expressed interest in
establishing peace with the United States. Meeting face-to-face with their longtime adversary for the first time, military officials offered interesting impressions
of Cochise. Officials commented favorably on his strong leadership qualities,
his intelligence, his honesty, and his impressive influence over the widely scattered Apache bands of Arizona and New Mexico. He was also suspicious and
guarded in his dealings with military officials, an understandable response to
the Bascom Affair. Of particular interest to readers interested in Chiricahua
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culture and ritual is the account by Gen. Oliver O. Howard, who negotiated a
peace treaty with Cochise in the fall of 1872.
The remaining chapters explore Cochise’s final years and his efforts to live up
to the terms of the treaty he had signed with General Howard. The documents
provided show a leader who endeavored to fulfill his promises in hopes that the
government would allow his people to remain on the Chiricahua Reservation in
southeastern Arizona. The government kept its word until Cochise’s death in 1874.
Within two years, the Chiricahua Reservation closed and his people dispersed—a
calamity that Cochise had fought so desperately to avoid.
Thomas A. Britten
University of Texas, Brownsville

Life among the Indians: First Fieldwork among the Sioux and Omahas. By
Alice C. Fletcher. Edited and with an introduction by Joanna C. Scherer and
Raymond J. DeMallie. Studies in the Anthropology of North American Indians
Series. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2013. xii + 418 pp. 13 halftones,
37 line drawings, map, musical examples, appendix, notes, bibliography, index.
$65.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-8032-4115-2.)
Meeting Omaha Natives Suzette La Flesche and her brother Francis in 1879
when they accompanied Ponca Chief Standing Bear to Boston fueled aspiring and pioneering ethnographer Alice Fletcher to begin her Native fieldwork.
Especially interested in Native women, in September 1881 Fletcher arrived at
the Omaha Reservation in Nebraska. Accompanied by Suzette, her husband
Thomas Tibbles, and a small tribal party, Fletcher headed north for the Spotted
Tail Agency, Dakota Territory. Fletcher had stayed one week when, upon receiving Hunkpapa Sitting Bull’s surprise invitation, she detoured east to Fort Randall, where Sitting Bull was unjustly held under house arrest. Fletcher returned
to the Omaha Reservation in November 1881 and remained there for four
months with Suzette’s family, the household of Joseph La Flesche.
Five years later in 1886 Fletcher commenced writing a lively first-hand narrative of her time among the Lakotas and Omahas. She relied closely on her
extensive field notes and diaries and believed that Charles Scribner’s Sons was
interested in publishing her story. She revised the manuscript in 1887 but for
unclear reasons neither Scribner’s nor any company published it.
Fletcher wrote Life among the Indians for a non-Native audience and primarily wanted to challenge widespread Native stereotypes. Always the ethnographer, Fletcher included rich Lakota and Omaha cultural details, and as an
Indian reformer, she rebuked Indian agency treatment of Natives. She divided
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Life into two halves: Camping with the Sioux (fourteen chapters) and The Omahas at Home (twelve chapters).
Fletcher presents only Lakota accounts in Part One, primarily from her week
at the Spotted Tail Agency, but she also adds an Elk dreamer performance and
Ghost Lodge ceremony she witnessed at the Pine Ridge Agency on a separate
trip in June 1882. On that same trip Fletcher again visited Sitting Bull’s camp at
Fort Randall, where spiritual leaders shared parts of a White Buffalo Ceremony.
Part Two lacks the travel drama and ceremonies of the Lakota chapters; Fletcher
instead emphasizes the domestic Omaha reservation life she witnessed among
one faction: the educated, pro-allotment La Flesche family.
Fletcher’s field notes and diaries from 1881–1882 are probably more important scholarly resources, but Life Among the Indians deserves attention because
it reveals her empathy, sense of humor, and self-deprecating qualities, virtues
which endeared her to Native people. Unlike in her formal anthropological
writings, Fletcher took liberties to write as an attached observer, emphasizing
human interest stories important to her and her Native informants.
Life also reflects Fletcher’s early anthropological maturation. By 1887 she was
six years removed from her first fieldwork. She had started to understand her
own Eurocentric biases, and had embarked on her life-long and incomplete journey to understand the wisdom of Native cultures. The last three chapters address
Fletcher and Omaha allotment, and these preface her primary failing, which was
not about anthropology, but policy. Fletcher ignored tribal allotment critics, who
understood that federal Indian land policies were always about stealing tribal
lands. Like many, Fletcher thought she knew better, and that was tragic indeed.
Dennis J. Smith
University of Nebraska, Omaha

The Montana Vigilantes, 1863–1870: Gold, Guns, and Gallows. By Mark C.
Dillon. (Logan: Utah State University Press, 2013. xx + 449 pp. 45 halftones,
map, appendixes, bibliography, about the author, index. $34.95 cloth, isbn
978-0-87421-919-7.)
The extensive vigilante activity in the territory of Montana during the 1860s has
been studied and commented upon since the publication of newspaper editor
Thomas J. Dimsdale’s book The Vigilantes of Montana (1866). The volume under
review, by Mark C. Dillon, an associate justice in the Appellate Division of the
New York State Supreme Court, investigates this episode “through the prism of
American legal history” and introduces a perspective which most readers will
find novel and interesting (p. xix).
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The volume offers a fairly traditional interpretation of the rise of Montana
vigilantism, which it locates in the absence of formal and effective law enforcement mechanisms combined with the rapid creation of wealth and the relatively
insecure methods of transporting that wealth by stagecoach and other overland
conveyances. The author offers a full narrative of the 1863–1864 activities of the
committee of vigilance in the mining area of Alder Gulch. He argues that the
establishment of a territorial court in 1864 under the strong and capable leadership of Hezekiah Hosmer was one of the factors that contributed to the decline
of vigilante activity. Dillon does a very fine job of tracing the persistence of vigilante activity in the Helena area from 1865–1870, and demonstrates that many
of those involved in the earlier burst of vigilantism were instigators of subsequent activities. Vigilantism based in mining petered out around 1870, although
a more ranching-based version of it emerged in the 1880s. Dillon demonstrates
that the later vigilante leaders had roots in the events of the 1860s.
Although these sections of the book are crisply and engagingly written,
Dillon’s major contributions come toward the end of the volume. There he
looks at the ways in which the vigilante groups practiced due process and
the various legal procedures in which they engaged. He divides his treatment
into three headings—arrests, trials, and sentencing. He does an excellent job
of indicating for contemporary readers the ways in which these various legal
processes and procedures were understood both by the legal community and by
the public at large during the middle part of the nineteenth century. He emphasizes that our contemporary understandings of legal processes and procedures
are actually fairly modern and often date from the mid to late twentieth century.
However, even within the more underdeveloped legal context of the nineteenth
century, Dillon finds that the Montana vigilantes often acted in ways inconsistent with the common legal norms of the day. For them, he states, the ends justified the means. They never understood, or really wanted to understand, that in
the realm of due process, “the means and the ends are one and the same thing”
(p. 388).
Dillon’s focus on legal history means that other aspects of vigilantism that
are more currently studied, such as the social realities behind discrete episodes
of violence and lynching, are not really discussed in this volume. It is nonetheless an important contribution to the understanding of a significant aspect of
the history of the American West.
Robert M. Senkewicz
Santa Clara University
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A Civilian in Lawton’s 1899 Philippine Campaign: The Letters of Robert D.
Carter. Edited by Michael E. Shay. The American Military Experience series.
(Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2013. xiii + 197 pp. 23 halftones, notes,
works consulted, index. $40.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-8262-2008-0.)
Michael Shay’s A Civilian in Lawton’s 1899 Philippine Campaign is a useful book
for scholars of the Philippine-American War and imperial wars in general. The
civilian of the title, Robert Dexter Carter, was a young American of the 1890s,
newly married and striving to gain a commission in the United States Army.
His father, Robert Goldthwaite Carter, was a retired Army officer and Medal of
Honor holder. The younger Carter could not acquire a commission immediately so he went to work as a civilian clerk in the Army’s quartermaster branch
and was stationed in the Philippines. Carter’s father was friends with the American General Henry Lawton and so the son became a protégé, eating regularly
with the Lawton family.
Carter wrote about his experiences in the Philippines with detail and insight
in letters to his family and articles for magazines back home. These writings are
fascinating and thoughtful and it is clear why Shay thought them worth publication. Carter talked of his fellow Americans, of Filipinos, of life in Manila, and of
all else that took his fancy. Obviously his words were shaped for consumption,
but they seem reasonably unvarnished. Carter is not a particularly sympathetic
figure. He was a bit of a wretch: self-centered, resentful, racist, and callous. He
repeatedly complained about his pay, deliberately got a Filipino civilian in trouble, hoped that junior officers he did not like would be punished, refused to
socialize much, and threw around racist labels and ideas without restraint. Perhaps he was not much different than many young men of his times, but he did
not remotely rise above the crowd. Carter’s wretchedness does however add to
the verisimilitude of the writings, a paradoxical but pleasing benefit.
The letters and articles are improved substantially by Shay’s editing. Each
chapter starts with an explanatory note that comments on the larger American enterprise and Carter’s take on it. There are a range of pictures, thankfully
included in the text rather than compacted in sections. Shay’s introduction and
summing up place Carter into the larger context with grace and precision. Shay
does not shy away from the more unsympathetic parts of Carter’s writings, a
wise decision. More maps (the eternal cry of the military historian!) would have
helped, but this is a small criticism.
Unfortunately, the letters conclude long before the end of the Philippine
campaign or Carter’s time there, ending in late 1899 just after Lawton’s death.
We thus do not see the imperial venture darken as the insurgent war stretched
on and tempers on all sides frayed. The writings that are present, however, open
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an intriguing window into the nascent American empire and insight into all
such imperial efforts.
David Silbey
Cornell University

Chronicling the West for Harper’s: Coast to Coast with Frenzeny & Tavernier
in 1873–1874. By Claudine Chalmers. Vol. 12 in the Charles M. Russell Center
Series on Art and Photography of the American West. (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 2013. xiv + 229 pp. 13 color plates, 119 line drawings, map,
appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-8061-4376-7.)
In The Greater Journey: Americans in Paris (2011), David McCullough relates
the story of the numerous Americans who chose not to go West as pioneers
but instead went to France to study art under the masters. In this book, writer
Claudine Chalmers chronicles the adventures of two accomplished French artists who traveled across the Atlantic Ocean in the opposite direction—from
France to America. The popular and influential New York publication Harper’s
Weekly, renowned for its Thomas Nast and Civil War woodcuts, hired Messrs.
Paul Frenzeny and Jules Tavernier. Their assignment: to cross the United States
and Territories—from New York to San Francisco—by train, horseback, stagecoach, and even hot air balloon, piloted by a French aeronaut. The purpose of
their reportage, Chalmer explains, was to present Harper’s readers with images
entwining two story lines: “the nation’s march west and the contrast between
industrialized cities of the Eastern seaboard and the frontier’s underdeveloped
regions” (p. 14). The University of Oklahoma Press has brought together more
than one hundred of these representative and detailed views in this handsome
volume.
This engraved oeuvre is a sophisticated, valuable, and remarkably comprehensive visual documentary of America’s vanishing frontier, circa 1873 and 1874.
The artists visited New York, Pennsylvania, Missouri, Kansas, Indian Territory,
Texas, Colorado, Nebraska, New Mexico (Acoma Pueblo), Utah, and California.
These diverse places and landscapes are seen through the eyes of two intelligent
and keen foreign observers. Many of the sketches were drawn as observed, but
with an artist’s eye. Others were crafted for their human interest or out of sympathy for their subjects: emigrants, settlers, townspeople, drovers, prospectors,
soldiers, hunters, Mormons, Indians—men and women of European, Native
American, Chinese, and African descent. Animals (wolves, dogs, buffalo, bears,
birds, deer, antelope, pigs, oxen, cattle, mules, and especially horses) also figure
prominently in their art.
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These illustrations, which were boldly inscribed with the signatures of the
artists, turned “FRENZENY & TAVERNIER” into household names. Indeed,
by the time the two men reached Denver, the national reputation they came
to enjoy as the special artists of “A Journal of Civilization,” as Harper’s dubbed
itself, had already preceded them. By virtue of this recognition and the subsequent demonstration of their “joie de vivre and artistic gusto,” as Chalmers
puts it in her fine accompanying text, they were later readily welcomed into San
Francisco’s “emerging Bohemian crowd of artists and litterateurs” (p. 194). Their
year-long sketching trip was an unqualified success for Harper’s and for Frenzeny and Tavernier. On its happy conclusion in California, the two found themselves on top of the world; their careers made. They had changed the way the
American public saw the West and the West had widened their horizons.
Kevin Jon Fernlund
University of Missouri—St. Louis

The Searchers: The Making of an American Legend. By Glenn Frankel. (New
York: Bloomsbury, 2013. 408 pp. 34 halftones, notes, bibliography, photograph
credits, acknowledgments, index, a note on the author. $28.00 cloth, isbn 9781-60819-105-5, $18.00 paper, isbn 978-1-62040-065-4.)
This is an ambitious book with considerable research behind it. Glenn Frankel means to provide a deep context for one of John Ford’s most admired Westerns—indeed, one of the most admired Westerns of all time—The Searchers
(1956). The book’s formal structure juxtaposes three case studies: an historical
account of Cynthia Ann Parker, who was captured by Comanches in 1836 when
she was nine and then “rescued” in 1860, by then the mother of three children,
most notably the famous Comanche chief Quanah Parker; an account of Alan
LeMay’s novel The Searchers, published in 1954, concerning one man’s unrelenting quest to find his niece after her abduction by Comanche raiders (paralleling
James Parker’s prolonged search for his niece, Cynthia Ann); and an account
of the making of Ford’s film based on LeMay’s story. Frankel does a good job
fleshing out each of his case studies, although his historical study is discursive particularly in detailing the life of Quanah Parker, which does not relate to
anything in either the novel or the film. The section on LeMay is considerably
shorter than the other two and essentially serves as a bridge between the search
for Cynthia Ann Parker and Ford’s The Searchers. But LeMay’s novel is a shaky
bridge. It is not an historical novel as such, and LeMay’s extant papers contain
no references to Cynthia Ann, although he was aware of James Parker’s obsessive quest to find her. The reader would welcome something concrete to conBook Reviews
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nect history and film, but Frankel concedes well along in his book that “The fort
scene [in the film] is one of the few moments in The Searchers where the shadow
of Cynthia Ann Parker plainly hovers” (p. 300). Why, then, this extended exercise in establishing the historical precedent for a fictional construct? Perhaps
because Ford’s The Searchers sets a quintessentially Texas story in Monument
Valley instead, the challenge of excavating its historical roots proved irresistible. Frankel’s treatment of each of his case studies is rich in particulars, but the
reader may wonder how knowing Cynthia Ann Parker’s history enhances an
understanding of Ford’s creative achievement.
History students will find Frankel’s close examination of the claims and
counter claims around Cynthia Ann Parker’s “redemption” of interest; and
while the chapters devoted to Quanah Parker are superfluous to The Searchers,
they are relevant to Frankel’s concern with historical memory and permit him
to investigate the consequences for Comanche and white alike of Cynthia Ann
Parker’s captivity over a century and a half ago. Students of western American
literature will find the two chapters on Alan LeMay informative, if frustrating
because of the absence of his files for The Searchers. Finally, students of John
Ford’s film may find the discussion of its making a tad gossipy, but that is due in
part to Ford’s own crusty dismissal of those who sought to penetrate his artistry
and account for his cinematic legacy. The pieces that Frankel has assembled
have their individual pleasures, then, but they do not make for an integrated
whole. However illuminating the past can be, it is hard to shed much light by
burrowing deeply into tangential matters.
Brian W. Dippie
University of Victoria
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With a Book in Their Hands: Chicano/a Readers and Readerships Across the Centuries. Edited by Manuel M. Martín-Rodríguez. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 2014. xxx + 258 pp. contributors, index. $45.00 cloth,
isbn 978-0-8263-5476-1.)
New Mexico Book of the Undead: Goblin and Ghoul Folklore. By Ray John de
Aragón. (Charleston, S.C.: The History Press, 2014. 122 pp. 44 halftones,
about the author. $16.95 paper, isbn 978-1-62619-732-9.)
Chiefs and Challengers: Indian Resistance and Cooperation in Southern California, 1769–1906. Revised Second Edition. By George Harwood Phillips. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2014. xii + 434 pp. 11 halftones, 11 maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $26.95 paper, isbn 978-0-8061-4490-0.)
Latinos at the Golden Gate: Creating Community & Identity in San Francisco. By
Tomás Summers Sandoval Jr. (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2013. xiv + 237 pp. halftones, map, table, notes, references, index.
$39.95 cloth, isbn 978-1-4696-0766-5.)
Life and Politics at the Royal Court of Aguateca: Artifacts, Analytical Data, and
Synthesis. Edited by Takeshi Inomata and Daniela Triadan. Vol. 3 in the
Monographs of the Aguateca Archaeological Project First Phase Series. (Salt
Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2014. xiii + 356 pp. 95 halftones, 90 line
drawings, 37 maps, charts, 62 tables, appendix, references, index. $60.00
cloth, isbn 978-1-60781-318-7.)
Paradise Transplanted: Migration and the Making of California Gardens. By Pierette Hondagneu-Sotelo. (Oakland: University of California Press, 2014. xix +
278 pp. color plates, 36 halftones, notes, references, index. $29.95 cloth, isbn
978-0-520-27777-9.)
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Shores of Knowledge: New World Discoveries and the Scientific Imagination. By
Joyce Appleby. (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 2013. 308 pp. 12 halftones, notes, illustration credits, index. $15.95 paper, isbn 978-0-393-34979-5.)
Supplying Custer: The Powder River Supply Depot, 1876. By Gerald R. Clark. xii
+ 252 pp. 25 halftones, line drawings, 11 maps, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 paper, isbn 978-1-60781-355-2.)
The Streets of San Francisco: Policing and the Creation of a Cosmopolitan Liberal
Politics, 1950–1972. By Christopher Lowen Agee. Historical Studies of Urban
America series. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2014. 328 pp.
14 halftones, map, acknowledgements, abbreviations, notes, index. $45.00
cloth, isbn 978-0-226-12228-1.)
John Wayne’s Way: Life Lessons from the Duke. By Douglas Brode. (Guilford,
Conn.: TwoDot, 2014. ix + 172 pp. 65 halftones, acknowledgements, about
the author. $18.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-7627-9629-8.)
Quartet for the End of Time: A Novel. By Johanna Skibsrud. (New York: W. W.
Norton and Company, 2014. 470 pp. 31 halftones, table, acknowledgements,
art title index, sources and inspirations, about the author. $26.95 cloth, isbn
978-0-393-07373-7.)
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News Notes

•

Grants, Fellowships, and Awards
The UNM University Libraries has received $220,000 in supplemental grant
funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities to continue the digital newspaper project in New Mexico. The project will continue through August
2016, adding an additional 100,000 pages of historic New Mexico newspapers.
To date there are 153,386 pages of New Mexico newspapers from sixty-nine
newspaper titles in Chronicling America through the Library of Congress.
You can see the list of New Mexico papers at: chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/
newspapers/?state=New+Mexico.
Archives, Exhibits, and Historic (Web) Sites
The Albuquerque Museum of Art and History presents “Visualizing Albuquerque.” On the Map: Unfolding Albuquerque Art + Design is a city-wide collaboration between the museum and partnering organizations. The exhibit
celebrates the art and design of central New Mexico. The exhibit opens 31 January 2015 and runs through 10 May 2015. The Albuquerque Museum of Art and
History is located at 2000 Mountain Road NW in Albuquerque. For more information, call (505) 243–7255 or visit: www.albuquerquemuseum.org/art-history/
upcoming-exhibitions.
The Georgia O’Keeffe Museum presents “Georgia O’Keeffe: Ghost Ranch
Views.” The exhibit brings together brilliant paintings of the harsh geography
and spectacular color at Ghost Ranch. The exhibit runs through 22 March 2015.
News Notes
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The Georgia O’Keeffe Museum is located at 217 Johnson Street in Santa Fe. For
more information, call (505) 946–1000 or visit: www.okeeffemuseum.org.
The Indian Pueblo Cultural Center presents “100 Years of State and Federal
Policy: The Impact on Pueblo Nations.” This exhibition and its public programming reflect on the human experience behind enacted policies and laws on
Pueblo communities by other governments. The Indian Pueblo Cultural Center is located at 2401 12th Street NW in Albuquerque. For more information, call
(505) 843–7270 or visit: www.indianpueblo.org/museum/exhibits.html.
The New Mexico History Museum presents “Painting the Divine: Images of Mary
in the New World.” The exhibit includes works from Spain’s three colonial capitals: Peru, Mexico, and New Mexico. The exhibit will run through 13 March 2016.
The New Mexico History Museum is located at 113 Lincoln Avenue in Santa Fe.
For more information, call (505) 476–5200 or visit: www.nmhistorymuseum.org/
index.php.
The Museum of International Folk Art presents, “Between Two Worlds: Folk
Artists Reflect on the Immigrant Experience,” in the Mark Naylor and Dale
Gunn Gallery of Conscience. “Between Two Worlds” is an experimental and
interactive exhibit based on visitor response and community involvement. The
exhibit runs through 17 January 2016. The Museum of International Folk Art is
located at 706 Camino Lejo in Santa Fe. For more information, call (505) 476–
1200 or visit: www.internationalfolkart.org/exhibitions/current.html.
The Museum of Indian Arts and Culture presents “Turquoise, Water, Sky:
The Stone and Its Meaning.” The exhibit collection includes turquoise necklaces, bracelets, belts, rings, earrings, silver boxes, and many other pieces that
highlight the rich history between the stone and the Southwestern culture. The
exhibit runs through 2 May 2016. The Museum of Indian Arts and Culture is
located at 710 Camino Lejo in Santa Fe. For more information, call (505) 476–
1250 or visit: www.indianartsandculture.org/current.
Calendar of Events
18–22 March The American Society for Environmental History will hold its
annual conference, “Turning Protest into Policy: Environmental Values and
Governance in Changing Societies,” at the Washington Marriott in Washington, D.C. For more information, visit: http://aseh.net/conference-workshops/
dc-conference-2015.
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8–11 April The Southwestern Historical Association will hold its annual meeting at the Grand Hyatt Denver in Denver, Colorado. For more information,
visit: www.swhist.org.
8–11 April The Western Social Science Association will hold their 57th annual
conference at the Portland Marriott Downtown Waterfront in Portland, Oregon. For more information, visit: www.wssaweb.com/.
9–12 April The Society for Military History will hold their annual meeting,
“Conflict and Commemoration: The Influence of War on Society,” in Montgomery, Alabama, at the Renaissance Montgomery Hotel and Spa. For more information, visit: www.smh-hq.org/conf/futuremeetings.html.
15–18 April The National Council on Public History announces its annual conference, “History on the Edge.” The conference will be held at the Sheraton
Nashville in Nashville, Tennessee. For more information, visit: http://ncph.org/
cms/conferences/2015-annual-meeting/.
16–19 April The Organization of American Historians will hold their annual
conference, “Taboos” in St. Louis, Missouri, at America’s Center and Renaissance
Grand Hotel. For more information, visit: www.oah.org/meetings-events/2015/.
7–9 May The Historical Society of New Mexico will have its annual conference
at the Embassy Suites Hotel in Albuquerque. For more information, visit: www.
hsnm.org.
14–16 May The Western Association of Women Historians conference will be
held at the Hilton Sacramento Arden West, in Sacramento, California. For more
information, visit: www.wawh.org/conferences/.

News Notes
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University of North Texas Press
Texas Ranger N. O. Reynolds, the Intrepid
CHUCK PARSONS and DONALY E. BRICE
The authors present a complete picture of N. O. Reynolds
(1846-1922), a Texas Ranger who brought a greater
respect for the law in Central Texas. Reynolds began
as a sergeant in famed Company D, Frontier Battalion
in 1874. He was given the responsibility to deliver John
Wesley Hardin to trial, return him safely to jail during
his appeal, and escort him to the Huntsville penitentiary.
$29.95 hardcover.

Bad Company and Burnt Powder

Justice and Injustice in the Old Southwest
BOB ALEXANDER
A collection of twelve stories, each dealing with a
different character or episode in the Wild West involving
various lawmen, Texas Rangers, outlaws, feudists,
vigilantes, lawyers, and judges. Covered herein are the
stories of Cal Aten, John Hittson, the Millican boys, and
more.$32.95 hardcover.

Three Decades of Engendering History

Selected Works of Antonia I. Castañeda

EDITED BY LINDA HEIDENREICH
Three Decades of Engendering History collects ten of
Antonia I. Castañeda’s best articles, including the widely
circulated article “Engendering the History of Alta
California, 1769-1848,” in which Castañeda took a direct
and honest look at sex and gender relations in colonial
California. $39.95 hardcover; $19.95 paperback.

NEW IN PAPERBACK!

Women and the Texas Revolution
M A RY L . SC H EER , ED .
Winner of the Liz Carpenter Award from The Texas
State Historical Association. This collection of eight
essays explores women such as Emily Austin, Susanna
Dickinson, and Emily Morgan West, the Yellow Rose.
$19.95 paperback.

Orders:Call 1-800-826-8911
or visit http://untpress.unt.edu

author / Title

1

JUAN BAUTISTA DE ANZA
The King’s Governor in New Mexico
By Carlos R. Herrera
$29.95 HARDCOVER · 320 PAGES · 10 B&W ILLUS.

Juan Bautista de Anza arrived in Santa Fe at a time when New Mexico
faced threats from Indians and international rivals. As governor of
New Mexico, Anza enacted a series of changes that helped preserve
it as a Spanish territory and strengthen the larger empire to which
it belonged. This first comprehensive biography of Anza shows his
greater historical importance as a soldier and administrator in the
history of North America.

A STRANGE MIXTURE
The Art and Politics of Painting Pueblo Indians
By Sascha T. Scott
$45.00 HARDCOVER · 280 PAGES · 58 COLOR AND 30 B&W ILLUS.

Attracted to the rich ceremonial life and unique architecture of the
New Mexico pueblos, many early-twentieth-century artists depicted
Pueblo peoples, places, and culture in paintings. In this book,
Sascha T. Scott examines the ways in which non-Pueblo and Pueblo
artists advocated for American Indian cultures by confronting some
of the cultural, legal, and political issues of the day.
UNIVERSIT Y OF
OKLAHOMA PRESS

2800 VENTURE DRIVE · NORMAN, OK 73069
TEL 800 627 7377 · OUPRESS.COM

THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION. WWW.OU.EDU/EOO
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